
ERRATA 
September 14, 2007 

 
 
The following errors were identified in the Record of Decision (ROD) following printing 
of the document.  New text is highlighted in blue.  Deleted text is redlined.  
 
Please delete pages ii-iv of the Table of Contents and replace with the attached corrected 
version of the “Table of Contents (corrected).” 
 
Page 1, first paragraph, final sentence should read as follows:  By 2011 this project is 
predicted to reduce the number of people exposed to noise above 45 dB DNL noise levels 
by 619,000  619,023 people, reduce fuel burn and emissions by the airlines, and reduce 
delays by 20%.”    
 
Page 13, first full sentence at the top of the page should read as follows:  The three 
remaining redesign concepts would meet the purpose and need and were studied in detail 
in the EIS.  Two of the remaining design concepts, modifications and clean sheet, would 
meet the purpose and need and were studied in detail in the EIS.  Although Ocean 
Routing did not meet the purpose and need, it was studied in detail in order to address the 
long-standing concerns of NJCAAN.   
 
Page 21, first paragraph, fourth sentence.  Delete extra period.  
 
Page 22, first paragraph should read as follows: “FAA solicited comments on the Noise 
Mitigation Report including holding several public meetings.”  
 
Page 25, second paragraph, third paragraph from top, fourth sentence should read as 
follows:  In 2006 213,962  213,692 people in the Study Area are projected to be exposed 
to noise levels in the 60 to 65 dB DNL range. 
 
Page 25, fourth paragraph, first sentence should read as follows: The selected project 
would cause approximately 21,399 people to be significantly impacted, which means 
they would experience a change in noise levels of +1.5 dB or more at a level of 65 DNL 
dB or greater in 2006. 
 
Page 26, first full sentence should read as follows:  In areas that would experience 45-60 
dB DNL, the number of persons experiencing a slight to moderate impact, 5 dB DNL, 
would be 142,517. 
 
Page 27, B, first paragraph, fourth sentence, JKF should be corrected to JFK. 
 
Page 27, B, first paragraph, last sentence should read as follows:  Based on the level of 
noise modeled for these noise sensitive sites and their use, the only the residences at 34 E. 
4th Street and 406 Marshall Street and the John Marshall School would represent an 
incompatible land use. 
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Page 27, second paragraph, last sentence, should read as follows:  Finally, with respect to 
areas, 548,214 548,241fewer people will experience a 45-50 dB DNL noise exposure as a 
result of the selected project. 
 
Page 27, B, first paragraph, fifth sentence should read as follows: Based on the level of 
noise modeled for these noise sensitive sites and their use, the only the residences at 34 E. 
4th Street and 406 Marshall Street and the John Marshall School would represent an 
incompatible land use.   
 
Page 28, third paragraph, first sentence should read as follows:  The data indicated that 
all of the airspace redesign alternatives, with the exception of the Ocean Routing 
Airspace Alternative, would result in environmental justice impacts on minority 
populations, but not low-income populations.   
 
Page 30, fourth paragraph, last sentence should read as follows:  Delaware SHPO 
requested that FAA consider all areas of Delaware within the Study Area to be in the 
APE, and the FAA agreed.  The Delaware SHPO requested that all of New Castle 
County, within the Study Area, be examined for impacts to cultural resources.  Potential 
noise changes in this area of interest were considered while developing the APE.  
Ultimately, the APE did not include any areas in the states of Connecticut or Delaware 
because not only were there no significantly impacted census blocks within these states, 
there were also no moderately or slightly impacted census blocks in either state.   
 
Page 30, fifth paragraph, first sentence should read as follows:  Ten Seventeen historic 
resources were identified as being in the APE: the Inwood Country Club near JFK, the 
Unification Chapel, the residences at 34 E. 4th Street and 406 Marshall Street, the John 
Marshall school, the Bronx Powder Company and the Jenkins Rubber Company 
buildings, and the Singer Factory District, the Italianate Rowhouse at 168-173 Reid 
Street, the Sacred Heart Church and School and a portion of the Central Railroad of New 
Jersey, near EWR; and the Lazaretto, the Printzhof, the Corinthian Yacht Club and 
Springhouse, the Art Moderne House, the Linde Air Products Corporation, the 
Westinghouse Village row houses and the Westinghouse Industrial Complex located to 
near PHL. 
 
Page 30, last paragraph, last sentence should read as follows:  Since publishing the Final 
EIS, it was discovered that that several sites eligible or potentially eligible for listing on 
the National Register of Historic Places were inadvertently omitted from the discussion in 
the FEIS.  This information is contained in Appendix B.    
 
Page 31, third paragraph, fifth sentence should read as follows:  In response to comments 
on the Draft EIS, the FAA re-evaluated the applicability of Part 150 guidelines to all 
Section 4(f) resources in the Study Area. 
 
Page 32, second full paragraph, third sentence.  Add  ” (end quotation mark) to end of 
sentence. 
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Pages 34, seventh bullet should read: Wallkill River National Wildlife Refuge 
 
Page 35, first full paragraph, third sentence should read as follows:  For example, FHWA 
has determined that a constructive use would not occur for “[l]Lands on which serenity 
and quiet are of extraordinary significance and serve an important public need and where 
the preservation of those qualities is essential if the area is to continue to serve its 
intended purpose.” when the project noise does not exceed 57 Leq(h).13 
 
Page 35, last full paragraph should read as follows:  FAA also considered effects upon 
the Wallkill National Wildlife Refuge considering the fact that one of its purposes is to 
preserve threatened and endangered species. Listed species known to inhabit the refuge 
currently or in the past are: the Indiana bat, bog turtle, dwarf wedge mussels, Mitchell’s 
stayr satyr (extirpated), and American burying beetle (extirpated). As noted in the section 
of this ROD relating to threatened and endangered species, by letter dated August 27, 
2007, the FAA determined that the selected project would have no affect on these listed 
species and requested concurrence from FWS. On September 5, 2007, the FWS 
concurred with the FAA’s determination of no effect to these federally listed species.    
See that section of the ROD for more details. 
 
Page 37, second paragraph, first sentence.  Table 5.14 references the Final EIS. 
 
Page 40, first full sentence should read as follows:  The FAA responded on September 4, 
5,, 2007 and requested concurrence in its determination of no effect for the roseate tern 
and the piping plover.   On September 5, 2007 the FAA obtained FWS concurrence that 
the selected project is not likely to adversely affect the piping plover and roseate tern.  
  
Page 40, first full paragraph, first two sentences should read as follows:  While the U.S. 
Department of Interior expressed no concerns about species in the Wallkill River 
National Wildlife Refuge, FAA recognized as part of its further review of Section 4(f) 
resources that the purpose of this refuge is to preserve threatened and endangered species. 
Species known to inhabit the refuge presently or in the past are the Indiana bat, bog turtle, 
dwarf wedge mussels, Mitchell’s stayr satyr (extirpated), and American burying beetle 
(extirpated). 
 
Page 40, A, second paragraph.  Add a footnote to the last sentence of this paragraph, See 
FAA Orders 5050.4A and 5050.4B for guidance on the threshold of significance.  
 
Page 42, first full sentence at the top of the page should read as follows:  As a result of 
discussions with EPA staff, after determining that there was adequate supporting data, 
FAA deemed it prudent to include the activities described in the preamble to the General 
Conformity Rule above 3,000 feet as a presumed to conform action in the Final Notice 
that FAA published in the Federal Register, Vol. 72, No. 145, pp. 41565-41580 on July 
30, 2007.    
 

                                                 
13 23 C.F.R. § 771.135 and Table 1 of 23 C.F.R. § 772. 
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Page 42, second paragraph, second sentence should read as follows:  The MITRE’s study 
projected fuel consumption on an average day in 2011 under the Future No Action 
Alternative, the Preferred Alternative, and the selected project.   
 
 
Page 42, second paragraph, sentences 4 & 5 should read:  The analysis of fuel 
consumption demonstrated that the selected alternative project would result in a reduction 
in fuel consumption of 194.4 metric tons per day, compared to the No Action Alternative.  
This was slightly greater less than the Preferred Alternative, which would reduce fuel 
consumption by 205 metric tons per day compared to the No Action Alternative.  As 
reduced fuel consumption is directly related to reducing air pollutant emissions, the fuel 
burn analysis further shows that the selected project is exempt because it would clearly 
reduce rather than increase emissions. 
 
Page 43, top of page, second full sentence should read:  The selected project will not 
cause a new violation of the NAAQS, worsen an existing violation, or delay meeting the 
standards of the carbon monoxide, ozone, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter NAAQS 
in the six five states within the Study Area.   
 
Page 44, second paragraph under 12.A, second sentence should read:  Delaware 
concurred in the consistency determination. Connecticut, Delaware, New Jersey, New 
York, and Pennsylvania did not respond to the consistency determination for its state. 
 
Page 45, B, first sentence should read:  The selected project will increase the efficiency 
of the airspace, result in more direct routing, and decrease the use of fuel by 205 194 
metric tons per average day.   
 
Page 46, fourth paragraph, third sentence should read:  There was no overlap in the study 
areas for each of the projects with the study area of the selected project, and the CEP 
CTAP and Potomac projects will not induce growth or increase capacity.   
 
Page 46, fifth paragraph, first sentence should read:  The FAA is currently completing  
issued a FONSI/ROD based on an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Midwest 
Airspace Enhancement Airspace Redesign in the Cleveland/Detroit Metropolitan Areas.  
The study area for this project does not overlap the study area for the selected project and 
will not induce growth or increase capacity.   
 
Page 46, last paragraph, second sentence should read:  Noise measurement data, 
presented in Final EIS Appendix D, was analyzed in conjunction with the noise modeling 
computations for each noise measurement sites in the study area. 
 
Page 49, Comments on ROD.  Correct the synopsis of UPS comment as follows:  EWR 
Night-time Ocean Routing would cause a significant operational burden to UPS, 
likely cause an increase in emissions over parts of Staten ilans Island area and add 
significant complexity to the New York Metro Air Traffic Area, increase flight time for 
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departures which increase costs and potential for significant down-line disruption to out 
our nework. 
 
Page 53, At the end of Section VIII add the following paragraph:  On August 31, 2007, 
the FAA received an additional comment letter from attorneys representing Rockland 
County, New York.  The FAA has completed a preliminary review of this letter and its 
attachments.  The letter raises issues that have already been addressed by the FAA during 
the public comment process.  As such, the FAA is not providing additional responses to 
this letter.  A copy of this letter and attachments is included in Appendix D.      
 
Page 54, B:  Add a period after “Study area.”  Delete the following: … except the 
Pennsylvania SHPO. All but the Pennsylvania SHPO agreed with the FAA’s 
determination that the selected project would cause no adverse effect on historic 
properties. The FAA is continuing to consult with the Pennsylvania Historic Preservation 
Office to resolve concerns about two historic properties and to provide assurances 
necessary to demonstrate compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act. If necessary, implementation of the components of the selected project 
will be delayed until that compliance can be assured. 
  
Page 56, third paragraph, should read as follows:  The FAA has determined that the bald 
eagle, a species that is no longer listed pursuant to the Endangered Species Act, is also 
not affected by the selected project.  The FAA has also initially determined that the 
selected project as compared to the no-action alternative does not affect the piping plover 
or the roseate tern– statement about tern not included in 8/27/07 letter to FWS).   On 
September 5, 2007, the FAA responded to the FWS and obtained FWS concurrence that 
the selected project is not likely to adversely affect these two species.    The FAA has 
requested concurrence from the FWS as to its determination and will continue to work 
with the FWS to address concerns expressed by the FWS. If necessary, implementation 
of the components of the selected project will be delayed until that compliance can be 
assured. 
 
Appendix A:  Page numbers were added.  
 
Appendix B:  Add the following title:  “Additional Analysis”      
  
Appendix B is currently paginated as 60-74.  The pagination should be changed to B-1 
through B-15.   
  
Page 60,  first paragraph, first sentence should read: In Section 5.3.5.1 of the FEIS the 
FAA committed to conduct further evaluation, in consultation with appropriate federal 
and state officials, to determine whether predicted noise increases or visual changes over 
affected areas of the 4(f) resources listed in Table A.1 B.1 would result in a constructive 
use.   
 
Page 63, third paragraph, first sentence should read:  Table A.2 B.2 compares the 
medians and ranges of noise exposure levels for the remaining 4(f) sites as a result of the 
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2006 No Action and 2011 Future No Action Airspace Alternatives as well as the selected 
project in 2011. 14 
 
Page 64, fourth paragraph, second sentence should read:  Tables A.3 B.3 and A.4  B.4 
show the winter and summer ambient sound levels measured at primarily backcountry 
locations in Great Smoky Mountains National Park.  The first two columns present the 
24-hour LAeq and L50 sound levels for the existing ambient, i.e., it includes all sound 
sources, over an entire 24-hour day. 
  
Page 67, first paragraph, fourth sentence should read:  Modeled 2006 and 2011 noise 
levels for the No Action and Future No Action Airspace Alternatives, and the selected 
project at the shelter locations are presented in Table A.5 B.5. 
  
Page 67, references figures A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4.   Those figures were inadvertently 
omitted from the ROD.  The figures are included in Appendix B and attached to this 
Errata.  For clarity, these figures have been re-numbered as figures B-1, B-2, B-3 and B-
4.   
 
Page 67.  It was discovered that that several sites eligible or potentially eligible for listing 
on the National Register of Historic Places were inadvertently omitted from the 
discussion in the FEIS.  This information is contained in Appendix B and attached to this 
Errata.    
 
Appendix C and Appendix D:  Full and complete copies of Appendix C and Appendix D 
were being prepared for publication at the time the ROD was signed.  They are attached 
to this Errata.    
 
 

                                                 
14 When the FAA began the formal NEPA process, the year 2000 was established as the baseline 
condition for noise modeling.  The FAA then estimated the noise levels for 2006 and 2011 utilizing a well 
recognized and validated noise model called NIRS.  For additional information on noise modeling and 
NIRS see FEIS 3.5 and Appendix E.   
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Section 106 Resources not Identified in the FEIS 
 
It is noted that several sites eligible or potentially eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places were inadvertently omitted from the discussion in the FEIS.  
Information regarding these sites was included in Appendix F.11 Section 106 Review.  
These sites include the following: 
 
The Italianate Rowhouse located at 168-173 Reid Street, Elizabeth New Jersey is within 
the APE near EWR.  Built in 1865, this site was determined eligible for listing under 
National Register Criterion C as “an excellent and unusually intact exampled of a multi-
family dwelling in the Italianate style.” Eligibility under Criterion C means that a 
property is important because it illustrates a particular architectural style or construction 
technique.  The noise analysis showed that the noise exposure level at this location would 
potentially increase significantly as a result of the 2006 Modifications to Existing 
Airspace Alternative (56.4 DNL to 65.1 DNL) and the 2006 Integrated Airspace 
Alternative Variation without ICC (56.4 DNL to 65.0 DNL). Since this site was listed on 
the NRHP under Criterion C, an increase in noise would not constitute an adverse effect 
on the Italianate Rowhouse. Additionally, the selected Project would result in a noise 
exposure level of 61.4 DNL which is below Part 150 compatibility guidelines for 
residences. 

The Sacred Heart Church and School, located at Spring and Bond Streets in Elizabeth, 
New Jersey, is within the APE near EWR.  This site was determined eligible for listing 
on the National Register under Criterion C as an excellent example of the Gothic Revival 
style as applied to an ecclesiastical structure.  The noise analysis showed that the noise 
exposure level at this location would potentially increase significantly as a result of the 
2006 Modifications to Existing Airspace Alternative (56.3 DNL to 65.3 DNL) and the 
2006 Integrated Airspace Alternative Variation without ICC (56.3 DNL to 65.3 DNL).  
Since this site is listed on the NRHP under Criterion C, an increase in noise would not 
constitute an adverse effect on the Sacred Heart Church and School.  Additionally, the 
selected Project would result in a noise exposure level of 61.1 DNL which is below Part 
150 compatibility guidelines for churches and schools. 

A portion of the Central Railroad of New Jersey is also located within the APE near 
EWR.  The section of the Railroad through Elizabeth was determined eligible for listing 
on the National Register in 1995.  An increase in noise would not diminish the integrity 
of the property’s setting and therefore the selected Project would not have an adverse 
affect on this site. 
 
The Corinthian Yacht Club, along with Springhouse which stands on the same property, 
is located just west of Governor Printz Park in Essington, Pennsylvania.  These two 
buildings locate in the APE near PHL were found to be National Register eligible 
because of their significance as standing structures from the 18th and 19th centuries, as 
well as the archaeological potential.  Activities at the Club include sailboat racing and 
trap shooting.  The noise analysis showed that the noise exposure level at this location 
would potentially increase significantly as a result of the 2006 Modifications to Existing 
Airspace Alternative (60.3 DNL to 66.3 DNL) and the 2006 Integrated Airspace 
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Alternative Variation without ICC (60.3 DNL to 66.3 DNL).  Since the significance of 
this site is based on architectural characteristics and archaeological potential, the increase 
in noise would not create an adverse effect on the on the Corinthian Yacht Club or the 
Springhouse.  Additionally, the selected Project would result in a noise exposure level of 
61.5 DNL which is below Part 150 compatibility guidelines for golf courses. 
 
The Linde Air Products Corporation is located at the end of West 2nd Street in Essington, 
Pennsylvania, just west of the Corinthian Yacht Club and the Printzhof.  This site is in the 
APE near PHL.  In 1940 Union Carbide constructed a manufacturing facility to produce 
bottled gas on this property.  The facility appears to be in nearly its original condition.  
The buildings and smokestack represent a mid-20th century manufacturing facility that 
may have been of significance during World War II.  The site of the Linde Air Products 
Corporation has been occupied by several different entities over time.  As a result of the 
varied occupants and the fact that this site is close to the Printzhof, the site of the Linde 
Air Products Corporation may also have archeological significance.  The noise analysis 
showed that the noise exposure level at this location would potentially increase from 56.2 
DNL to 64.8 DNL as a result of the 2006 Modifications to Existing Airspace Alternative 
and from 56.2 DNL to 64.8 DNL as a result of the 2006 Integrated Airspace Alternative 
Variation without ICC.  Since the significance of this site is primarily based on 
architectural characteristics and archaeological potential, the increase in noise would not 
create an adverse effect on the on the Linde Air Products Corporation.  Additionally, the 
selected Project would result in a noise exposure level of 57.8 DNL which is below Part 
150 compatibility guidelines for general manufacturing land use. 
 
The Westinghouse Village row houses are located on Jansen, Saude, and Seneca Avenues 
just north of the Westinghouse Industrial Complex in Tinicum Township, Pennsylvania.  
Westinghouse Village is located in the APE near PHL.  Between 1918 and 1920, 
Westinghouse Electrical Corporation built housing for their workers.  The resulting well-
designed rowhouses provided a model for industrial worker’s housing. The remaining 
standing 172 units out of the original 192 units are now privately owned.  Despite some 
modernization, the neighborhood, which includes several distinctive Dutch Colonial 
buildings, retains its overall form.  The noise analysis showed that the noise exposure 
level at this location would potentially increase significantly as a result of the 2006 
Modifications to Existing Airspace Alternative (60.3 DNL to 65.4 DNL) and the 2006 
Integrated Airspace Alternative Variation without ICC (60.3 DNL to 65.4 DNL).  
However, the selected Project would only result in a small change in noise (55.1 DNL to 
56.4 DNL) and therefore, the selected Project would not create an adverse effect on the 
on the Westinghouse Village. 

The Art Moderne House, located at 246 3rd Street in Essington, Pennsylvania, is within 
the APE near PHL.  The home is considered eligible for the NRHP because of its unusual 
folk-art interpretation of modern style architecture.  The 1930’s or 1940’s building 
displays a mix of styles, potentially the creation of an amateur builder.  The noise 
analysis showed that the noise exposure at this location would potentially increase from 
59.6 DNL to 67.8 DNL in 2006 as a result of Modifications to Existing Airspace 
Alternative and from 59.6 to 67.8 DNL as a result of Integrated Airspace Alternative 
Variation without ICC.  The noise analysis showed that the noise exposure level at this 
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location would potentially increase significantly as a result of the 2006 Modifications to 
Existing Airspace Alternative (59.6 DNL to 67.8 DNL) and the 2006 Integrated Airspace 
Alternative Variation without ICC (59.6 DNL to 67.8 DNL).The increase in noise would 
not create an adverse effect on the on the Art Moderne House since the main criteria for 
its listing are the artistic architectural style.  Additionally, the selected Project would 
result in a noise exposure level of 60.6 DNL which is below Part 150 compatibility 
guidelines for residences. 

 

















































Appendix D - Comment Letters on the FEIS



Steve Kelley
Manager, Airspace Redesign
Eastern Terminal Services
1 Aviation plaza
Jamaica, NY 11434

Dear Mr. Kelley,

We have reviewed the NY / NJ / PHL Metro Airspace Redesign draft EIS
~Noise Mitigation Report N and the "Operational Analysis of Mitigation
of the NY/ NJ / PHL Airspace RedesignN and appreciate the opportunity
to offer comments on the final Environmental Impact Study.

Regarding section 8 of the "Operational Analysis of Mitigation of the
NY/NJ/PHL Airspace Redesign N concerning the BWR Night-time Ocean
Routing, we believe that this routing would cause a significant
operational burden to ups. It would also likely cause a significant
increase in emissions over parts of Staten Island area and add
significant complexity to the New York Metro Air Traffic Area. The
additional 7.4 minutes of flight time (as estimated by the FAA)
required for each of our departures that would be required to fly the
procedure would generate considerable costs as well as the potential
for significant down-line disruption to our network.

The proposed routing would impact a total of 19 of the most critical
flights in our system each week (under UPS' current operating schedule)
approximately 50% of the time, based on current runway utilization.
Variable costs of the additional flight time alone are conservatively
estimated at $450,000 to $500,000 per year based on a $2.11 per gallon
fuel cost. True cost of the additional flight time would be much
higher were we to consider fixed ownership costs. The down-line impact
cost to our network is not precisely estimatable at this time, but
suffice it to say that shipments out of New York for our customers are
of significant economic importance.

We previously offered two alternatives to the BWR Night-time Ocean
Routing. The first was to simply handle the night time and day time
operations the same. We can, however, no longer support our second
alternative, which was to not start the use of the routing until
midnight. This summer has seen a significant increase in the number of
operations at JFK. For too many reasons to mention here, we have often
seen significant levels of traffic operating at JFK until well after
midnight. This traffic was not considered in the design of the EWR
Night-time Ocean Routing and would, in our opinion, likely result in
unacceptable levels of delay to both airport's departures.

Thank you for your consideration. Should you have any questions as to
UPS' stance on this or any other aspect of the proposed noise
mitigation strategy, please feel free to contact me.

Tim Stull
Manager - Air traffic Systems
UPS
502-359-5704
tstull@ups.com

D-I



PO Box 603
Ridgefield, Ct.06977
August 22, 2007

Me Steve Kelley
FederaJ Aviation Administration

One Aviation Plaza, 4th Floor
Jamaica, NY 11434

Re: Comments on the NYINJ/Phil Airspace Redesign FEIS

Dear Mr Kelley,

In aceonJance with 40 CFR 1503.1 (b) set below are comments on the FEIS
~iaUy those parts not made available during the public comment period on the OEIS.
These comments are directed to omissions and errors which need to be addressed in a
supplementaJ DEIS.

There are three events which manifest themselves after the DEIS was released and
will significantly effect the enviromnental analysis in the BIS. 40 CFR 1502.9(c)(ii)
provides that there should be a full consideration of them in a supplement. These events
include: [AJ the PANYNJ operation of Stewart airport: [BJ the essentially static number
ofoperations at EWR for the last 4 years to date contrary to the EIS forecast: and [C] the
increasing load factor on aircmft in place ofexpanded airline operations and its effects on
operation comrt projections.

Each of these events will contribute to the current operations levels at EWR not
coming even near the 2011 forecast of524,140 operations. This number is critical in the
operational and environmental analysis because almost all of its metrics are predicated on
an annual average day in 2011 or the 90th percentile day in 2011, each ofwbich is
directly calculated from the forecast of20Il annual operations.

The Mitre operations analysis in Appendix C highlights the central importance of
2011 operations levels with the following discussion on page xxvi;

" Newark shows the greatest benefits from the Integrated Airspace with ICC alternative{the
preferred alternative}, since the benefits associated with the use ofdual Q"iva/ streams
dominate the increased flying distance.n

•••••

"However, it must be noted that the penalties caused by longer routes are a fixed cost that is
proportional to the number offlights." ....."there is a break-even point in traffic levels.
....somewhere between the median and 90th percentile day in the 2011 forecast". "U the
forecast demand levels do Dot materialize, the (preferred alternative] may Dot reach
the break-even point".
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(A) You have stated at public meetings and in the DEIS responses that the new
ownership situation at Stewart was not being considered further in the ElS because " the
lease has not been signed yet." This implies the takeover is still too uncertain and
speculative to be considered as "data". However on July 2007 when the FEIS was still be
written, the PAts Board ofDirectors certified to the public so as to satisfy SEC financial
reporting requirements that Stewart is a additionalfaci/ity ofPA. (see PANYNJ Board of
Directors meeting minutes July 26~ 2007, Calendar item 12, page 20)

You are undoubtedly aware that the Stewart facilities have already been extensively
refurbished in recent years including a new, modem control tower, refurbished nmway
lighting, extensive taxiway repavement and a direct access road completed to the
interstate highway system.
Fwther in FAA response 1.4.1 it is acknowledged that:

"Since Stewart is far from the other aiIports with long runways and has no
other large aiIspace complex constraining it on any other side, it can expand
greatly..... [Appendix Q, page 7]

It would appear that the PA's announced plan to offload significant air operations from
its other metro airports especially EWR win have a significant downward impact on
actual operations at EWR by 2011, contributing to the failure io reach the Break-Even
poiDt.

[B] Several commentators, including NJCAAN in May 10,2007, point 9, have drawn
attention to the fact that 2006 actual operations at EWR missed the study forecast by
14%. It has been reported by PA and FAA that EWR operations were:

458,677 in 2000 (study baseline)
440,437 in 2004
440,953 in 2005
444.258 in 2006
443,622 in 12 months ending JWle 2007

These nwnbers indicate a clear trend to a static level { a plateau} in operations at EWR
contrary to the assumption ofcontinuous growth in operations forecast for 2006 and
2011 in the ms. More important, the actual annual average day now is considerably
below the baseline number of 1222. In the 12 months ending in June 2007, the AAD was
about 1215. As indicated above, the break-even point is between 1436 and 1634 per day
(median and 90th percentile of20Il forecast). The openrtions forecast assumed a growth
rate of3.5% between 2006 and 2011. At that rate the present operations at EWR will not
reach the break-even point by 201 I !

[C] Another recent event which is causing EWR operations to increase at a slower
rate than predicted in the FEIS is the increasing load fiIctor for airlines. Because of the
steep rise in aircraft fuel~ competitive pressme from low cost airlines and other economic
changes unanticipated in the EIS forecast, airlines have been forced to increase load
factors significantly beyond those expected in the EIS studies. lnstead ofadding
additional aiIcnlft, airlines have been adjusting to increased passenger volume by
cramming more passengers onto each flight. It would be a simple calculation to quantifY
the impact ofthis new trend on the 2011 forecast. This calculation should be done in a
supplemental report so that the 2011 forecast may be updated appropriately.
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It should be also noted that the 201 I forecast is now out ofdate. A 5 year forecast
is required for aircraft operations in environmental studies by Section] 4.4g(2) in
Appendix A ofOrder J050.1 E. The FEIS is being issued in 2007, therefore the
appropriate forecast period should be 2012. If the 2011 FEIS forecast were reasonably
close to actual operations this shortfall in the prescribed study period might be
acceptable. However given the large variations ( plateau vs growth) now becoming
apparent, the FEIS operations forecasts need to be updated in accordance with Order
I050.lE's requirements for a full and fair discussion [Sections 5008(1), 208a].

[D) The discrepancy between the 2006, 200II forecasts and the actual ope,rations
results can be explained in large part due to the fact that the FEIS studies asswne optimal
weather conditions ( hereinafter "blue sky") for all days in annual averages. The FAA's
PElS responSe at Appendix QSection 10.3.2 reports that records show blue sky days
exist only 700/0 of the time. Further the FAA 2004 Airport Capacity report shows metrics
for calculating the actual decrease in operations throughput for both marginal and
instrument [!Me] weather conditions at the airport (EWR). Ifone applies the adverse
weather reductions to the forecast annual operations totals, about 213 of the discrepancy
between the forecast and actual results can be explained.

AJthough the blue sky analysis can give important theoreticaJ perspective on the
operations capacity situation, in an environmental impact analysis, the effect ofadverse
weather must be fully disclosed and evaluated to give the Decisionmaker a full and fair
discussion of the actual environmental circumstances that will prevail in connection with
a proposed action such as the airspace redesign.

The Mitre report referenced in Appendix Q, Section 1.1.8, concerning Analysis ofa
Severe Weather Scenario, although an important step in the ovemll analysis is incomplete
by itself. Adverse weather can impact a flight at 3 points, atde~ en route and at
arrival. The Mite Severe weather report covers only the second point. Margiria.I or IMC
weather conditions at the arrival and departure airports are one ofthe principal causes of
delay. As pointed out above the 2004 Airport capacity report has specific MetriCS for
adverse weather at EWR. Further as stated in my June 26, 2007 ThUd comment the dual
arrival streams proposed for EWR are particularly negatively influenced by adverse
weather.
The FAA states this point very well in the current OEP ver 8,2007, Smart sheet lERM·5
Reduced Separation Standards.

"Simultaneous aircraft arrivals may be conducted at Closely Spaced Parallel
Runway (CSPR) airports [as for ex.EWR] based on the use ofvisual (good weather)
procedures. As weather conditions deteriorate, simultaneous arrivals based on visual
procedures must be discontinued and standard instrument flight rules (lFR) aircraft
separation must be provided. For CSPR airports this results in the operational loss ofone
of the two CSPRs, resulting in a 50 percent decrease in the maximum potential arrival
rate. The reduced CSPR operations at major airports increase system-wide delays and
make it difficult for air carriers to maintain scheduling integrity. "
The point is that the dual arrivals at EWR may be not operative during late afternoons

due to thunderstorms and mornings due to overcast so that a substantial percentage of the
delay savings presently projected in the FEIS will not in fact materialize for this aspect of
the airspace redesign! It appears that a substantial part ofthe delay savings in the
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redesign come from the reduced aircmft separation rules which are diminishe(i"ifnot
completely overcome by adverse weather conditions at the terminal airspace . A
supplemental report is necessary to fully disclose and evaluate the effects ofadverse
weather on the FEIS Metrics which analyze the environmental impacts of the proposed
action

[E] Since there are many valuable improvements in the airspace redesign not connected
to the dual anivaJ streams at EWR and since the problems outlined above pertain in large
part to the dual arrival streams, I am urging the consideration ofa mitigation measure of
no @ction in part by not moving the North Gate until the environmental analysis outlined
above is done so that such movement can be justified. Unlike other parts of the redesign
which are to be mitigated by employing them only when necessary during peak
operations, the moved North Gate is in place 24n. No time ofday mitigation is possible
so the residents of Ct. and NY will be exposed to noise levels where almost no aircraft
noise presently exists 24 hours a day even when the dual anival track is not needed!

In my comments to the mitigation plans of last April I made the foregoing
mitigation suggestion but the reviewer misunderstood it as a reference to the global no
action alternative and therefore made no actual response to my request. It should be kept
in mind that the ROD is a much more appropriate place for such fine adjustments to the
proposed action rather than in court. In Court the whole airspace redesign plan may be
seriously interrupted rather than just the dual arrivals. There is strong precedent for such
a partial mitigation action. In the FEIS that was recently approved for Logan airport in
Boston, the center taxiway portion of the pian was postponed until a supplemental report
was prepared for it

There is also a wider perspective. If the dual arrival issue were resolved quickly with
the partial mitigation, such action wiD facilitate other actions in Congress ofgreater
concern to the FAA such as the passage ofa new funding bill and conflIlll8tion hearings
on the next Administrator.

Your consideration ofthe above stated comments will be very much appreciated.
Sincerely, I

criwl!::r~ .
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New Jersey Coalition Against Aircraft Noise
~ P.o. Box 554 Scotch Plains, New Jersey 07076

August 29, 2007

Mr. Steve Kelley. FAA
One Aviation Plaza,
4th Floor,
Jarnai~ NY 11434

Re: Comments on FEIS for NY/NJIPHL Airspace Redesign

Dear Mr. Kelley:

Please accept the following material on new developments for your consideration as partial comment
by the New Jersey Coalition Against Aircraft Noise (NJCAAN) on the Federal Aviation
Administration's ("FAA's") Final EnviromnentaJ Impact Statement (FEIS) for the NY/NJ/PHL
Metro Airspace Redesign. NJCAAN is currently reviewing the FEIS document. but cannot
adequately comment on the numerous issues in the document in the limited time available prior to
the Record of Decision. However, NJCAAN feels that the enclosed new material changes the
landscape for the redesign and is especially significant. By submitting the enclosed additional
material, NJCAAN does not intend to diminish the import of any of its earlier comments on the Draft
EIS submitted in 2006, or its later 2007 comments submitted in response to the FAA proposed noise
mitigations.

Four exhibits are attached that further characterize the gamut ofproblems due to overcrowding and
delays in the NYINJIPHL metropolitan area and contain proposals to address the problems. Several
exhibits highlight the likely ineffectiveness of the airspace redesign in addressing metro area aviation
problems. -The likely near term adoption a subset of the enclosed proposals may make unnecessary
aspects of the airspace redesign and will certainty invalidate the operational and noise studies done
for the FEIS.

1. Exhibit A: Letter from New Jersey Senator Robert Menendez to Transportation
Secretary Peters and FAA Administrator Blakey

The enclosed letter by Senator Menendez requests examination of methods for limiting demand and
encouraging use of larger aircraft to make more efficient use of aiIport and airspace facilities. The
letter highlights the limited ability ofteehnological solutions to increase capacity. The airspace
redesign time frames are lengthy and achievement of efficiency goals undemonstrated. Note that the
FAA denies that the airspace redesign increases capacity. Demand reduction methods encouraged by
Senator Menendez also appeared in a number of comments from the public to the DEIS.

The noise impacts to New Jersey of the Airspace Redesign are clear and Senator Menendez states
opposition to the airspace redesign because of them.
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N1CAAN Comment on FEIS
August 28, 2007

Page 20f 3

2. Exhibit B: Article from August 13,2007 Wall Street Journal

The enclosed article from page Al of the August 13,2007 Wall Street Journal entitled, "Frequent
Flying, More Trips Worsen Airport Delays," discusses the metro area delays and points out a 12%
recent downward shift in the size and passenger carrying ability of aircraft using the metro area
airports as a factor. The effect of this reduced aircraft size on delays greatly exceeds that of capacity
and efficiency gains in the airspace redesign. This article also highlights the great influence on
delays that congestion management and slotting can have based on experience at John F Kennedy
(JFK) and laGuardia Airports.

The article cites objections from various segments as reasons for the FAA not vigorously working to
raise aircraft size to increase airspace usage efficiency. However, the FAA has chosen instead, to
subject large environmental justice populations in the vicinity of Newark Liberty International
Airport to greatly increased noise for small purported throughput gains that would be much less
effective in reducing delays than demand control alternatives. Comments in Appendices N and Q6f
the FEIS shows enonnous broadly based opposition to the proposed airspace changes that
counterbalances the industry objections cited in the article.

3. Exhibit C: Article from July 12, 2007 New York Times

The enclosed article from the July 12,2007 New York Times points out the 26.4% increase in flights
and shaIp increase in delays at JFK following the removal of slot restrictions. This flight increase is
more than twice the 12.9% increase in number of passengers. Removal of JFK slot restrictions
resulted in reduced airspace efficiency and effectiveness in carrying passengers. The article further
points out a tendency for individual carriers, left to their own devices, to squander airspace efficiency
to optimize their own operations.

4. Exhibit D: Article from July 9, 2007 USA Today

The enclosed article from the July 9, 2007 issue of USA today points out limitations on JFK ground
operations as an additional factor creating delays. It mentions FAA pressure to get controllers to
space aircraft more closely to address airspace congestion, which can hardly be considered to
promote safety.

A brief comment on noise modeling errors. NJCAAN comments requested the examination of
effects of errors in the FAA model on its noise impact projections, but none was forthcoming in the
FEIS. The FAA states that NIRS is based upon the same calculation software (engine) as INM so it
has the same limitations for accuracy. A quick review of the literatureI 2shows that INM can easily

1 DP Rhodes and JB Ollerbead, "Aircraft Noise Model Validation." 2001 International Congress and Exhibition on
Noise Control Engineering (lntemoise 2001), The Hague, The Netherlands, 2001. Aug 27-30, Figure 3.
2 DP Rhodes. S White. P Havelock, ·'Validating the CAA Noise Model with Noise Measurements," Environmental
Research and Consultancy Department, eAA, London, Figure 4, Page 6. Paper available at
http://www.caa.co.uJcIdocsI68Nalid_ANCON.pdf
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NJCAAN Comment on FEIS
August 28, 2007

Page 3 of 3

yield errors of several decibels, and commonly underestimates the noise. NJCAAN's previous
comments have pointed out that large environmental justice populations in Elizabeth, New Jersey
receive 3 and 5 decibel noise increases but fall just below the FAA 65 DNL threshold. Closer
examination of the populations projected as receiving large aviation noise increases in view of the
errors ~d sensitivities in the FAA models, panicularly for those areas modeled as near 65DNL, is
clearly warranted and yet was not done in the FEIS.

In summary, NJCAAN urges the further consideration of other alternatives for increasing airspace
usage efficiency and safety as opposed to the high impact and more complex alternatives in the
airspace redesign. The FEIS states a 3.7 mile increase in flight distances for the Preferred
Alternative, which will increase fuel consumption and emissions. The FEIS depends on purported
delay reduction to offset these increases. Given the previous behavior of the carriers, the realization
of this delay reduction is questionable. By comparison, adoption of demand control methods can
yield reduced delays, less fuel burn, less emissions and less noise within the current airspace design.

At this point, near term adoption of demand control methods including promotion of increased
aircraft size appears likely. This, plus the increased use of Stewart Airport, can profoundly affect
airspace operation. NJCAAN believes that the FAA did not adequately review all available
alternatives including demand management controls and utilization of Stewan Airport, in its airspace
redesign and should include these proposals as viable alternatives. As a result, any implementation
should be put "on hold" until the FAA can include the pending adoption of more effective demand
control methods with the alternatives. We believe that the preferred alternative falls far short of
meeting the project's purpose and need ofreducing the area's aircraft delays.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours, --t j}
fJe'z.<;ht.<-_ r-c~

~erome Feder,
Director, NICAAN.
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The Honorable MaryB. Peters

SecretaIy
U.S. Department ofTransportation
1200 New Jersey Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20590

The Honorable Marion C. Blakey
Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Ave, SW
Washington, DC 20591

Dear Secretary Peters and Administrator Blakey:

I am writing in response to 1he fOImation ofa new FAA task force to address flight
delays in the New lerseylNcw Yark area.. This task force (following closely behind the
formation ofa similar task force by the Port Authority ofNew YorklNew Jersey) is a
welcome, although overdue, dcyclopment. I share my constituents' fIustratioDS about the
number ofdelayed flights atNewark Liberty International Airport. InJ~ only 54% of
the flights aaiving at the airport were on time. This is simply unacceptable. Solutions
must be found as soon as possible.

.'
I understand that the FAA is anxious to reduce delays by investing in ali upgrade ofair
traffic comrol equipment, and I am wholeheartedly supportive oftbis effort. Further, I
kDow the FAA believes its proposed aiDpace redesign wiD also ease delays. I am
opposed to the airspace redesign, as cw:rcntIy devised, bec~ it does not adequately
address our citizens' air noise concerns. Regardless, neither ofthese solutions will have
any impact on delays for months or even years. What we need DOW is for the FAA and
the DOT to show leadership end devise ways to mitigate this problem immediately.

As part ofits reviewi the FAA congestion'task force should examine whether temporary
limits on opemtians should be placed on all of the region's airports. CutrentlY. the FAA
limits La Guardia Ai:tport to 7S take~ffs or landings per hour. I understand that the FAA
and the DOT have been actively assessing current operations at JFIC Airport and that one
airline has even asked the.FAA to reestablish operating limits at JFK. AD three
international~ as Well as Teterboro AiIport, share the same ove:crowded airspace
that shuttles over 100millionpas5engcIS ayear. These operations arc clearly at the
breaking point and market forces alone will not alleviate the problem. The FAA task
force should immediately take steps to essess whether caps are needed at these aiIports.
Failing~ the FAA should ~at the very least convene schedule reduction meetings
immediately with all relevant operato!s in the region:.
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The congestion taskforce also needs-to reexamine whether these inacased delays can be
managed by giving more priority to larger planes, particularlyduring periods ofextreme
congestion. Corporate jets are increasingly being used to travel in md out of the region
and commercial airlines are increasingly using smaller regional aircraft that only seat 37
to SO people. The FAA taskforce shou1~ study whether sensible rules on aircraft size
need to be implemented in this saturated airspace. Last year the FAA proposed minimum
ayerage sizes for the planes that fly into and out ofLa Guardia, but this plan taced stiff
opposition. This opposition was due inpart to fears that smaller airports might lose
access to the region, and I certainly understand those concerns. But many ofthese flights
arc com.iD8 from or going to JDAjor intcmatiocal airports that can accommodate much
largerplanes. The Port Authority ofNew YorkINew Jersey has suggested writing aircraft
size requirements into gate leases. The specifics will have to be workedo~ but the task:
foree should examine whether to impose some form ofregulation maximizing the number
ofseats per flight in our crowded air space, particularly during periods ofheavy
congestion and on routes that can accommodate larger aircraft.

Lastly, I would like to know iftbe increased munber ofintemati<mal flights coming into
the region may be causing more domeStic fligb1 delays. My staffwas wormed that when
flying in from overseas, international flights often Jack the fuel to circle for lOngperiods ,
oftime. This means that duriDg times when the airports are delayed, it is the .shorter-mute
domestic :flights that must circle and wait for an opening while the inteniatiODal flights
land. Is there a noticeable di1ference in delays for incoming domestic or international
flights into the New JerseylNew Yolk xegion? Are there steps that can be taken to
address this~ Please provide my staffwith flight delay infmmatiOJl for international
flights coming into NewaIt Liberty Intemational~ JFK Ai1port" and La Guardia

. . Airport. Please also provide flight delay information for flights from the WestCo~
Hawaii. and Alaska.

The broader problem that must be solved is that we have a severely overburdened
aviation network. Market forces alone will not fix these problems. Further.
technological solutions will take too long to implement and will only be able to incIcase
capacity to a certain extent. For immediate reliefand for long term. planning, it is
incumbent on the FAA congestion taskforce to determine as soon as possible what
sensible regulations can be impJemcntcd to ease delays, canccJlatjons and oiher
disruptions in1he near-term at ourregion's majOr airports.

I thank. you for your attention to this matter and eagerly await your reply•

•
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SEN. MENENDEZ CALLS FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION TO REDUCE FLIGHT
DELAYS

Senator welcomes new FAA congestion taskforce andprovides recommendations
Tuesday, August 21, 2007

WASHINGTON - U.S. Senator Robert Menendez (D-NJ) today urged the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)'s congestion taskforce to immediately address flight delays in the
New JerseylNew Yort< area and provided some of his recommendations in a letter. The Senator
welcomes the formation of the taskforce especially when in June 2007 only 54% of the flights
arriving at the Newark Uberty International Airport were on time.

'We have a severely overnurdened aviation networt< and market forces alone will not fix
the problem,· said Menendez, "For immediate relief, it is incumbent on the FAA congestion
taskforce to develop sensible regulations to ease delays, cancellations and other disruptions in
the near·term at our region's major airports,"

Menendez believes the FAA should:

• examine whether temporary limits on operations {otherwise known as "capsj
should be placed on all of the region's airports,

• immediately convene schedule reduction meetings with all relevant airlines and
operators in the region,

• reexamine whether these increased delays can be managed by giving more
priority to larger planes, particularly during periods of extreme. congestion.

• determine whether the increased number of intemational flights coming into the
region have Increasecf delays for domestic flights.

To read full text of the Jetter to the FAA: http://menendez~senate_govlpdf/082107rettertQfaa,pdf
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EXlDBITB

FREQUENT FLYING
Small Jets, More Trips
Worsen Airport Delays
FAA Likes Bigger Craft
ButP~Dg~,.~rlmes

Prefer Busy Schedules
By SCOOT MCCARTNEY
A.gust13, 2007; PDp A1
At 5 p.m. last Wednesday, planes from all over were lining up in the air to land at New
York's La Guardia Airport. Over the next hour, 41 flights were scheduled to touch down,
but there wasn't room for them all. Thirty-tIiree arrived late, one by three hours.
With runway space this scarce, you might think: that airlines would use big planes that
can carry lots of people. Instead, of those 41 flights, 21 involved small commuter aircraft.
Five of them were propeller planes. .,

The nation's air-travel system approached gridlock early this summer, with more than
30% ofJune flights late, by an average of 62 minutes. The mess revved up a perennial
debate about whether billions of dollars should be spent to modernize the air~traffic

control system. But one cause of airport crowding and flight delays is receiving scant
attention. Airlines increasingly bring passengers into jammed airports on smaller
airplanes. That means using more flights - and increasing the congestion at airports and
in the skies around them.

s air-travel woes have spread, some aviation
fficials and regulators, including the head of the
cderal Aviation Administration, have begun saying
elays could be eased ifairlines would consolidate
orne of their numerous flights on larger planes.
ust two problems with that One is that airlines like

ving more flights with smaller jets. The other is that
$eDgers like it, too.

SmaUer Planes.
Bigger Delays
Akllnts bave been increasJngIy using
smaller p1aMSJ and (Ol)geStJor) IS
adding to fllSlht-delaY problems

Awg. seats NllI'lbarof ftltIds
1* pIalt _d fa Jm.

2007 137 _181,001
2006 137 ._lSO,W
200S 136 _139,742

2004 J36. 148.126
2003 131 _ 89#441

2002 147 "11,m
21)01 1SO _1l1t915

2000 154 _13t347
SIw'CH'.tlIlIuMDIIItGr-.I ttIe u.s. IbWllGl
~5Ullsdcs

,..------------""1AtLa Guardia, half of all flights now involve smaller
lanes: regional jets and turboprops. Ies the same at

.cago's O'Hare, which is spending billions to
xpand runways. At New Jersey's Newark Liberty and
ew York's John F. Kennedy, 40% of traffic involves

maller planes, acc~g to Eclat Consuiting in
ton, Va. Aircraft numbers tell the tale: U.S.

. lines grounded a net 385 large planes from 2000
ugh 2006 - but they added 1,029 regional jets 

ays data finn Airline Monitor.

illustrating the phenomenon~ three airlines flying out of midsize Raleigh-Durham, N.C.,
send 21 flights a day into La Guardia. All but one of the flighl$ use smaIl planes.
That's fine with David Sink, a Durham insurance executive. ''There are lots of flights, so
time-wise, it worked out well for me,lI said Mr. Sink recently, taking an American Eagle
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flight home. Given a choice between more flights or larger planes, he'd prefer more
flights.

The FAA once could tackle congestion by limiting the number of takeoff andJanding
slots. But Congress in 2000 voted to phase out slot requirements to open up the airways
to competition from low-fare carriers. The FAA sets a limit on how many takeoff and
landings it can safely handle at each congested allport, but airlines are free to schedule as
they want If there are too many planes because of overscheduling or just delayed flights
stacking up. the FAA slows down the flow of airliners.

At La Guardia, for example. the FAA allows 75 aircraft movements - a takeoff or a
landing is one movement - an hour for commercial airlines in good weather. Ifhigh
winds or stonns drop thatra~ lower, the FAA asks airlines to cancel or delay flights. And·
sometimes the bottleneck comes not on runways, but in the air when planes from multiple
airports are trying to get a spot on specific routes into or out of the area. Much of the
traffic into and out of New York meshes together onto specific routes in the Washington,
D.C., area; when there are too many planes, it's like multiple lanes of cars squeezing into .
a two-lane tunnel.

Airport Crowding

Trying to tackle airport crowding, the FAA last year proposed a complicated plan to force
airlines to increase the average size of the planes they land at La Guardia. FAA
Administrator Marion Blakey, questioning the use of many smaller planes and their
more-numerous flights, says that "from the standpoint of passengers and from the
standpoint of getting the best use out ofhighppriced real estate, this is not the way we
should be going~1fBut the FAA plan encountered fierce opposition and is in limbo. IIA
solution eludes us," Ms. Blakey says.

Smaller cities say they need the small planes in order to be connected to the nation's
transportation system. Only with smaller planes can a city the size of, say, Madison, Wis.,
have nonstop service to La Guardia. Travelers,·of course, much prefer nonstops. for .
speed and reduced hassles.

Airlines like the economics of small planes. For
one thing, they're usually flown by lower-paid .
pilots and flight attendants from commuter
subsidiaries or contractors. Smaller jets also let
carriers bulk up their schedules without flying lots

.. of empty seats. The combination of smaller jets
and more numerous flights makes airlines'
schedules more attractive to·high-doIlar business

.. _.7-'~"~ . ,. ,.. travelers.
CommercIal jeWners on the tannac at laGuardia
Airport In New YOlk .

Those regional jets - planes with fewer than 100
seats - don't just flit to small towns. Airlines cram them into their big hubs. too. Delta
Air Lines flies regional jets between Atlanta and both Chicago and New York. United Air
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Lines flies regional jets out of O'Hare to six cities - Atlanta, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Salt
Lake City. Montreal and Charlotte. N.C. - all in the 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. rush. 'Three..quarters
of the flights between La Guardia and Toronto are on planes with fewer than 100 seats.
The upshot 20 flights a day. all competing for a shot at a runway.

The small-plane conundrum is, at least in part, a byproduct of the ['mandaI troubles of the
airline industry. After Sept 11, 2001, airlines grounded older, larger jets that were gas
guzzlers. The big jets weren't needed when traffic dropped dramatically after the terrorist
attacks. Airlines substituted small regional jets, subcontracting the flying.
Now traffic is coming back. But many airlines have deployed most of the widebOdies
they have in international flying, which is more lucrative because it faces less price
competition. And because of their financial woes, U.S. airlines haven't been adding many
large jetliners.

Since 2002. domestic traffic by mainline airlines has increased 3.6% in tenns of revenue
passenger miles, which is the number of miles that paying customers are flown, Airline
Monitor says. But traffic on airlines' regional partners - which fly the smaller aircraft 
is up 196%. The average size of jets flown by U.S. airlines, including the widebodies on
foreign routes, is 137 seats. down from 160 a decade ago.

Meanwhile, flight delays have worsened evay year since 2003, according to the Bureau
ofTransportation Statistics. In the January-June period four years ago, just under 83% of
flights anived on time; in the comparable period this year, only 72.7% did.
The three big airports in the New York area are the worst for late flights. But unlike in
Las Vegas, what happens there doesn't stay there: New Yor~s delays cascade across the
country.

A late anival for one flight means a late takeoff for another, which will arrive late in
Dallas or Seattle or Denver. Or, a flight from Orlando. Fla., to Pittsburgh might be
delayed because the Washington-area regional traffic-control facility moves a stream of
New York-bound planes to the west around storms -- clogging the route the Pittsburgh
flight would use.

The problems don1t arise just in bad weather. Friday, Iuly 13, saw good weatl;ler in most'
of the country. But in what's called a ground stop, the FAA barred the takeoff of flights
headed to Newark. Too much volume forced controllers to keep planes waiting on the
ground to take off, sometimes for hours. Continental Airlines says that in 29 of June's 30 .
days, the FAA imposed a ground stop or ground-delay progr3m on flights headed to
Newark.

In response to Congress's mandate to phaseout slot requirements, the,pAA has
completely eliminated them at Kennedy. And airlines have poured in more flights.
Through May this year, the number ofpassengers at JFK is up 14% from a year earlier,
but the number of flights is up 27%, says the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey, which operates that airport, La Guardia and Newark Liberty. Flights using smaller
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planes leapt 85% at JFK in that period, says the Port Authority. FAA officials have
reduced, but not yet fully phased out, slot requirements at La Guardia.

Size Minimums?

Searching for a new remedy, the FAA last year proposed minimum average sizes for the
planes that fly into and out of La Guardia Currently. planes using the allport average 98
seats. the agency says. It proposed that airlines' fleets would have to average 105 to 120
seats, depending on how many of their flights went to small communities. The FAA
estimated this plan would reduce delays at La Guardia by 37%.

"Promoting larger aircraft is the only means to increase passenger access to La Guardia, II

said the FAA proposal. But opposition from airlines and smaller communities was so
strong that the plan is basically dead, says the agency's Ms. Blakey.

Foes of the plAn included .the Port Authority, which considers aircraft size at La Guardia
an airport issue. The Port Authority says it could bring about larger planes simply by
writing aircraft size requirements into gate leases. It says ie.s studying suchan idea.
Fonner American Airlines boss Robert Crandall says Congress should let the FAA go
back to controlling slots. matching scheduling to capacity. Airport overcrowding is
"fixable, but it's not fixable without major policy change,II the former AMR Corp. CEO
said at a recent conference.

Another proposal: Change the structure of landing fces. Airports now set them by weight.
A small jet pays a smaller landing fee than a large plane, even though its use of the
runway is the same. Why not charge a flat fee per landing. suggest some economists - or
even charge the small jets more, to encourage airlines to shift to fewer flights on larger
jets?

Yet another idea is to tie landing fees to the level of demand through the day, so they'd
cost more at peak hours. 'Ibis would encoumgc airlines to spread out flights and use
bigger planes, says Dorothy Robyn, a consultant at Brattle Group and fOIDler aviation
adviser in the Clinton administration. She says the current system "guarantees overuse of
the air-traffic-control system because airlines aren't charged the true cost.II

Airlines say tinkering with landing fees, which are only about 2% of total costs, wouldn't
change their behavior, because customers want the convenient service possible when they
usc lots of smaller planes. Carriers say less use of small jets would make it harder for
them to offer off-peale: flights. IIWe put [regional jets] into some markets because we donlt
have demand at certain times.1I says David Seymour, vice president of operations control
at US Airways Group Inc. Airlines add that less use of smaller jets also would reduce
connection options for people on long transcontinental or international trips.
With its commuter affiliates using smaller planes, US Airways flies nine trips a day from
La Guardia to also-congestcd Philadelphia International AiIport. There, most passengers
connect to other flights. The arrangement allows US Airways to offer New York
customers mare. options for long trips.
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Carriers contend that without changing rules, the FAA could do a better job of moving
traffic into and out of the Northeast They note that JFK has four runways, but usually
only two are used at once. The reasons are complicated, and include a limited number of
pemrissible flight paths, as well as bottlenecks that can result in the Washington area. A
push this year to use three JFK. runways at once has had mixed resUlts.

An almost decade long effort to redesign the designated airways around New Yorlc to
move airplanes faster and more efficiently is still bogged down in regUlatory review.
Neighborhoods that might face more noise have been trying to derail the plan in
Congress.

Surge.ln Flights

The FAA says it is doing the best it can with old equipment and a surge in flights. The
agency's Ms. Blakey says she thinks airlines will eventually have to switch to larger jets
because of the costs that delays impose on the airlines, in inefficient use of planes and
fuel. Even such a shift wouldn't flX all the delay issues, though, she says: ''La Guardia is
always going to be a bottleneck.II

With delays climbing, airlines face a tough choice unless the FAA can boost capacity.
Caniers have to accept delays, or else reduce flight frequency. Not wanting to risk losing
passengers to cOII;lpetitors. airlines are showing scant interest so far in consolidating their
numerous small-plane flights into fewer flights with bigger planes.

On Nov. 4, American Airlines will offer new nonstop flights between New York and
Flint, Mieb. .American will send a morning flight to La Guardia and a flight back to Flint
at 6:40 p~., adding to the competition at La Guardia for precious runway space. Thejets
American will use: 37-seaters.

Write to Scott McCartney at middleseat@wsj.com
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Ending a Limit on Kennedy Flights
Increases Passengers and Delays
By KEN BELSON

Page 10f3

In the past six months, Richard W. Petree Jr. has reluctantly settled into a routine. He boards
an evenlng flight at Kennedy InternationaJ Airport, sinks into his seat and waits for the pilot to
tell passengers that their departur~ will be pushed back an hour. Then he returns to his
BlackBerry until the next broadcast abouHtJrther delays.

"An hour and a half to two hours in a queue on the tarmac is now absolutely typical," said Mr.
Petree, an investment banker from Manhattan who flies frequently to Budapest, Dubai,
Istanbul, London, Riyadh and other points overseas. "No one looks up from their reading
anymore when the announcement is made. And the airline acts as if we should expect delays."

The situation is increasingly comrn,on at Kennedy, where delayed departures are now as bad
as at Newark Uberty International and worse than at La Guardia.

The main cause was a"federal decision at the start of the year to remove the limit at Kennedy
on the number of arrivals and departures between 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. Not surprisingly, airlines
rushed to offer new flights, quickly clogging the airspace, runways, taxiways and gates at
Kennedy.

In many cases, smaller regional jets that seat only up to 70 passengers account for many of
the new flights, yet the demands they place on air traffic controllers are similar to those of
larger jets.

This helps explain why the number of flights at Kennedy surged 26.4 percent in the first four
months of this year camp"ared with the same period I~t year, even though the number of
passengers inaeased only 12.9 percent over the previou~ year, according to monthly figures
compiled by the Port Authority of New York and New JerSey, which operates the airports. In
all, Kennedy handles about 1,200 flights a day.

At La Guardia, where the limits are still in place, flights decreased 1 percent, and at Newark,
where the limits were not in place, flights rose 6.9 percent.

To handle the additional traffic, the Federal Aviation Administration has started allowing
Kennedy to use three of its four: wnways at the same time for longer periods during the day.
Still, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics says that from January through May, 29.1 percent
of all departures there have been delayed, up from 18.1 percent in the same period last year.

"The bottom line is you can only get so many planes in," said William R. DeCota, director of
aviation at the Port Authority. "The airspace and runways can probably be handled more
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efficiently, but that requires new procedures and technology."

Page 2 of3

Beset by delays, in May the Port Authority set up a task force made up of airline executives,
regulators and other officials to consider ways to loosen the current bottleneck at Kennedy as
welf as handling the additional 25 million passengers a year that are expected by 2015 at the
area's three major airports.

The task force, which will meet for the first time on Wednesday, can discuss such things as
management of the taxiways and gates and issues related to the size of the planes - all
factors related to the bottleneck - but it is not permitted to bring up scheduling because of
antitrust regulations. In addition, the Port Authority has no jurisdiction over the airlines, many of
which support using regional jets.

''There are a lot of markets where the distances aren't that great, and for fuel and scheduling
purposes, it makes more sense to use smaller planes," said Sametta C. Barnett, director of
government affairs at Delta Air lines. 'lYou have to have domestic feeds to get people from
across the 50 states to the international flights."

In the case of Delta, flights on smaller regional jets account for about 61 percent of Delta's
departures to 86 cities from Kennedy. . .

The airJines, while deploring the delays, do not speak in a si~gle voice. JetBlue, which does
·not use any regional jets, says the delays penalize low-eost carriers that do not discount fares.
As a result, JetBlue asked the aviation agency last month to reimpose traffic limits at Kennedy
if delays cannot be reduced.

''The F.A.A. has a responsibility that demand at the airport does not outstrip capacity." said
Robert C. Land, senior vice president for government affairs ,at JetB/ue.

International carriers, which bunch their departures for Europe and the Middle East at night,
are also frustrated because their jumbo jets must also lackey with regional jets on the
taxiways.

"The delays are wreaking havoc because we have to pay our airport staff more overtime and
folks are missing connections at our hubs in Germany," said Jennifer Urbaniak. a
spokeswoman for Lufthansa. "In every one of these~as~s, we try to make up for the delays by
flying as fast we can. But thafs not the answer."

The Port Authority is trying to persuade the airlines to cut the number of flights and use larger
jets by reminding them of how delays affect their bottom line. Delivery companies like DHL. for
instance, promise to repay customers whose packages are not delivered on time. JetBlue has
a Customer Bill of Rights that entitles passengers whose scheduled departures are delayed to
vouchers for discounts on future flights.

The Port Authority matalso prefer that airlines use larger planes beeaus.e they pay higher
landing fees, which are based on an aircraft's weight. The agency also collects $4.50 from
~very departing passenger with a paid ticket. That money goes toward airport improvements,
and even though passenger numbers are up, this is another reason to use larger planes with
more seats.
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"If we get more people in, we get more money in," Mr. DeCota said. "It means you payoff
projects faster." ,

For the longer term, the aviation agency is introducing new technology that will allow jets to fly
more efficiently. It is certifying flight crews to use satellite-based systems that enhance a
plane's ability to make more precise turns as it prepares to land. By doing so, fewer planes to
Kennedy wilf be on paths that overlap with flights heading to La Guardia, reducing delays
there.

Some JetBlue pilots are already using the system in clear weather at Kenn,edy.

In addition, another kind of satellite technology will enable planes to fly closer together,
particularly in bad weather, reducing potential delays, and the aviation agency is redesigning
the region's airspace to redirect the flow of arrivals and departures more efficiently.

"We're talking about satellite systems wjth a lot more precision that will change the role of air
traffic controllers," said Mike Cirillo, vice president for system operation services at the Federal
Aviation Administration. Still,these are long-term solutions for current problems and are cold
comfort to passengers waiting for hours to arrive and depart at Kennedy.

Victoria Printz, a business consultant from Manhattan, found that out while circling the airport
for 90 minutes on a recent flight from London.

"The pilot said it was his Jongest approach to J.F.K. since he started flying," she said.

Jeff Bailey contributed reporting.
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Problems at JFK ripplethro~gh U.S. aviation

BV Alan Levin. USA TODAY

NeW YOJ:U< - John F. KeMee1y IntematkJnal AIrport has lang /»en known as
the nation.. gateway to the world. tu by 6 p.m. on 8 reoenIM~y llook8d
mot'e Ike • dysfunctlonal paIldng bl.

A conga lint 01 amvals &at on an unused runway more than a mile from the

lIllI-- The mU1 taxIWay was dogged by a«men leis wailing to depart. Another
doz8Il, moaIIy tdIing widIt-bOdy 8tIMlIs from Eutope. were c1uater8d at the

norIhweIt c:ornIW of the alrport - an atea dIoMn to keep them cfeat 01 the
UJvwlng ehaoI. .

,.. some Jets walted for holn 10 IIXMI. the fruslnllJon 1ncfea.setJ. An unldenlifl8d

plot on Comalr Righi 5233, wtllch hid IlrIvecllrom 8Ul1ington, Vl.. Ibo\t 90
mInutea HIUet, Uked the tower for tulip g.wng to his us18 becaUll8 his J8t'lI air

c0ndltlonaiwu bIoMn. "OIJ' cabin IemplIratunlls gelling up Into the llOI right

~."1118 plIot &aid.

"Call yourcompany and tell them to find galallor 8lI1hose guys n lronI 0( you,. I COI'UOIIer ripIIed. according 10 • r800tdIng of the
COIMlIlIldIon provkS8d by l.MIATO-net. a WBbsllR lor avllllon proi'lISIlonaIa IhaIITlQn/tor1I aJr1af1lc c;:ommunIcaIlons. "I c:an'lnOVe lIIl}IOne Oll!.•

JFK, one of the natlon'a 1TlOSI1loried.1itpolta - and the molt popular lor IIlglU no and lU or this counlly - is choItIng on delaylI, creating a
IftlpIe eIfect tIwougholt 1Ile U.s•.watlon ayam. MonIlhan lour deaIdN dec Eero SaarinIln's wIng-roofed TWA lermlilal hRre helped

~uc:emodern III'ChllllCfwe. jetwaya and ather ImovIIlllns 10 8lIpoN, JFK'8lermlnala olen lie • crowdecI /l'I8U - aymbolIc 01 how a range
of~ prolllI41la In the tMaIJon Ij1tIm corne togIltler nNewYork.

FIND MORE STORIES IN: Federll AYIatloo AdmInistralIon I D8IllII AIr I.Inn I JecBlue AifWllYS I JFK I AdmInIstiator Bobby Sturvel

A1. JFK"~CQIt1)elIlan bu fueled • dramIUc riM In domestic IIgJQ In rec:enl years. SUtIng mcx1I lIttess on the m05t l8ng'-d p1eos or
anp.ee In !hi world.

It'Illn lA18 mugIIIy 2O-b{-20 mII8Ilhat _ well over 1 milan lllgIU • )'Nl', klcIuding those puaing tMlugh neBltly LaGuaJdia and Newari<

~l~enJllllonal all'JlO'l" JFK handIea IWlaI1y .ao-lniemaUonal tllghls • dI)'. but domesllc lighb now OUInumber intamatlonal ones by 2 10

1.

Nt traffk:~ and f8del'al o4acIaIs aay JFK and ls neighboring airports 11I8 examples of whaI buIy Iwbs COt.6:t look like In the luIufll.

Akports In HV8I8I melnJ areas. notallIy San FtanciIc:o. IIflI _i1g Incr8uId fIIgIt delays8tem~ from 0GI'IQ8II1on.

http://www.usatoday.comltraveVflightsl2007.07-o9-jfk-covecN.htm
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'fhroultI May lIliS year, 8bOd loti' In 10 1IIg1ll. 81 JF1(, LaGUIIdla ancI~were alleaat 15 mlnul881ale, the natIon'6 WOI8l dellya lOt the

pII\Od In lJle put decade. 8OQOIdlng 10.. Iedelal Bureau or Tranipartatlon SIaIJatIc&.

On Ftb. ". en Ice storm a1ppIed JFK. wnlctlled JelBlue A/rQ)'t1o ICnInd elrcralt OIIlhe glOlRl klf up to 10 houtIln an Incldenltlll drew
l1lIIlMaIallenllon 10 lIIrlInu' strugglea wtIh delay..

A USA TOOAY examlnalloo oIlhe reasons behIncIlh8 delaya at JFK IIn(b HYlIIllllactonJ, some ollhem eo~nc:hiIdand dlfllcult to change:

.The patmwork of alr routa• ..,.Ilable to Jets over lMwy~ IUl updated 20 yeai'll allo, require. eontJOlJera to put alrcratts In boidlllg

pabrna ndtly.very day boClu•• thAy Imply NIl out of 100III. The Fed8I8l Aviation Administration (FAA) Is trying to rewmp the fUglt
laneS, t>lf .he ellcrt IIIca InIeI\aIl opposition !rom local communiliesco~abouIlncnIa:Ilng noise In 1M'III1'II11IML 0pp0eIU0n oouId delay

!he FAA" e/fort lor yllllnl.

.T_lon b4ltwHII tJwt FAA .•1td Its con1ro1l... helOhten. tM delaY'. Ttle Port ~rlty 01 New YOlle and N_Jeney. wNctll11lll1llQllS lJle

reg/on'J allport$, ha3 JOlftIlhalleWer aircraft heV. r8ldled RlfM"lya each hour i1 ntCOO( yeaf1 because conlroller" have 8li::lad more apac.
between pIann Illan reQUIred.

The Increased IpId1g comes In the wake 01 a dispul8 b8tw&en the cor1roIlets union II1d the FAA Ovef how to dlsdpllne COftlolIerI who dow
planes III get too cbs8 10 one 1rlOCMr,

FAA Deploty Admlnillt8lOr Bobby SturgeU IlIY~ IN FAA hat Impoaed tlIeUlQS to encourage centrolleca to M pIanN clo8ertogelher. Slot the
pIaII ha~ embIlmaIlc 01"" onoolna debate 01 haw to mainllln "ty whlle aIowIng _ elfnffIc.

'Alrllnl compelftlon hU helped to dog JfK. Dlll!ng the pesl two~ 0eIta AIr l.IneIl'las JhaIpIy lner8uad-llfghts as the'nlJ@erof
IntematiDnal algID also has risIn. -- ': ..

0IflcIa!s at JeIBIue, the 7..year-olcl cpriet thai has become JFK'a leadlng aItItne. C8JJ)'Ing 11.6 mUllon puMngln ll*> and" l)\j 01 the ~1pClIt,
hIye IIQn !he unusual ••p 0' erwJorting Ilmb on IIIgIU beClUM lhIy MY tIlIIlI peak times, U1InU8le 8Chl<lUlIng rnQI8 fIgIn than JFK can
handle.

oComIrrvdIorI to pr1IPlIR JFK for IIMI f1\8mmolhA~ A380 - Nt to begin alrllne.-v1Ge w.a year In AHIMd E~ope- ha,
blodced kay~ ThIt'I addlId ID IIIghl delay. becauM comoDerI can'I~ move /lia from one IIcIe of ltle a&poIt to tJwt Cllher.

0ul1ng 1tle COIlIIlIUClIoo. one Ialdway wu moved and oIlB:I W8AI iWIfoIc8d..

The prcIllems IuWate how fragile .... avtatlon f)'ttem has become It ., busleslallp<Nt8, SlY' John Hansman, a ptOIeasor at the
MusacIlusettl InstWa of Technology who IIUdIN 8lr lrafllc.

Della has aueceaafuIIy lobbied the FAA ID maICII rJIClI1I lIM ofJFK'a fclU" runwaY' ao llddItlonal /U ClIII I8nd each hour. The a/rhI~
Wuhlnglon IrIde 1IlQUP, ihe Ak- TIW1SjlQIt Assodldlon, lui monlll demanded lf1aIlIlI FAA 8li::l~ rwes In the Newy~ area. The Port
AlihorIIy lormeda laak Iolc8 to Iddrea delays. In respofW8, the FAA hall8IIt lINIn to~YOlk to $ludy JFK's probletna.

"We IN pl.t!klg a let oIlocua on ... Slurgel aaya. "We know l'llmport.anllo Ola" nallonaI aya1em as wei as the clIIzans f1ylnQ Info III1d 0Ul oIlhe
Nft' Y<IIi( .,..,.

S1urgal says JFK's problems won' be IOIved wtIh~.-tedvIobgIea the agency plana 10 ktroduclI in comil1g decadu, auch as aaraJIt&.
beaed~Ion lhal wi allow aircraft to aafeJy tty cIoHr IClgether.

O-~5
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BuIlt on nwIhl8nd kI JamaICa Bey abouI12 rnIle1 ftom Manh&1Ian. JFK originally was J<nown as 1dewIld, the name oIlhe got course llIaI once

wuontlle_

By tilt lIIe 1wo., lis <hlInctJve tennInaJI had becoIne worn. lop c:arrters~ as Pan Am had gooe out of bualneaa·lIOd I~ but< of ltaIflC Into
New Y0IIc CIty had movedeIMwhe~ l.IIGUIIdiII and NewaIk both hid far mote fllgtu.

OthercanietI followed JetBIue'l growlh. palt1culally Del.. During 1I'le p8$l1wa year., I Itld I. p8ltnefl ne8tIy doubled the number ofdaily .

llIg/lI$ at JfK 10 382.

Now JFK h8nclIell'l\Ol8 IIg/lI3 • day than la New YOlk Itval5 and hu grown II a 'uler nile lila 2000 than ally Ilthor 1arg6 U.5. alrpolt,

accciroJng to FAA data.

JFK II on • JlK8 10 handle 460.000 lights thb year,~ monI then 2000, the Port Al.tholty saY'-

'818Cked full oIalrpllnU'

The ImpIcC CIt lhlll gltlWth 8howI on daya IUCh ell Monday, June 11.

LaI8" alllmoon. • line ollRlenntterllllonN IIIOII8d l4l1t18 East Cout, 8bwlng air InlYeL FM. air tra1IIc man8Q8r1 at the agency's

COlnmand center 118III'W~ D.C.. 0Ille1*l conwolers at JFK to halt moet c5clmNtk: dep8ltUl'es blt allowed~ 10 continue.

M _ and mol8 jetllIITMId, eontlOllef8 I1U1 out of pIaoea 10 put them. Bartmg ordIta In Ilaccalo bInls. they tfled 10 keep tllldways clear by

mcM'lg llITto'8Is 10 an lMlUMd rvrrway, But the 811CNt COIMn't keep the taxiway In fronl of Dell's IemllnaJ clear.

The pllolI of De" FIIglW f33 /rum~ one 01 the jete thal had been lMIIlIlo!he far tk5e 01 JFK. tadIoed thoItIy alter 6:30 p.m. 10 eay the

IIrIne was IloIcIIng lIIldMy.~"open for theIn 10 thly ccMd rMCfl tIl8 IBIlIllML The controIlBr r8j)1lCId that the taxiway was full of
plana.. '. .

ConlralIerB.....Symet, ptUldent 01 th81oca1 cortroIl4IrI union and one of thole OIl duty In the tower ltIllI day. 88)'1 the~ has becornt

ttPc:aJ.

'l'8 not 8ftf'IJ~ but 1'8 moet nIgJD." Bymu aays.. "MIen you oV8lbulden 111'I airpolt. AI delays begin 10 hippeR, you are lI8YW able 10

I800WIt fIom them. Once tile delayI8laJt, I'll over,"

Former COftIdI« SleYe KsIIey I8C8IlI being Ilndc20 Y8ln lIgO by the IneIlicielllI'O\Jle8 thai planes In the New Yorit BIN followed. 'UtIle has
changed IInce thM. '

If tlMI W88ltler Is b8d 8t JFK, lor 8laI/llPIe. 0I1ll D11he 1IIport'. lUIlWIl~ Is \II1IJUtM blIcause the ruute·required lor alow-\llsltlay approach

iIUIt-. wIIl1llghta III ether alIpoctL JFK'a ~r long runrtaY" could handle ITIIn flIght.s, but the area.. QOfllrollera can' aec;ept monI eln:rafl.

~•.mo now manages the FAA" effort to redu/gn Illght CCfrldors. on !tie East Coa8I,~ using rnoesem Ieehnology.uc:n u IIlghly acc:Utale
a/rCnlIt roul.. guided by _.a_ would help rudwe deIllY" at JFK and Ilthet erea akporta.

Fot example, !tie dafaya on JW18 11 wee. trigge~ b'J • lew ItII&I~onna.One 01 the laalUres 01 the FAA', p/a1l would alow planes to
UN addIJonIl~. otUtIe IN region,. 10 they WOUld have lIlOl'e~ 10 tI)' arolA'ld storms, KeIey 18)'10

f)- -;;,~
http://www.usatoday.comltravel/flightsl2OO7~07-o9-jfk~ver_N.htm
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The proapect of IllnXiIng8~ 8QOA the region hal c:ntetacI titer opposillon.~ I'l'IlHlllngs lNllhe plan hlIve been corKmIoue. VIItuaIIy

no elected oftld8/ In the "'Ilion Me tII1dorMd lIle Idea.

The FAA lla c:oncludIld that !IlII numbll( 01 peope atIected by nclIH from lIiroralllWOUlcf drop because 01 pllna to '*'p rllOfII plaMa av« the

ocean. rivera and highways. but aome~ that rarely Mar alrcralI noise would get more or k.

"I'm ~mely concemecr Ihallhla U1pac:Ie redesign III I colo$$al mistakll: SlY' Rep. Robert Andrewa. D-N.J.

looming In !he b8<:kgraund 01 JFK', delaY' are dlJpufes between oontroll8rll and fAA tllI1lagef3.

Two yeat1 ago, the FAA loiN that coNoII8I1I allhe New Vorl< Tannlnal Radar Approach CorCnlI c.nlar, which hatlcllaa airc:nlft below 18.000
IlI8lIn a rougltf Sl).nlIlI radlUa around Ih. clty, roullnely were bringing planes $lighl/y eloser logether lhan lhe nAN allowed (typlcalIy 3na~

m~ .'

The IaciIily'I union pI'8SidIInl, DMn lecopell~ laY' that me. then.~l c:ootrollers have been~ for minor IIaIlIo-dIrectIlnfractlons
thai~ woiM nol have drawn punIehment.

The FAA'3 mow has led contrallera 10 put more IplICI bet--. planas. prcrnpllng. decline In capIICiIy at~York', UpoM. AyS Tom Bock,

the manager olllr1pecaand operallonaler1h8nc:emerU fotthe Poll Alihorlty.

lllCOp8lU 18Y1 oonltCllera are limply trying 10 IoIIow the dltections IIIey IIlI recelWlg from lIl8IIallemenL The FAA Is InveaUoaItng ways 10 aDow

Q)I1lrollelS to lIClUleze more alr'craft together 'Nf\IIe stayk!g wi'*' their gukiehIs. SU'geU 1IIva. The agency racenlly eued Its rulu r&glIldIng

m11101" Infracllclrls.

Byrnes and~ ray d8CIlnu In~~ New York f8clJlIlea a/lIo have 8dded 10 d81ays. CGn!tOllelS haW! had~S&V1y tense relations
wlh the FAA aInee • hIpoaad pay cuts rat year. The FAAAP~ng leYaIs 11I'8 adequate and lbaIlrs hiring more coruoll8f1!.

By llVtnIng. every fIIg" IeaYlng JFK was llIIe 1M lIO/T'II J* sat lor~wa/Il~ 10 leave. One pilot waling Iordepalt&n clearance asked the

tower how long he ahoukl tIIlpIICIlD WBII.
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com-l\lIIlluillellMl;: USA TOOAY 1OIIIIOCIlnK Y"U'U1~. lIlatn IlId lnklnnallOll related to ,~. ar1IeI.. PIea8e eta)' on Io\lk: and be mspecIIuI cl
oChn. K8IIp 1Ile I:OIlVWIlIlion 1PPtll9ri1le1or InlefNIed readera 8CRlSS lh.lllIIP. _

You mwt be logoed In to Ieeve I comment. Log In I~law
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PeteCTR
Nelson/AEAlCNTR/FAA

09/051200710:01 AM

To BKulvelis@HNTB.com, hdanner@mitre.org,
jhoffman@mitre.org. Lee Kyker/ASO/FAA,
michael.johnson@ngc.com, michael.merritl@ngc.com.

cc

bee

Subject Fw: Comments on NJ/NY/PHl Airspace Redesign

These comments were hand delivered to the FAA AdministratorS office on FRJ 831 07...

Peter A. Nelson
Senior Management Analyst Air Traffic Operations
Airspace Redesign
Eastern Terminal Service
1 Aviatioh Plaza
Jamaica, NY 11434
718977 6528
Fax: 7189955691

Subject

To Steve Keliey/AEAlFAA@FAA. .

cc Pete CTR Nelson/AEAlCNTR/FAA@FAA

Comments on NJ/NY/PHL Airspace Redesign

-- Forwarded by Pete CTR NelsonlAEAlCNTR/FAA on 09/05/2007 10:00 AM 

<steve.kelton @hkJaw.com>

09/0512007 09:48 AM

Dear Mr. Kelley:

On behalf of the County Attorney of Rockland County, New York, we provide the following comments on
the Final EnYironmentallmpact Statement on the New YorklNew JerseylPhiiadelphia Metropolitan Area
Airspace Redesign (UEISU)(July 2007). (Please note: the attached comments and reports were also
delivered to you care of the FAA's DC headquarters on Friday, August 31, 2007.)

«FAA Itr from LRL to Blakey.pdf»

«Rockland County Comments.pdf»
«Fidel! Report.pdf»
«Lane Report.pdf»
«Beckmann Report.pdf»

Sincerely,



TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

ROCKLAND COUNTY
LEGISLATURE

FAX TRANSMITTAL

Steven Kelly Project Manager
FAA
One Aviation Plaza
Jamaica, NY' 11434
ATIENTrON: PETE NELSON

Chris Seidel, Secretary

August 31. 2007

Airspace Redesign P~oposal fo~ New York Area

Attached is a copy of the "Comment" by Chairwoman Barnet Cornell. A hard copy of this
document was mailed to Hon. Marion C. Blakey today.
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The Legislature ofRockland County

HARRIET D. CORNELL
Chairwoman

Comment by
Hon. Harriet Cornell

Chainvoman, Rockland County Legislature
Airspace Redesign Proposal for New York area

V{hen the F.A.A. announced its "preferred airspace redesign alternative for the New York
area," it highlighted issues such as reducing delays and making air travel more reliable.
But there was no mention of the millions ofpeople who would not be purchasing airline
tickets-people who live and work directly in these flight paths-who would be the most
affected and disadvantaged by this "preferred airspace redesign alternative," The FAA
Preferred Alternative clearly affects our quality of life.

Rockland has long been considered one of the most attractive places to live in the New
York Metropolitan region. We have wonderful schools, state-of-the-art health care and
extensive outdoor recreational opportunities. The FAA owes it to the residents of
Rockland County to listen to our concerns and revamp accordingly-even if it means
going back to the drawing board.

Thanks to an editorial in The Journal News on July 17,2007; I Jearned that the County of
Westchester had hired an independent consultant in 2006 to review the FAA plans. In
September of 2006 the FAA made a commitment, based upon initial comments on the
DEIS submitted by Westchester, to provide the noise data. needed in order for the
consultant to investigate issues of concern. It took almost eight months for the FAA 10

send the data, which was received two days before the close of the comment period in
May 2007. I obtained a copy of the in-depth Report that Westchester County sent to the
FAA after they analyzed the late-arriving data on Noise Mitigation. And while it may not
be relevant to comment about some of the strictly Westchester-based analysis) r can
extrapolate what appears to be a major flaw in the FAA proposal.

'What the FAA did not do is compare the Mitigated Preferred Alternative to the NO
Action Alternative." What they did do was to compare the Mitigated and Unmitigated
versions of FAA's Preferred Alternative. \Vhile that comparison is of value in
understanding the benefits ofproposed mitigation, comparison of the Mitigated Preferred
Alternative to the No Action Alternative would answer the question of greatest concern
10 our residents: ~How will aircraft-related noise exposure change for me if tire FAA
pun-ues its proposed action?" The fact that this comparison was not made is a fatal
flaw!
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In addition, FAA Order IOSO.IE "'Environmental Impacts: Policies and
Procedures" states that noise exposure should be "compared to the No Action
alternative for the same time frame." If that were done, it would show the change that
the community would likely experience at the time ofimplementation.

The practice of comparing the mitigated and wunitigated versions of the Preferred
l\.lternative has confused many members of the public who think the unmitigated version
means the same as No Action. The FAA is attempting to make changes that will
profoundly affect the residents ofour region «under the radar screen."

1 call for tbe F.U to change its stance and prepare a Supplemental EIS or
Supplemental Environmental Assessment aud aUolV for public comment on that
document to clarify aDd ensure that a~ relevant issues are aired. This should include
an analysis of suggestions made at the July 30 meeting in Rockland and others made in
\\onting. A valuable suggestion submitted from Village of Sloatsburg Trustee Brian
Nugent and deserving of attention relates to the Modifications to Existmg Airspace
(MTE) Alternative which would fan out departure routes while leaving the ex.isting
arrival paths in their current locations. This would eliminate the controversial Newark
Runway 22 flight path over Rockland.

In addition the public comment period should be ex.tended to give this county and others
an op'ponunity to analyze the Doise, air aDd water quality impacts. We cannot take the
word of this federal agency that its redesign would have little impact on our communities,
because its stated goal is somethjng else entirely. The FAA is focusing on the ever
increasing numbers offlights and the long delays at airports, not the quality of life of
those on the ground.

Considering the increase in air traffic from Stewart Airport which has already been
reported as a result of additional air carriers, and which will continue to grow under the
management of the Port Authority:-and the fact that air traffic from Stewart was not
considered or anal)"ed by the FAA-I believe that the Redesign Proposal is deficient
and should Dot be implemented.

Very little has been said about air quality. With up to 600 planes flying over Rockland
every day, I want to know if the FAA has hard information on how this will affect the
quality of our air? In 2004, the U.S. Enviromnental Protection Agency identified 10
counties in New York State that are not in compliance with the EPAis health-based'
standards for fine particle pollution. Rockland is one of those counties. The EPA,
through the auspices of the Clean Air Interstate Rule, has promised to bring Rockland
and other COWlties up to standards by 2010. If these flights are to begin flying over the
county in 2011. what will happen to our compliance with these vital health standards?

The proposed flight pattern could send 600 flights a day directly over Rockland's U.S.
EPA Federally Designated Sole Source Aquifer. In addition to the pollution that will
r~h the ground and affect the aquifer, there is also the danger of an aircraft disaster that
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would be a major catastrophe affecting over two million people who depend on this
aquifer for their water.

As others have so eloquently stated, there will be a deleterious effect of the aiIpJane noise
over our parks. Increased aiIplane noise will certainly have a negative effect on the
enjoyment of our open spaces as well as a negative effect on the fauna in our parks.

As part of the public record I wish to commend Legislator Pat Withers from the IoYl'll of
Ramapo for his leadership role in bringing these proposed changes to light, together with
Legislator Pat Moroney of Orangetown. Elected legislative leaders in Rockland, its
towns and villages should have received direct notice from the FAA years ago and
hea..-rings should have been scheduled to obtain local input. I also wish to thank
Congressman Eliot Engel for arranging a meeting in Washington with FAA officials
followed by a public meeting in Rockland. Thimks also to Ramapo Town Supervisor
Christopher St Lawrence for hosting a televised public meeting; to other elected officials
who traveled to Washington and all Rockland citizens who have joined in solidarity to
prevent implementation of this redesigned airspace which poses such threats to the
quality of life.

Harriet Cornell
Chairwoman, Rockland CO\.U1ty Legislature
County Office Building
Ne'\v City, NY 10956
Tel: 845-638-5100
Fax: 845-708-7849
comellh@co.rock1.Jmd.ny.us

Dated: August 30, 2007

'k If tlte F.ItA did this comparison, it was not included in material distributed to tlte
public or in any form comprehensible to lay people or in any form recognized by
professionals (see Report by Harris MOler Miller &: Hanson, Inc. for the County of
Westchester

7
dated June 22, 2007) or pl'i!selited oraUy at either of the two meetings

hastily held in Rock/and.
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August 31, 2007
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Federal Aviation Administration
1 Aviation Plaza
Jamaica, NY 11434-4809

To Whom It May Concern:

I write to express my continuing opposition to tire FAA continuing to adopt the ill
conceived airspace redesign plan. The FAA is continuing to force this plan on hundreds
ofthousallds of people whose quality ofHfe will be dramatically affected by it, and who
simply oppose this plan. Rather than listen to and address their concerns, the FAA sought
to bypass the people of RockJand and Westchester Counties, who <lIe directly affected by
it, and move forward with the plan.

In addition, it is completely unacceptable that a federal agency would fail to contact
federally elected o(ficials. representing the affected area, with information about how a
change in flight routes which adversely affects their constituents' quality of life.

LocallY affected areas deserve to have their voice heard, through an on-the-record
meeting. My constituents in Rockland deserved to have their voices heard, and this right
was denied to lhem by the FAA. This entire process ",'as poorly handled from the
beginning.

There are a nwnber of scenarios that the FAA could have used instead of their current
proposal, all ofwhich would have been better for the affected people ofRockland and
Westchester Counties. And iflhe residents of these counties had been able to comment
on the record v.ith the FAA in anendance, {he plan might have been dramatically altered.

Furthennore, we still have not received answers to critical questions that we have been
asking for months. For example. how loud will it be when a plane flies overhead at 6,000
teet? This will be happening up to 600 times per day, and we deserve an answer to this
question. We have been given 24 hour averages. but averages mean nothing to us when
we don't know how loud a single plane will be.- We also need to reconcile the fact that
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certain proposed overflight areas have higher elevations which will certainly bring
substantially more noise than areas with a lower elevation.

And what about pollution? We live in a metropolitan area ofover 15 million people, with
pollution coming from various sources, which includes the'Duuway, carrying over
150,000 cars a day. Having 600 airplanes flying over OUI neighborhoods every day adds
concerns ofasthma, cancer, and other respiratory illnesses.

These are just a few of the many concernS that New Yorkers have about this proposal.
Other concerns such 8S the potential growth ofSlewart International Airport, flying
planes over the Indian Point nuclear power plant, and the negative impact on property
values in the affected areas, remain unresolved.

I absolutely cannot support this proposal Wltil our concerns are addressed. We have far
too many questions that are being left unanswered, and we require satisfactory answers
before giving serious consideration to the redesign plan.

Sincerely,

Eliot L. Engel
Member ofCongress
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Holland "- Knight

Steve Kelton

Holland & Knight LLP

NOTICE: This e-rnai! is from a law firm, Hol!and & Kllight LLP ("H&K"), ilnd is intended solely for ttle use of Ule
individual(s) to whom it is addressed, If you beli\O;vc yr;u received this e-mail in error, plea::.e notify the sender
immediately, delete the e-mail from your computer end CIa not copy or disclose it to anyone else. If you (Ire not
an existing client of H&K, do not construe anything in this e-mail ~o make you a client unless it contains a specific
statement te. that effect and do not disclose anyi:hing to H&K in reply that you expect il to hold in confidence. If
you properly received this e-mail as a client, co-counselor retained expert of H&K, you should maintain Its
wnte'" in confidenre In oede, to0"-'. tho ,ltomev-cllent or work pmd"" pn;e th.t m.V ''0 ""I.bl. to

~ @m m @m
protect confidentiality. FAA kr f,om LRL to Blakey.pd Rockland County Comments.pdf Fidell Report.pdf Lane Report.pdf

~ .

Beckmann Report.pcII
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Holland+Knight

August" 31, 2007

VIA UPS

Marion C. Blakey, Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
Orville Wright Bldg. (FOBlOA), Suite 1010
800 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20591

Steve Kelley
Federal Aviation Administration
FAA New York TRACON
1515 Stewart Ave.
Westbury, NY 11590

Dear Administrator Blakey and Mr. Kelley.

Tel 202 955 3000
Fax 202 955 5564

Holland & Knight LLP
2099 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W.• Suite 100
Washington. D.C. 20006-6801
www.hklaw.com

Holland & Knight LLP
195 Broadway
241h Floor
New York. NY 10007

TenoA West
917 '122 6226
teno.west@hklaw.com

On behalf of the County Attomey ofRocldand County, New York, we provide the
following comments on the Final Environmental bnpact Statement on the New YorkINew
JerseylPhiladelphia Metropolitan Area Airspace Redesign C'EIS")(July 2007).

Sincerely,

Holland & Knight LLP

;f~a~
TenD A. West
Lawrence R. Liebesman
Steven Kelton
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Holland~'Knight

August 31, 2007

Marion C. Blakey, Administrator
Federal Aviation Administration
Orville Wright Bldg. (FOBIOA), Suite 1010
800 Independence Avenue SW
Washington, DC 20591

Steve Kelley
Federal Aviation Administration
c/o Nessa Memberg
12005 Sunrise Valley Drive, MS C3.02
Reston, VA 20191

Dear Administrator Blakey and Mr. Kelley:

Tel 212 5133200
Fax 212385 9mO

Holland & Knight llP
195 Broadway
24th Floor
New York, NY 10007
WWN.hklaw.com

TenoA. West
9179226226
teno.weSWhklaw.com

On behalfof the County Attorney ofRockland County, New York, we provide the
following comments on the Final Environmental Impact Statement on the New YorklNew
Jersey/Philadelphia Metropolitan Area Airspace Redesign ("EIS")(July 2007).

Teno A. West
Lawrence R. Liebesman
Steven Kelton
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Comments of the County Attorney ofRockland County
August 31, 2007
Page 1 of24

INTRODUCTION

Rockland County is New York's southernmost county west of the Hudson River. The
area is a suburban county home to nearly 300,000 people; its citizens live among five towns
containing 19 incorporated villages. The area has long been considered one of the most
attractive places to live in the New York metropolitan regio~ with wonderful schools, state-of
the-art health care, and extensive outdoor recreational facilities.

County and regional residents alike have come together on this important issue: to
express outrage over the noise and other impacts from the preferred alternative in the Federal
Aviation Administration's ("FAA") Final Environmental Impact Statement on the New
YorkINew Jersey/Philadelphia Metropolitan Area Airspace Redesign ("EIStI)(July 2007) on the
Agency's airspace redesign. Indeed, nearly 1.200 people of all races. religions, ages, and
incomes came to a public meeting recently to send a loud message ofconcern that, ifdistilled to
one sentence, would read: FAA, delay this important decision until significant unresolved issues
can be adequately aired and evaluated. The citizens' concern is strengthened by the fact that the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), in its comments on the draft EIS, gave the
document a grade of "EC-2"-the lowest grade that EPA can give to an EIS/draft EIS without
substantial internal elevation through the Associate Administrator and potentially the Deputy
Administrator. The Department of Interior has also raised strong concerns about the FEIS noise
impacts to park land and historic resources enjoyed by County residents.

The County originally believed that it would be spared the brunt of the impact from this
airspace redesign. It is now apparent, however, that the Preferred Alternative will significantly
impact County residents by routing hundreds of flights a day over the County's airspace. The
County is now facing the very same kind of impacts as other municipalities in New Jersey, New
Yorlc, Pennsylvania and other nearby states whose residents are going to be negatively affected
by increased traffic, noise, and other impacts of the airspace redesign.

It is absolutely critical for the FAA to address significant issues that have not been
satisfactorily addressed to date through the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPAli)
process. There is a lot at stake for the entire region, including Rockland County. This pending
decision is about quality of life issues that face tens ofmillions ofAmericans in the region with
wide-ranging effects. Rockland County believes that the path to the best decision is based on the
fundamentals ofNEPA: full disclosure by the FAA, public participation, and sound science.
Faced with an airspace redesign that could last the next fifty years, the worst thing would be to
rush to judgment without a full review ofall potential impacts because ofsome artificial
deadline. Unfortunately, it appears that the FAA is doing exactly that.

The County Attorney is submitting these comments before the Record of Decision
("ROD") is issued as allowed under NEPA. I The comment period must be reopened and the

I See 40 C.F.R. § 1503. I(b) ("In any case other agencies or persons may make comments before the final decision
unless a different time is provided under Sec. 1506.10"). Since the EIS was published in the Federal Register on
August 3, 2007, a final decision cannot be made before September 4, 2007. See 40 C.F.R § 1506.IO(b)(2)("No
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Comments of the County Attorney ofRockland County
August 31, 2007
Page 2 of 24

FAA should prepare a supplemental NEPA analysis and seek public comment on that analysis.
The ROD should not be released until that process is completed and the serious deficiencies in
the current EIS, outlined in our comments below, are fully addressed. Indeed, under 40 C.F.R. §
1506.1O(d), the FAA as the lead agency on this EIS has full authority to reopen and extend
comment periods under NEPA to seek the public's views on significant issues that have not been
adequately addressed. The "compelling reasons ofnational policy" demand such action. Id.

Executive Summary

• The EIS's Purpose and Need Statement is too narrow. FAA's exclusive focus on
increasing efficiency and reliability and rej ection ofnoise reduction conflicts with
repeated Congressional action making aircraft noise reduction a fundamental part of
FAA's mission. Congress's noise reduction mandate was made unequivocally clear when
it passed the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990. Congress has reaffirmed that
directive on numerous occasions through the federal appropriations process by insisting
that the FAA address aircraft noise specifically with respect to the New York/New
JerseylPhiladelphia ("NY/NI/PHL tI

) airspace redesign process. In fact, the FAA's
continuing disregard for aircraft noise reduction as fundamental to the redesign has drawn
frequent criticism from members ofCongress.

• The FAA's treatment of alternatives and presentation of mitigation measures
violates NEPA. The FAA'S narrow focus has resulted in an EIS that improperly "skews"
the Agency's approach toward consideration ofaltematives. This violates NEPA's
mandate that agencies "rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable
alternatives." In particular, the FAAls rejection of the Ocean Routing alternative as not
worthy of serious consideration ignores the significant benefits of that alternative in
reducing impacts on communities and sensitive populations. Further the FAA's failure to
take a system-wide, "holistic" approach has resulted in the failure to seriously consider
other alternatives such as efficient use ofexisting facilities by larger jets, peak hour
demand cootrol and use of alternative transportation modes for short and intermediate
trips. Further, the FAA's failure to objectively compare the mitigated preferred
alternative to the No Action alternative distorts the true impacts to the citizens of
Rockland County who will experience noise impact from hundreds of flights every day
with direct and-measurable impacts on resident's quiet enjoyment which wi1llower
property values.

• The potential property value loss from the airspace redesign as set forth in the
Beckmann and Lane Reports requires additional FAA review and reconsideration
of its preferred alternative. The FAA's Preferred Alternative's impact on real property
values is, by itself, reason for reconsidering all options. We include two reports by
experts in the field ofassessing aircraft noise impacts on real property values and related
effects on the tax base. Dr. Theodore Lane ofLanefThomas and Associates concludes

decision on the proposed action shall be made or recorded ... until ... (2) Thirty (30) days after publication of the
notice described above in paragraph (a) of this section for a final environmental impact statement").
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that the socio-economic impacts of the airspace redesign actually underestimates the
actual noise impacts. While the absolute noise levels may be moderate, he believes that
the relative aircraft noise levels will increase significantly which could have major
indirect effects on the County. The report by Beckmann Appraisals ofTappan NY,
draws upon that Firm's extensive knowledge and experience with real estate in Rockland
County in assessing the impacts ofrouring hundreds offlights over the County. They
conclude that, under the unmitigated scenario, there will be a devaluation ofproperties
within the noise zone of3% to 7%. Under the mitigated scenario, where flights are at a
higher altitude over the County, there will still be a devahlation in the range of 1% to 3%.
Under both scenarios, this will cause a shift in taxes to those municipalities that will not
experience such a devaluation.

• The noise impact methodology used by the FAA is unreliable and has been
discredited by experts in peer-reviewed stUdies. The FAA relies on the fifteen-year
old recommendation of the Federal Interagency Committee on Noise ("FrCON") ofa
particular prediction equation to transfonn estimated Day-Night Average Sound Levels
C'DNLs lt

) into percentages ofoverllown populations highly annoyed by aircraft noise.
FICON's prediction equation was never peer reviewed prior to its publication, and has
been severely criticized by experts as systematically under-predicting the annoyance of
aircraft noise, particularly at noise exposure levels that FAA considers thresholds of
significant impacts. Experts such as Dr. Sanford Fidell, who has been retained by the
County, have demonstrated that source-specific dosage-effect equations are technically
superior to FICON's obsolete "one size fits all" predictive equation. The FAA's reliance
on FICON's recommendation violates NEPA and the Data Quality Act.

• The EIS does not adequately address environmental justice concerns. The FAA has
not adequately assessed the numerous environmental justice communities in the region,
including portions of Rockland County with pockets ofpoor, minority and unassimilated
minorities that will be in the flight path of the FAA's preferred alternative. The EIS fails
to conduct an adequate analysis of specific effects ofnoise impacts on these populations
including cumulative and indirect impacts from other sources ofnoise.

• The EIS does not adequately assess secondary and cumulative effects. The
redesigned airspace will increase capacity, which will lead to growth. The EIS did not
adequately examine how all the foreseeable projects would impact Rockland County.
The growth of Stewart International Airport is of special concern.

• Noise impacts on sensitive public parkland, recreational areas, wildlife and
waterfowl refuges and significant historic sites have not been adequately addressed.
Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act requires special analysis of noise
impacts on these resources and requires a determination ofprudent and feasible
alternatives and minimization ofhann. Here, even the National Park Service has
criticized the FAA for using the DNL methodology and not using a more site-specific
approach. The FAA even admits that it continues to assess noise impacts on ten such
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sites in the area and will include that analysis in the ROD without making it available for
public comment. That is a blatant violation ofNEPA and section 4(f).

• The FAA's use of out-oC-date and incomplete information requires supplemental
NEPA documentation with public comment. The FAA's use ofout ofdate and
incomplete information requires supplemental NEPA documentation with Public
Comment. The FAA uses models or data that are either old, incomplete or just plain
wrong. The FAA's flight projections were all made before the tragic events of September
11, 200 I-nearly six years ago-and did not take into account the huge prices increase in
aviation fuel and the now imminent expansion of the Stewart International Airport.
Further, the DNL methodology is out ofdate and was never peer reviewed as noted by
the County's noise expert, Dr. Sanford Fidel. The use of this old and non-peer-reviewed
data violates OMB's guidelines under the Data Quality Act. This clearly requires the
FAA to prepare a supplemental NEPA document for public review and comment.

ANALYSIS

(A) The EIS's Purpose and Need Statement is Too Narrow and Ignores
Congressional Action Making Aircraft Noise Reduction a Fundamental Part
of FAA's Mission. .

The FAA asserts that noise reduction was not part of the purpose and need of the redesign
project because the FAA's "mission" was "to increase efficiency and reliability of the air traffic
system through the adjustment of traffic flows in the New York/New Jersey and Philadelphia
("NYINJ/PHL") areas while accommodating new technologies and reducing delays." Response
#7 to Comment 4100 by New Jersey Citizens Against Aircraft Noise ("NJCAANIt), EIS at
Appendix N. Thus, the FAA relegates noise reduction as merely a "consideration" in the NEPA
process, stating that "Noise reduction was never part ofthe purpose and need ofthe NYINJIPHL
Airspace Redesign Project." Id. at #25. This unduly narrow interpretation flies in the face of
repeated Congressional action that has made noise reduction a primary mission of the agency,
especially regarding the redesign project.

To begin with, the FAA's definition ofpurpose and need fundamentally conflicts with the
requirements ofNEPA, the Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ") regulations, and FAA's
own NEPA regulations. It has been held that the purpose and need in an EIS will provide
direction on identifying and evaluating the range of alternatives and that an agency's purpose and
need may not be inappropriately narrowed so as to eliminate otherwise reasonable alternatives.
City of Alexandria v. Slater, 198 F.3d. 862 (D.C. Cir. 1999). Indeed, Congress can defme the
scope ofan agency's statement ofpurpose and need or direct federal agencies to do so pursuant
to statutory guidance as it recently did in enacting the "Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act-A Legacy for Users. III Thus, an agency must look at its underlying

2 See, Mandelker, NEPA Law and Litigation, sec. 9: 24,2007 ed.
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statutory mandates in defining Purpose and Need. As the Second Circuit held in City ofNew
York v. Deo't ofTransportation, 715 F.2d. 732, 743 (2d Cir. 1983)("Statutory objectives provide
a sensible compromise between unduly narrow objectives an agency might choose to identify to
limit consideration ofalternatives and hopelessly broad societal objectives that would unduly
expand the range ofrelevant alternatives"). Here, the FAA has failed to heed its mandate to
integrate noise reduction with its other laws, regulations, and polices for the redesign plan. See
FAA Order 1050.IE.

Without a doubt, Congress has repeatedly directed that aircraft noise reduction be a
fundamental part of FAA's mission.3 Congress has also specifically relied on the annual federal
appropriations process to direct that aircraft noise be considered during the NYINJIPHL airspace
redesign planning process. Indeed, numerous Members of Congress have expressed personal
frustration due to FAA's lack of responsiveness on aircraft noise issues. In light of the
significant legislative history on this issue, it is unthinkable that the FAA would marginalize
aircraft noise in the final EIS and only consider aircraft noise reduction "where feasible."4

Congress's noise reduction mandate was made unequivocally clear when it passed the
Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 ("ANCA"). Congress made aircraft noise reduction a
basic part of FAA's mission because it recognized the need for a national aviation noise policy.s
This mission is reflected in the findings oftbe ANCA stating that:

(I) aviation noise management is crucial to the continued increase in airport capacity
(2) community noise concerns have led to uncoordinated and inconsistent restrictions

on aviation that could impede the national air transportation system;
(3) a noise policy must be implemented at the national level;
(4) local interest in aviation noise management shall be considered in determining the

national interest.

Congress has reaffirmed this directive on numerous occasions through the federal
appropriations process by insisting that the FAA address aircraft noise specifically with respect
to the NYINJIPHL airspace redesign. This direction is seen in the Transportation Appropriations
bills for Fiscal Years 97,6 04,7 and 06.8

3 See also, Aircraft Noise Abatement Act of 1968, (P.L. 90-411); Noise Control Act of 1972 (PL. 92·574); Aviation
Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979, (P.L. 96-143); Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 (P.L. 97
248); Airport and Airway Safety and Capacity Expansion Act of 1987 (P.L 100-223).
4 Response to Comment 4100: NJCAAN, by Rutgers Environmental Law Clinic, at #28, EIS at Appendix N.
5 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (p.L. 101-508), Sec. 9301 et. seq.
6 FY97 House Transportation Appropriations Report:

Expanded East Coast Plan--The Committee directs the FAA to work with affected representatives from the New
York-New Jersey region, including appropriate citizens groups, to develop the most feasible and cost-effective
noise mitigation solution for the expanded East Coast plan. Although the FAA promulgated a final
environmental impact statement in 1995 for the expanded East Coast plan, this has not satisfactorily addressed
the concerns ofcitizens in the State of New Jersey, and further analysis ofnoise mitigation remedies seems
appropriate. (H.Rept. 104-631, Department ofTransportation and Related Agencies Appropriations bill, 1997,
at43 (June 19, 1996).J

7 FY04 Senate Transportation Appropriations Report:
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Most recently, the House FY 07 T~portation Appropriation Report even directed the
FAA to inform the Congress on noise reduction mitigation measures that "minimize, rectify,
reduce, eliminate or compensate for noise impacts in the FEIS":

New York/New Jersey airspace redesign.--The Committee notes
that the executive summary of the FAA's Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) for the redesign of the New YorklNew
JerseylPhiladelphia regional airspace states, 'Mitigation measures
to avoid, minimize, rectify, reduce, eliminate, or compensate for
these (noise) impacts will be considered in the Final EIS.' The
Committee directs the FAA to provide a letter report to the House
and Senate Committees on Appropriations by January 7, 2007 on

The Committee also directs FAA to submit, not later than April 1, 2004 a report to the House and Senate
Committees on Appropriations on the New YorklNew Jersey airspace redesign effort. This report should
include details on all planned components and elements ofthe redesign project, including details on aircraft
noise reduction and any ocean routing modeling that has been conducted. [S. Rept. 108-146,
TRANSPORTATION, TREASURY, AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT APPROPRJATIONS BILL, 2004, at
22 (Sept. 8,2003).]

FY04 House Transportation Appropriations Report
National airspace redesign- The Committee directs that, ofthe funds provided for national airspace redesign,
not less than $6,500,000 shall be allocated to airspace redesign activities in the New York/New Jersey
metropolitan area. The Committee also directs FAA to submit, not later than April 1, 2004 a report to the House
and Senate Committees on Appropriations on the New York/New Jersey airspace redesign effort. This report
should include details on all planned components and elements oftbe redesign project, including details on
aircraft noise reduction and any ocean routing modeling that has been conducted. H. Rept. 108-243
DEPARTMENTS OF TRANSPORTATION AND TREASURY AND INDEPENDENT AGENCIES ApPROPRIATIONS BILL, 2004,
at 21 (July 30, 2003).

8 FY06 House Transportation Appropriation Report:
New YorkINew Jersey airspace redesign.-No funds made available for national airspace redesign may be used
to prepare the environmental impact statement for the redesign of the New YorklNew JerseylPhiladelpbia
regional airspace, or to conduct any work as part of the review ofthe redesign project conducted under the
National Environmental Policy Act and related laws, as long as the FAA fails to consider noise mitigation.
[House Report 109-153 - DEPARTMENTS OF 'TRANSPORTATION, TREASURY AND HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT, THE JUDICIARY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND INDEPENDENT AGENCIES Appropriations Bill,
2006, at 16 (June 24, 2005)].

FY06 Transportation Appropriations Conference Report:
NationaJairspace redesign.-The conference agreement includes $2,000,000 and language proposed by the
Senate regarding the use of funds for the national airspace redesign project in the New YorkINew Jersey
metropolitan area. The conferees agree to House language that no funds made available under this appropriation
may be used to prepare the Environmental Impact Statement for the redesign of the New York/New
JerseylPhiladelphia regional airspace, or to conduct any work as part of the review of the redesign project
conducted under the National Environmental Policy Act and related laws, as long as the FAA fails to consider
noise mitigation. Further, none of the funds made available for this purpose shall be reprogrammed by the FAA
to other activities, including airspace redesign not directly related to New York, New Jersey, and Philadelphia
airspace redesign. [H. Rept 109-307, Conference Report for MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE DEPARTMENTS
OF TRANSPORTATION, TREASURY AND HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT, THEJUDICIARY, DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA AND INDEPENDENT AGENCIES FOR lHE FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30,2006, at 136 (Nov. 17.
2005)].
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the specific mitigation measures that will be considered to address
noise impacts of the redesign.9

In fact, the FAA initially recognized noise reduction as a basic mission in defining the
purpose and need for the redesign. The FAA's 2000 pre-seoping document's purpose and need
section listed "reducing adverse environmental impacts such as noise and air emissions" as a
"benefit.,,10 Yet, the FAA's 2001 seoping document reverses this policy position and
downplayed noise reduction as a goal of the redesign in favor of improving efficiency and
reliability. FAA'S continuing disregard for aircraft noise as a project goal for the NYINJIPHL
airspace redesign plan has drawn frequent criticism from Members of Congress .11

The FAA's unsupported shift away from noise reduction and toward "efficiency" also is
in direct conflict with 1996 Congressional direction that promotion ofcivil aviation was no
longer a fundamental part of its mission.12 The legislative history is clear on this point. As part
of the 1996 FAA Reauthorization Bill, Congress eliminated the so-called "dual mandate" by

9 H. Rept 109-495, DEPARTMENTS OF TRANSPORTATION, TREASURY, AND HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,

raE JUDICIARY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, AND INDEPENDENT AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS BILL, 2007, at 16 (June 9,
2006).
10 That document stated that:

1.1 Purpose and Need for Airspace Redesign Program
The purpose of the New YorklNew Jersey Airspace Redesign Project is to increase the efficiency ofair
traffic services that are currently in place.
In response to the airspace issue, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is undertaking a complete
redesign of the airspace in the metropolitan area. Some of the benefits of a major redesign include:
• Reduced delays at major airports
• Reduced pilot/controller workload
• Enhanced safety
• Reducedadverse environmental impacts such as noise and air emissions
• Enhanced productivity

(DEIS, Appendix M. Section M.2, pp. 1-2) (emphasis added).
11 For example:

Congressman Rodney Frelinghuysen (NJ-II):
Quite honestly, the FAA, ifyou will pardon the expression, has been blowing us off for a long time.
They've been dismissive. [153 Congo Record H8346 (daily ed. July 24, 2007).]

Congressman Christopher Shays (CT-4):
They don't care. They don't listen. They don't give us an opportunity to speak.
I have constituents who have attended hearings, but are told. Listen to us. You can't testify.
Ifwe want the FAA to come and allow testimony, they say we'll come to Danbury (where the planes are at
8,000 feet), but we won't come in to Stamford where they're 4,000 feet..[153 Congo Record H8346 (daily
ed. July 24, 2007).]

Congressman Steve Rothman (NJ-9):
The Congress directed the FAA to consider both noise abatement and ocean routing in their plan for the
New YorkINew JerseylPhiladelpbia Metropolitan Area Airspace Redesign. Instead oftaking the Congress
and New Jerseyans seriously, the FAA decided to make the lives ofan estimated 500,000 people more
difficult by significantly increasing the amount of noise that already erodes the quality of life for those of
us who hear planes flying over our homes and places ofwork around the clock. Press Release,
Congressman Steve Rothman, Congressman Steve Rothman's Statement on the FAA Airspace Redesign
Project, (Apr. 6,206), available at, http://rothman.house.gov/news_releasesJ2006

12 /apr6_airspaceredesign.htm.
P.L. 104-264, 110 Stat. 32q, (Oct. 9,1996).
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specifically deleting "promotion" ofcivil aeronautics from the FAA mission (replacing it with
"encouraging"), and re-emphasizing FAA's priorities in ensuring safety and security in air
trave1. 13 While Congress stressed that safety and security are the highest priorities, it did not in
any way de-emphasize reduction ofnoise impacts as a fundamental part of its overall mandate. 14

The explanatory language in the Conference Report further clarifies this intent.15

As a result, the BIS's narrow focus on "efficiency" and "reliability" over safety and noise
reduction in the EIS conflicts with long-standing Congressional directives and has resulted in an
EIS that improperly "skews" the FAA's approach toward consideration ofaltematives.16

(B) The FAA's Treatment of Alternatives and Presentation ofMitigation
Measures Violates NEPA.

The FAA's treatment ofalternatives and development ofmitigation violates the letter and
spirit ofNEPA. The law requires that agencies "rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all

13 P.L. 104-264, 110 Stat. 3213, (Oct. 9, 1996).
14 The relevant legislative provision reads:

TITLE IV-AVIATION SAFETY

SEC. 401. ELIMINATION OF DUAL MANDATE.
(a) SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS IN PUBLIC INTEREST.-

(1) SAFETY AS HIGHEST PRlORlTY.-Section 40101(d) is amended-
(A) by redesignating paragraphs (I) through (6) as paragraphs (2) through (7), respectively; and
(B) by inserting before paragraph (2), as so redesignated, the following: "(1) assigning,
maintaining, and enhancing safety and security as the highest priorities in air commerce."(2)
ELIMINATION OF PROMOTION.-Section 40101(d) is further amended-
(A) in paragraph (2), as redesignated by paragraph (I)(A) ofthis subsection, by striking "its
development and" ;and
(B) in paragraph (3), as so redesignated-

(i) by striking ''promoting, encouraging," and inserting
"encouraging"; and
(ii) by inserting before the period at the end ", including
new aviation technology".

(b) FAA SAFETY MISSION.-
(l) IN GENERAL.-Section 40104 is amended-

(A) by inserting "safety of" before "air commerce" in the section heading;
(B) by inserting "SAFETY OF" before "AIR COMMERCE" in the heading ofsubsection (a); and
(C) by inserting "safety of" before "air commerce" in subsection (a).

(2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections for chapter 401 is amended by striking the item
relating to section 40104 and inserting the following: "40104. Promotion ofcivil aeronautics and safety of
air commerce."

15 Conference substitute
Section 401: House changes to section 401 Ol(d) and Senate changes to section 40104{a). The Managers have
adopted provisions from both the House and Senate bills to clarify that the FAA's highest priority is safety
and security. The managers do not intend for enactment of this provision to require any changes in the FAA's
current organization or functions. Instead. the provision is intended to address any public perceptions that
might exist that the promotion ofair commerce by the FAA could create a conflict with its
safety regulatory mandate

16 H. Rept. 104.848, FEDERAL AVIATION AUTHORIZATION ACT OF 1996, at 92 (Sept. 26, 1996).
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reasonable alternatives," 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a), and must "devote substantial treatment to each
alternative considered in detail including the proposed actions that reviewers may evaluate their
comparative merits." Id. at 1502.14(b). The selection and evaluation of alternatives must ensure
"informed public participation" for the decision makers. Citizens Concerned About Jet Noise
Inc. v. Dalton, 48 F. Supp. 2d. 582, 607 (E.DVa. 1999), affd 217 F. 3d. 838 (4th Cir. 2000).
The alternatives analysis is the "heart of the environmental impacts statement." 40 C.F.R. §
1502.14. Here, because the FAA refused to include aircraft noise reduction as part of its
fundamental purpose and need, it unduly constrained and piecemealed the range ofalternatives
considered, especially the ocean routing alternative. In doing so, the FAA downplays the serious
environmental and social impacts of the redesign in favor of efficiency and so skews the
alternatives analysis as to make selection of its preferred alternative-the one with the most
severe impacts-inevitable.

While the FAA may take the position that it adequately considered the Ocean Routing
alternative, the record shows otherwise. According to the FAA, the Ocean Routing alternative is
not worthy ofserious consideration because it would not reduce delay and promote efficiency
and that "any refinements can at best limit its harm to efficiency. They cannot make it an
efficient alternative." FAA Response to comment 4100 from NJCAAN, #43. As noted in the
detailed comments from NJCAAN (which the County hereby adopts), FAA's narrow efficiency
focus excluded fair consideration of such criteria as noise, community impacts and community
support. NJCAAN May 10, 2007 comments. As NJCAAN notes, "it appears that this alternative
is retained only to forestall public outcry and to provide any further consideration of the NJ
recommendation." Id. at 24.

Further, the FAA's failure to look "holistically" at the overall impacts ofthe entire
NYINJIPHL system resulted in a failure to seriously consider other alternatives such as efficient
use ofexisting facilities by larger jets, peak hour demand control and the use ofalternative
transportation modes for short and intermediate trips. See NJCAAN's May 24,2006 comments
at pp. 28-30). Market-based approaches such as congestion pricing and gate controls are viable
alternatives in the mix and should have been seriously explored. Market-based approaches,
which include congestion-based landing fees to encourage system users to schedule their
operations efficiently, have in fact been previously adopted within the study region, provide
available capacity, may be instituted either by the FAA or by an airport proprietor to manage
airport congestion. One approach that may be implemented by an airport proprietor could
include a properly structured peak-period pricing program where the objective is to align the
number of aircraft operations with airport capacity during severely congested periods of peak
airfield usage.

The EIS noise mitigation report even introduces alternatives without adequate treatment.
As noted in NJCAAN's May 10, 2007, comments, some of the mitigation alternatives in areas
immediately surrowuiing Liberty Newark International Airport ("EWR"), such as route changes,
were only first introduced at the April 6, 2007 meeting and lacked any scoping and any public
comment but could have profound operational effects. NJCAAN comments at 16 (May 10,
2007).
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Clearly, the FAA's failure to seriously explore such options with sufficient public input as
part of overall solution to system problems reflects a "single minded focus" not to undermine the
growth objectives of the airlines in order to truly mitigate noise and other adverse environmental
impacts on affected communities. The FAA's refusal to "return to the drawing board to develop
alternatives" where minimizing noise is part of the purpose because "any plan that extensively
addressed the airspace limitations of the region cannot simultaneously extensively improve noise
situation." Response to NJCAAN comments 4100 # 148. This shortsighted approach conflicts
with NEPA's mandate in section 101 that federal agencies use "ail practicable means" to achieve
six broad goals ofenvironmental policy, including "achieving a balance between population and
resource use which will permit high standards ofliving and a wide sharing oflife's amenities."
42 U.S.C. § 4331(b)(S).

The FAA's failures also extend to its comparison of alternatives under its proposed
mitigation plan. The Supreme Court has considered the duty offederal agencies to mitigate
underNEPA in Robertson v. Methow Valley, 490 US 332, 3'52 (1989). The Court held that the
"omission of a reasonably complete discussion ofmitigation measures would undermine action
forcing functions ofNEPA. Without such discussion, neither the agency nor other interested
groups and individuals could properly evaluate the severity of the adverse effects of the action."
The FAA's mitigation analysis fails this test. Most significantly, it does not compare the
mitigated preferred alternative to the No Action alternative. The result is that the true impacts to
the citizens of Rockland County and many other communities throughout the region are
seriously distorted. The No Action alternative must be used as the baseline to measure present
day noise impacts. As noted in the detailed comments submitted by Harris, Miller & Hanson
Inc. on behalf ofWestchester County (June 22,2007), this comparison is a serious defect and
directly conflicts with FAA Order 1050.1 E, "Environmental Impacts: Policies and Procedures"
which states that noise exposure should be "compared to the No Action alternative for the same
time frame." As the Harris study notes, while "the mitigated preferred alternative reduces noise
exposure compared to the unmitigated preferred alternative, the noise increases compared to the
No Action alternative as still likely to be detectable." Tellingly, that study notes that "both the
mitigated and unmitigated versions of the preferred alternative result in large areas around
Westchester Airport (HPN) where noise exposure will increase from three to eight (or more)
decibels ... which is equivalent to more than a six-fold increase ...." Id. at 4. This impact will
most certainly be felt by residents that have been used to much lower noise level impacts. What
is most significant is that the FAA's failure to provide a true comparison of such impacts
misleads the public and violates a cardinal tenant ofNEPA-that the process must involve a full
and complete presentation ofenvironmental impacts and alternatives to facilitate public
comment so as to fully inform the decision makers.

Further, as noted in the attached Fidell Report, the FAA's mitigation analysis never
attempted to do a systems-based analysis. Fidell notes that some potential mitigation options
such as flow constraints on operations at small airports, were rejected based on operational
evaluations described in Appendix 0 of the report. He also notes that lIat no point was a truly
systems based analysis attempted in which, for example, busy period flow constraints on
operations at small airports might enable adoption ofprocedures that could mitigate noise
impacts ofheavy air traffic flows on large populations in airspace remote from a small allport. II
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See Fidell. He further notes that "such failures call into question FAA's entire approach to
optimizing region wide airspace redesign." Id.

Finally, Rockland County has just commissioned a land value appraisal of impacts of the
preferred alternative on County residents. As the attached reports ofBeckrnann and Lane
discuss, the preferred alternative will route hundreds of flights over Rockland County every day
and will have a direct and measurable impact on property values even under the mitigation
proposal (see Lane and Beckmann Reports). While this report was completed after the close of
the comment period, it does present significant new information that magnifies the iniportance of
reopening the comment period to ensure that the FAA fully considers all impacts and reassesses
all reasonable alternative mitigation measures.

(C) The Preferred Alternative's Impact on Real Property Values i~ by itself,
Reason for Reconsidering all Options.

We include two reports by experts in the field of assessing aircraft noise impacts on real
estate property values and related effects on the tax base. Dr. Theodore Lane ofThomaslLane
and Associates (Seattle, Washington area) has extensive experience nationally in assessing these .
impacts. William Beckmann ofBeckmann Appraisals (Tappan, New York) has detailed .
knowledge of the Rockland County properties and has done a careful assessment of the impact of
additional overflights on affected parcels.

Dr. Lane notes that airport approach and departure corridors generate a range ofsocio~

economic impacts that are induced by aircraft noise. See Lane Report at 5. In the case of
Rockland County, he estimates that 16,138 persons living in the south central part of the County
will experience an increase in aircraft noise ofabout 7 DNL and will perceive that aircraft noise
over their homes has roughly doubled. Id.

Dr. Lane also believes that, while absolute aircraft noise levels will be moderate, relative
aircraft noise levels will increase significantly. The fact that relative noise levels are important is
evidenced by the FAA's willingness to alter approach/departure flight tracks associated with
SeaTac International Airport to reduce them in the City ofMercer Island - a community with
most of the same noise, socio~econornic and demographic characteristics found in Rockland
County. Id.

Further, he has reason to believe that the NYINJ/PHL airspace redesign EIS
underestimates the actual noise impacts that will occur for two reasons:

1) In a crowded, high density, high usage area such as the NYINJIPHL metropolitan area,
additional capacity will almost certainly produce feedback effects and cause corridor use
patterns to increase; and

2) The aircraft activity forecast contained in the EIS is that it gives no recognition to the
potential development ofadditional major regional aiIports once additional airspace capacity
has been added to the region.
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Further, Dr. Lane feels that in addition to direct noise impacts, such noise·induced
impacts as the blighting ofresidential areas, the downscaling of the socio-economic
characteristics of impacted businesses and populatioll; increasing the cost ofdelivering
community services necessary to maintain a constant quality of life in the impacted areas, and
protecting the ability of school children to learn are all omitted in the EIS. This is particularly
egregious since FAA Advisory Circulars specifically direct airport authorities to address such
issues. Id.

The Beckmann Report evaluated whether the change in the flight patterns in the FAA ·s
preferred alternative that will route hundreds of flights over Rockland county can reasonably be
expected to affect the value of real property, both vacant and improved, within the impacted
County flight path. Beckmann conducted this analysis based on the unmitigated and mitigated
scenarios, the latter involving routing flights at a higher altitude in order to ameliorate the degree
ofnoise exposure at ground level.

Beckmann concludes that, in the unmitigated scenario, there will be a devaluation of the
properties within the noise zone of 3% to 7%. Beckmann Report at 17. The consequences will
result in a devaluation of the affected properties and a decrease in their tax assessment. The
resulting consequence will be a shift in the real property taxes throughout the entire town, school
districts and County, increasing the tax rates and increasing the absolute amounts of real property
taxes paid by the affected properties. Id. Under the mitigated scenario, the absolute impact may
be less but it will be more extensive since it will cover a larger land area. Beckmann estimates
that there will be a devaluation impact of 1% to 3%. That will likewise cause a shift in taxes to
those municipalities that do not experience the likely devaluation oftheir property. Id.

Thus, it is readily apparent that the FAA1s preferred alternative could have very
significant impacts on property values and tax assessments. These critical issues need to be
carefully assessed tlrrough an open and public process before the FAA can issue its ROD.

(D) The Noise Impact Studies Use an Unreliable Methodology, are Biased, and
are so Speculative that More Studies are Necessary.

Rockland County, like every county across the region, is concerned that the additional
overflights of its homes and parks which the airspace redesign enables and encourages will
diminish the quality of its citizens' lives. The County's comments submitted today speak to
common issues: that exclusive reliance on the Day-Night Average Sound Level ("DNL") metric
as a predictor ofcommunity annoyance, and on the supposed precision of FAA's noise modeling
assumptions, is unfounded. In reality, the FAA's obsolete methods and mistaken confidence in
its noise impact predictions are so uncertain that more accurate, credible, and broader-based
assessments are required to inform decision makers about the likely consequences of the
proposed action.

Reliance on FAA's obsolete dosage-effect relationship to predict noise impacts is a
central problem because thf.'rre is little reason to believe that FAA1s prospective noise modeling
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has meaningfully estimated future aircraft noise exposure levels, nor that FAA has properly
interpreted the consequences of its dubious estimates. See Fidell Report, Exhibit A. The
prediction equation that FAA relies on to interpret DNL estimates systematically under-predicts
the annoyance of aircraft noise exposure over a wide range ofcritical values. Id. Scientists have
demonstrated that the use ofDNL to predict annoyance with aircraft noise is "demonstrably
biased, inaccurate, and unreliable." Id. Disclosing noise exposure values that are known to
actually annoy more people than FAA's obsolete and discredited dosage-effect relationship
predicts is at best an exercise in malicious compliance with NEPA.

The EIS also unjustifiably presents the results ofFAA's noise modeling as precise
engineering calculations. In fact, they are no more than speculative predictions-a house of
cards built one assumption on top of another. 17 Fidell has critiqued this practice, noting the
fundamental implausibility of asserting that guesses made a decade in advance about a myriad of
operational variables (types and numbers of aircraft, flight paths, times ofday, etc.) command
respect as exact "data." The FAA even carries out its model calculations to the nearest millionth
ofa decibel'S (when in reality, the underlying uncertainty is about six orders ofmagnitude
greaterl~apractice that insults the intelligence of the citizens who must live with the results of
the airspace redesign.

The County's indignation worsened when it read that the FAA tried to take over some
local functions. In the BIS's Executive Summary, the Agency mentioned that it used noise
analysis "to determine whether the existing and planned land use is compatible with the change
in noise exposure." EIS at ES.6.1. Land use zoning and planning are still reserved to the local
government, not to the FAA. It is not the purpose ofNEPA or within the scope ofFAA's
responsibilities to infringe on local authority. With that kind ofstatement, the County wonders
whether the airports in the study region exist to serve the many public interests of the region, or
whether the region exists to serve aviation-related interests.

(E) Environmental Justice Concerns are Still Present and Unacceptable.

Rockland County believes that the EIS's treatment ofenvironmental justice issues is
arbitrary and capricious.20 The County is concerned that without properly addressing these

11 Indeed, Rockland County notes that the FAA did not even have an on-the-ground monitoring station in Rockland
County to measure ambient or aircraft noise levels. See EIS Figure 3.14.
18 See, e.g., EIS Appendix Eat E-46 ("The original computations in the DEIS are based on using the computed noise
values out to six decimal places.")

19 See Fidell, note k.

20 Courts will review an agency's environmental justice analysis included in an EIS under the "arbitraty and
capricious" standard of the Administrative Procedure Act. Communities Against Runway Expansion, Inc. v. Fed.
Aviation Admin., 355 F.3d 678 at 685 (D.C. Cir. 2004). In Communities Against Runway Expansion, the D.C.
Circuit found that "an 'environmental justice' analysis [is] intended to evaluate whether the project would have
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on low-income and minority
populations." Id. It reasoned that, notwithstanding bar against claims by third parties under the Environmental
Justice Executive Order 12898, "FAA exercised its discretion to include the environmental justice analysis in its
NEPA evaluation, and that analysis therefore is properly subject to the 'arbitrary and capricious' review under the
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issues, an excessive number ofpeople will be hurt by very real impacts. This concern was
echoed by EPA in its comments on the draft EIS in which the agency requested infonnation on
outreach to environmental justice communities impacted by noise and mitigation/minimization
ofnoise exposure to those communities. The Public Involvement Program, for example, fails to
describe outreach and consultation with Tribes, including government-to-government
consultation required by Executive Order and meaningful consultation with tribal communities.
See BIS at 4-41 through 42.

NJCAAN also raised environmental justice issues on behalf of the 954 people who will
be introduced into the DNL 65 contour who were not there previously. These people constitute
an impacted environmental justice group. See NJCAAN Comments on the Mitigation Reports
(May 10, 2007), EIS Appendix Qat 543. Rockland County has areas of subsidized housing and
wants to make sure they, like the residents near EWR, are treated with dignity, respect, and
fairness. For example, the Beckmann Report identified the East Ramapo Central School
District-which is located under the projected flight path-as being made up having nearly 80%
minority students.

Several executive branch documents provide guidance and direction to federal agencies
on conducting environmental justice analysis under NEPA. Among others, these include
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Population (Feb. 11, 1994), CEQ, Environmental Justice:
Guidance under the National Environmental Policy Act (Dec. 10, 1997), DOT Order 5610.2
(Apr. 15, 1997); and FAA Order 1050.1E §16.1 & 2 (June 8, 2004). While the EIS identifies
that it has followed DOT ORDER 5610.2, it does not cite or describe the procedures followed to
comply with the FAA specific environmental justice requirements. For example, the EIS fails to
discuss alternatives that would reduce the effects on the environmental justice population, and
also fails to identify and Itprovid[e] offsetting benefits and opportunities to enhance communities,
neighborhoods, and individuals affected by DOT programs, policies, and activities" as required
by DOT Order 561O.2(c)(2).

In addition, the EIS fails to follow DOT and FAA environmental justice procedures.
According to the EIS, the Preferred Alternative "would result in disproportionate impacts to
minority populations and, therefore, would result in significant environmental justice impacts. II

EIS at 4-46. Near EWR, for example, the effect was particularly acute with 50 percent of
relevant census blocks being significantly impacted. EIS at 4-44. Nonetheless, the EIS fails to
provide analysis of the specific effects caused by the noise impacts, including those that may
especially affect, or amplify the effects of noise impacts on, minority or low-income populations.
Frequent causes of synergistic effects from noise impacts include: (I) cumulative impacts from
other sources ofambient noise; (2) noise-susceptible housing/school due to type, age, and
standard of construction; and (3) adverse effects on already constrained outdoor recreation
opportunities.

APA." Id. at 26. See also, Mid States Coalition for PrOgreSS v. Surface Transportation Board. 345 F.3d 520, 541
(8th Cir. 2003); Senville v. Peters. 327 F. Supp. 2d 335, 345 (D. Vt. 2006).
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Moreover, as with other areas, the EIS fails to consider secondary and induced impacts
on minority and low-income communities, which tend to be more sensitive to environmental,
land use, and economic changes and impacts. Further, while the EIS lacks depth and breadth of
analysis ofeffects, it entirely neglects to specifically identify and address mitigation applicable
to disproportionately and adversely impacted minority and low-income populations, as required
under the Executive Order 12898, and FAA, Environmental Impacts; Policies and Procedures,
Environmental Justice, 16.2(a)(I)(F) (providing that the EIS should "describe possible mitigation
to reduce the effect on the disproportionately affected low income and minority populations").

Given the strong federal policies promoting environmental justice and the FAA's clear
failure to follow those mandates, the FAA needs to reassess the Environmental Justice
implications of its preferred alternative.

(F) The Inevitable Secondary and Cumulative Effects Require Additional
Discnssion.

Rockland County disputes the FAA's conclusion that none of the Airspace Redesign
alternatives are expected to result in shifts in population or growth, increased demand for public
services, or changes in business and economic activity. EIS at 4-48. Instead, by its very nature,
the airspace redesign will lead to growth and economic activity that FAA should have considered
under the EIS?l

One of the key purposes of the airspace redesign is to "accommodate growth" and
increase the carrying capacity of the airspace serving local airports. EIS at ES-l. New runways,
more warehouses, and other growth-related effects are a foreseeable and "but for" result of the
airspace redesign. Indeed, readily foreseeable growth at Stewart International Airport ("SWF"),
will be encouraged and facilitated by the increased airspace capacity, but has apparently not been
considered in the EIS. The Port Authority ofNew York and New Jersey ("PANYNJII), which
has recently agreed to sign a 93-year lease for the operation of this airport, plans an initial
investment of $150,000,000 to expand commercial air service and develop SWF into a resource
for the greater Hudson Valley. See Stewart International Airport News Letter (August 2007),
available at http://www.swfuy.comlpdfs/STEWART_NL_optimized_singlePage.pdf.

However, the effects of the airspace redesign have only been considered with respect to
noise impacts caused by the reconfiguration and not secondary impacts such as those at SWF.
Consistent with NEPA requirements, the EIS should have considered the induced growth effects
caused by increased capacity, including impacts to, among other things: air traffic, noise,
vibrations, air quality, land use, traffic circulation, congestion, sprawl, water quality, noise, and
safety.

21 The proposed action is intended to increase the efficiency and reliability of the airspace structure and air traffic
control system in the study area. "Efficiency" of airspace use in this context can hardly mean anything other than
pennitting greater numbers ofIFR flight operations to traverse the study area airspace per unit time. Absent the
proposed action, such increases could not occur; ifthey could, there would be little purpose or need for the proposed
action.
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The County's concern over secondary impacts was not lessened by the FAA's respons~
or lack thereof-when the Agency was asked about the noise impacts from future expansion at
SWF. The Agency avoided the noise issue and instead mentioned how the airport is "50 miles
north of LGA as the crow flies. That is enough distance to isolate it from the biggest changes to
the airspace in the Preferred Alternative ... it can expand greatly without putting stress on the
Preferred Alternative." The County is not sure what that response means and would like the
FAA to clarify how the expected growth at SWF will affect noise levels in Rockland County.22

Non-responses like the one above fail to live up to the FAA's own guidance which
recommends that the Agency use the NEPA process to "Rigorously analyz[e] the reasonably
foreseeable direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental impacts of the proposed action and
alternatives." DOT FAA Order 1050.1E CHG 1, Section 200d.3 (Mar. 20, 2006), available at
http://www.faa.gov/regulations-p0Iicies/orders_Dotices/media/10501ECHG.pdf. In any case, the
FAA can hardly claim that a two paragraph treatment of such an important topic is "rigorous."
See EIS at 4-48. At the very least, as EPA mentioned in its comments on the DEIS, the FAA
"should make it clear that while this redesign does Dot in itself increase any airport capacity, it
does facilitate future airport expansions." EPA comments on DEIS (June 8, 2006).

Further, Rockland County expects secondary effects as a result of the new noise
"shadow" over a large swath of the County. As explored in detail in the attached Beckmann and
Lane Reports, the County expects to take a big hit in its property values. Rental units will rent
for less; homes will be worth slightly less; stigma will attach to those properties unlucky enough
to fall underneath the flight path. Even a "small" three percent property devaluation under the
main flight path would lead to a large loss. See Beckmannts report.

The County also expects cumulative effects-those small, incremental impacts that
collectively become significant-and requests that the FAA improve its NEPA-required
discussion in this regard.23 EPA, evidently, felt the same way because it expressed concern
about cumulative impacts in the draft EIS.24 Any move by FAA to make the skies safer and
more efficient will eventually lead to a thousand small changes on the ground.

22 The growth appears to be phenomenal. Based on numbers and comments on the SWF website, 2007 passenger
traffic is expected to be 900,000 (compared to 26,917 in 2006). The year-over-year increase is 3243%-huge growth
by anyone's definition. See http://www.swfny.comJpasscargooperations.html.

23 NEPA requires agencies to consider the effects ofboth cumulative actions and cumulative impacts. 40 C.F.R. §§
1508.25, 1508.7. A cumulative action is one "which when viewed with other proposed actions have cumulatively
significant impacts and should therefore be discussed in the same impact statement." 40 C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(2). A
cumulative impact is defined as follows:

The impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the
action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future
actions regardless ofwhat agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes
such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.

40 C.F.R. § 1508.7.
24 "Furthennore, the cumulative impacts ofany planned airport expansion should be discussed in the DEIS. For
example, the Philadelphia Airport is well into a Capacity Enhancement Program which will take advantage of
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Indeed, NEPA case law on the treatment of cumulative impacts supports Rockland
County's position. See Fritiofson v. Alexander, 772 F.2d 1225 (5th Cir. 1985)(citing Cabinet
Mountains Wilderness/Scotchman's Peale Grizzly Bears v. Peterson, 685 F.2d 678, 683---.84 (D.c.
Cir. 1982)), overruled on other grounds, Sabine River Authority v. U.S. Dep't ofInterior, 951
F.3d 669 (5th CiT. 1992). In Fritiofson, the court stated that a "meaningful" cumulative impact
analysis must identify the following:

• The area in which the effects of the proposed project will be felt;
• The impacts that are expected in that area from the proposed project;
• Other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions that have or are expected to have

impacts in the area;
• The impacts or expected impacts from these other actions; and
• The overall impact that can be expected if the individual impacts are allowed to

accumulate.

Fritiofson, 772 F.2d at 1245. To be adequate, then, the EIS should address the five points
identified by the Fifth Circuit.2S

The FAA's cumulative impact analysis falls far short of this criteria. The Agency
determined, for example, that airline operations at SWF were "not reasonably foreseeable," EIS
at 4-83, despite that airport's 3243% growth in passenger traffic. Inexplicably, the EIS reviews
34 other airport projects that have a potential for noise impacts but finds that not one has the
potential for significant cumulative noise impacts. See Table 4.25, EIS 4-75. In effect, the table
seems to examine each project one by one. Thus, rather than assessing how all these reasonably
foreseeable projects together with all past and present projects will be impacted by the airspace
redesign, the FAA chose simply to segment one project from another. This approach runs
counter to the very essence ofan appropriate cumulative impact analysis. See Grand Canyon
Trust v. F.A.A., 290 F.3d 339,342 (D.C. Cir. 2002) ("While the factual settings differ in some
respects from the instant case, the consistent position in the case law is that, depending on the
environmental concern at issue, the agency's EA must give a realistic evaluation of the total
impacts and cannot isolate a proposed project, viewing it in a vacuum").

This topic should be further researched to verify whether the FAA followed a reasonable
method ofcalculating cumulative impacts. Cumulative impact must be studied, not "swept under
the rug," as the FAA did here.

increased airspace capacity. Also ... the FAA has commissioned a study to determine ifone ofsix airports located
near New York City could be expanded. That expansion would also take advantage ofany increase in airspace
capacity. The outcome ofthese projects will be changed by the presence ofa more efficient airspace in the
NYINJIPHL region. EPA Comment Letter (June 8, 2006).
25 Note, however, that the Supreme Court has recognized that the responsible agency has discretion to determine
"the extent and effect" ofcumulative impact factors.~ 427 U.S. at 413-414.
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(G) The Impacts on Section 4(1) Resources Require, at a Minimum, Additional
Comment Period Before the ROD can be Released.

The Secretary ofTransportation may approve a project that requires the "use" ofany
publicly-owned land from a public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge of
national, state, or local significance or land from a historic site ofnational, state, or local
significance only when two conditions are met: 1) when there is no prudent and feasible
alternative to the use of such land; and 2) when the project includes all possible planning to
minimize harm resulting from the use. 49 U.S.C. § 303(c)(1)~(2). Indirect adverse impacts, such
as noise and light, constitute a constructive use that prevents the use of these so-called "4(t)"
resources for their intended purpose.26 EIS at 5-42.

The EIS indicates that the FAA is still studying the effect ofnoise increases and light
pollution on 4(t) resources, and would include that evaluation in the ROD. In fact, the agency
lists twelve "4(t)" areas which it is still studying-an admission that a substantial amount of
work is not yet done. Treasures like the Appalachian National Scenic Trail and the Delaware
Water Gap National Recreation Area are two ofthe parks whose future will be decided with
essentially no public participation. See, e.g., EIS at 5-46,59,64, 77, 79, 95, 99, 101, 117, 120,
122, and 124.

Even the National Park Service ("NPS") seems concerned. Despite NPS's environmental
resources and visitor enjoyment being at risk, the FAA did not address NPS's concerns related to
noise analysis methodology. See NPS Comments on Noise Mitigation Report (May 15,2007) at
2. Like the Park Service, Rockland County believes that DNL is not appropriate as the only
metric for determining noise impacts to parks. No technical rationale supports use ofDNL to
predict noise impacts in outdoor recreational settings. See Fidell Report. "Additional metrics;
such as time above ambient and percent time audible, provide a more complete and accurate
description ofpotential noise impacts on national parks and other noise-sensitive receptors. "
NPS Comments at 3. Indeed, the FAA's NEPA procedures recognize that the agency "will
consider use of appropriate supplemental noise analyses in consultation with officials having
jurisdiction for national parks, national wildlife refuges and historic sites including traditional
cultural properties where a quiet setting is a generally recognized purpose ...." Park 1050 at A
65 (sec. 14.8). Yet, here the FAA simply decided that using any metric other than DNL was
simply "too complex," even for assessing noise impacts to such sensitive resources. FAA
response to NJCAAN comments at 43. This cavalier approach stands in marked contrast to the
FAA's action in Grand Canyon Trustv. FAA, 290 F. 3d. 339 (D.C. Cir. 2002) where the agency
conducted a detailed supplemental noise analysis that addressed the natural quiet ofZion
National Park from a proposed construction of a local replacement airport.

Here the County submits that going beyond DNL to evaluate both maximum noise level,
and total number of noise intrusions to these resources is a reasonable, scientifically valid

26 The tenn "4(f)" simply refers to the original section of the Department of Transportation Act. Even though the
section has been recodified, the original usage continues as a way to prevent needless confusion. See 23 C.F.R. §
771.107(e), n.2.
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approach. The County also maintains it must make its noise impact analyses available for
additional public comment so that the impacts to these sensitive resources may be fully evaluated
by decision-makers prior to issuing the ROD. While the 4(t) findings may be made outside the
EIS process, the analysis of impacts to 4(f) resources is properly part of, and must be considered
under, the EIS.

(H) The Out-Gf-Date or Incomplete Information Require a Supplemental NEPA
Document and Public Comment.

In the above arguments, Rockland County has illustrated how the FAA is flying its
models on data that are either old, incomplete, or just plain wrong. For example, the FANs
flight projections were all made before the tragic events of September 11, 2001-nearly six years
ago. EIS at 68. These projections would therefore not take into account huge price increases in
aviation fuel and the now-imminent expansion ofNewburgh/Stewart International Airport
C'SWF"). FAA's use of an obsolete dosage-effect relationship to estimate noise impacts from
DNL values has not been technically defensible for more than a decade. And the noise impacts
on many popular parks have not even been released yet.

These shortcomings directly contravene the NEPA implementing regulations that require
environmental information to be "ofhigh quality.1t 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1. High quality
information furthers the important policy goals of 11 [a]ccurate scientific analysis, expert agency
comments, and public scrutiny." Id. Rockland County encourages those policies and hereby
requests the FAA to take whatever steps are necessary to base its decision on high quality
information.

One of the Agency's first steps, according to NEPA guidance, could include issuing a
supplemental EIS. NEPA regulations are clear on this point: "If the incomplete information
relevant to reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts is essential to a reasoned choice
among alternatives and the overall costs ofobtaining it are not exorbitant, the agency shall
include the information in the environmental impact statement. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22. Here, the
incomplete "4(f)" data do not appear to be exorbitant, yet are essential to a proper decision.
Instead ofpushing the ROD out the door, the FAA should wait until the parks study is finished
and include it in a supplemental ErS.

This same supplemental EIS should use another metric than DNL, or explain why DNL is
an appropriate measure ofnoise impact. The rule is that the FAA "shall insure the professional
integrity, including scientific integrity, of the discussions and analyses in environmental impact
statements." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.24. It is hard to square this unambiguous regulation with expert
reports that the FAA is still using noise impact methods that are "demonstrably biased,
inaccurate, and unreliable." Fidell Report. Here, the FAA should not be given deference
because it is not basing its decision on "generally accepted scientific approaches or research
methods." See Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. at 334 (Agencies are entitled to
substantial deference if they rely on the preceding techniques). A supplemental EIS could cure
FAA's deficiency in this regard.
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The recent takeover of SWF by the PANYNJ drastically changes the EIS's baseline
assumptions. NEPA regulations require a supplemental EIS if there are "significant new
circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed
action or its impacts." 40 C.F.R. § Section 1502.9(c). With rapid, large-scale changes at SWF,
the FAA must rework its models so that it "has the best possible information to make any
necessary substantive changes in its decisions regarding the proposal." Id.

Case law supports the County's suggestion that the NEPA process must be reopened
because of the insufficiency or quality ofthe data. In Seattle Audubon Soc. v. Espy. 998 F.2d
699 (9th Cir. 1993), citizen groups filed action to challenge the legality of an EIS and the ROD.
Directing its comments at the data used in the EIS, the court found that the Forest Service relied
on "stale scientific evidence, incomplete discussion of environmental effects ... and false
assumptions." Id. at 705. The Court then held that the district court did not err in concluding
that the Forest Service must re-examine its chosen alternative. Id. In Lands Council v. Powell,
395 F.3d 1019 (9th Cir. 2005), environmental groups challenged the timber harvest approved by
the Forest Service as part of a "watershed restoration" project in the Idaho Panhandle National
Forest. Here, the court looked at the data and found that they were "too outdated to carry the
weight assigned to it. We conclude that the lack ofup-to-date evidence on this relevant question
prevented the Forest Service from making an accurate cumulative impact assessment of the
Project on the habitat and population ofthe Westslope Cutthroat Trout." Id. at 1021. As a final
example of legal support, the County cites to Northwest Ecosystem Alliance v. Rey, 380
F.Supp.2d 1175 (W.O.Wash. 2005). There, environmental and conservation groups challenged
certain forest management plan standards on the basis ofNEPA and other laws. After repeating
the NEPA requirements of complete, high quality information, the court again held that
"[r]elying on outdated data or not acknowledging the limitations in a methodology are grounds
for setting aside an EIS. These three cases make clear that the FAA's EIS is at risk ifnot
supplemented by additional, better data and methods.

In addition to the above arguments, Rockland County submits that the FAA's rigid
reliance on the outdated non-peer-reviewed DNL metric violates the Office ofManagement and
Budget ("0MB") Data Quality Act Guidelines. See Section 515 of the Treasury and General
Government Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2001 (Public Law 106-554; H.R. 5658). That
Act requires OMB to "provide policy and procedural guidance to Federal agencies for ensuring
and maximizing the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of information (including statistical
information) disseminated by Federal agencies." The OMB guidelines, define "quality" as an
encompassing term comprising utility, objectivity, and integrity, with the middle term being
especially useful here:27

"Objectivity" is a measure of whether disseminated information is
accurate, clear, complete, and unbiased and whether that
information is presented in an accurate clear, complete and
unbiased manner.

27 See Office ofManagement and Budget Information Quality Guidelines (Oct. 1,2002), available at
l/www.whitehouse.gov/omb/inforegliqK-oct2002.pdf
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The Data Quality Act also has a presumption favoring peer-reviewed information. As a
general matter, in the scientific and research context, OMB regards technical information that
has been subjected to formal, independent, external peer review as presumptively objective. The
guidelines state in paragraph V.3.b.i: "Ifdata and analytic results have been subjected to formal,
independent, external peer review, the infonnation may generally be presumed to be of
acceptable objectivity. However, this presumption is rebuttable based on a persuasive showing
by the petitioner in a particular instance."

The County has serious reservations that the use ofDNL meets these important DQA
criteria. As Dr. Fidell notes, the DNL metric relies on the 1992 FICON Report that was never
peer reviewed and has been discredited by other experts through detailed peer reviewed studies.
Fidell Report at 1-2. lfthe FAA still believes that the use of this outdated non-peer-reviewed
metric still meets the OMB criteria, it m~t provide "persuasive evidence" and subject that
evidence to the light ofpublic comment.

Conclusion

As these comments and analysis clearly demonstrate, it is imperative that the FAA
prepare supplemental NEPA documentation and seek public comment before issuing its ROD.
The consequences ofnot doing so are simply too great.
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 The disclosure and evaluation of aircraft noise impacts in the final EIS (FEIS) does not 
meet rigorous NEPA requirements for reasons discussed below. 
 
The primary descriptor of aircraft noise, "DNL," adopted in the FEIS is not a reliable 
predictor of community response to aircraft noise 
 
 The principal noise metric on which the FEIS relies for quantifying aircraft noise is Day-
Night Average Sound Level, abbreviated as DNL and represented in mathematical expressions 
as Ldn.  DNL is a time-weighted 24-hour average index of acoustic energy.  Neither DNL nor any 
other noise metric is a direct measure of noise impacts on overflown populations.  The only 
utility in estimating DNL values for purposes of quantifying aircraft noise impacts is as an 
indirect predictor of community response. 
 
 Per FAA Order 1050.1E and FAR Part 150, the EIS relies on a fifteen-year-old report of 
the Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON) to technically justify its practice of 
describing aircraft noise in units of DNL. (FICON was a voluntary grouping of several federal 
agencies that was formed, without legislative charter, to coordinate administrative and policy 
positions with respect to environmental noise matters.)  FICON’s 1992 reporta, which has never 
been peer reviewed, asserts that DNL is the "appropriate" descriptor of aircraft noise because it 
"has been found to correlate well with community annoyance, as measured in terms of 
percentage of exposed persons who are 'Highly Annoyed.'"  (FICON, 1992, Section 2-2).  
 
 The FAA asserts that it discloses DNL values produced by aircraft operations in NEPA-
required documents in order to predict the prevalence of high annoyance in aircraft noise-
exposed populations.  According to FICON, the percent of a residential population that is highly 
annoyed (“%HA”) by any form of transportation (including aircraft) noise is best predicted from 
DNL values as 100 / (1+ e(11.13-0.141Ldn)).  The data points in Figure 1 (adapted from Fidell and 
Silvatib) are empirical measurements of the prevalence of annoyance as measured in social 
surveys conducted world-wide. The curve shows the dosage-effect relationship that FAA relies 
on to transform DNL values into estimates of the prevalence of annoyance due to transportation 
noise.   
 
 Figure 1 reveals that FICON’s curve systematically under-predicts the annoyance of the 
bulk of the (red) aircraft noise data points.  Furthermore, FICON’s prediction equation [(%HA)  
=  100 / (1+ e(11.13-0.141Ldn))] accounts for less than 20% of the variance in the data set that has 
accumulated over four decades of more than 50,000 interviews about aircraft noise impacts in 
326 communities in the U.S. and abroad.  The overwhelming weight of scientific evidence 
published in peer-reviewed professional journals subsequent to publication of the 1992 FICON 
report indicates that the dosage-effect relationship for converting DNL values into estimates of 
the prevalence of high annoyance with aircraft noise is biased, inaccurate, and unreliable (cf. 

                                                 
a Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON) (1992).  “Federal Agency Review of Selected Airport Noise 

Analysis Issues,” Report for the Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. 
b Fidell, S., and Silvati, L. (2004) “Parsimonious alternatives to regression analysis for characterizing prevalence 

rates of aircraft noise annoyance,” Noise Control Eng. J., 52 (2), pp. 56-68 
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Finegold, Harris and vonGierke, 1994c; Fidell, 2003d; Fidell and Silvati, 2004e; Miedema and 
Vos, 1998f; and Schomer, 2002g, inter alia). 

 
Figure 1:  FAA's dosage-effect relationship between transportation noise exposure and annoyance 
systematically under-estimates the prevalence of aircraft noise-induced annoyance in communities. 
  
 For example, Miedema and Vosh demonstrate that source-specific dosage-effect 
relationships (that is, predictive equations restricted to particular surface and airborne sources of 
transportation noise) are technically superior to FICON’s obsolete, one-size-fits-all predictive 
equation.  Further, Fidell and Silvatii show that predictions of the prevalence of annoyance based 
                                                 
c Finegold, L., Harris, C. S., and von Gierke, H. E. (1994).  “Community annoyance and sleep disturbance:  

Updated criteria for assessing the impacts of general transportation noise on people,” Noise Control Eng. J., 42(1), 
25-30. 

d Fidell, S. (2003) “The Schultz curve 25 years later: a research perspective”,   J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 114(6), pp. 
3007-3015. 

e Fidell, S., and Silvati, L. (2004) “Parsimonious alternatives to regression analysis for characterizing prevalence 
rates of aircraft noise annoyance,” Noise Control Eng. J., 52 (2), pp. 56-68. 

f Miedema, H., and Vos, H. (1998).  “Exposure-response relationships for transportation noise,” J. Acoust. Soc. 
Am., 104(6), 3432-3445. 

g Schomer, P. (2002).  “On normalizing DNL to provide better correlation with response”, Sound and Vibration, pp. 
14-23 

h Miedema, H., and Vos, H. (1998).  op. cit. 
i   Fidell, S., and Silvati, L. (2004).  op. cit. 
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on weighted averages of the field data on the prevalence of annoyance at specific DNL values 
support more accurate characterization of community annoyance than prediction equations 
constrained by the statistical assumptions of regression analyses. 
 

A 2003 study notes that "FICON's doctrine has codified the status quo in understanding 
of community reaction to noise as of a quarter century ago [and] led to repeated mis-prediction 
of community reaction to noise exposure . . . A greater proportion of the population than 
predicted by FICON is demonstrably highly annoyed by aircraft noise at the de facto threshold of 
federal concern (Ldn = 65 dB); many airport noise controversies remain inexplicable from the 
perspective of official recommendations of compatible land use, and vigorous opposition to 
construction of airport infrastructure is more the rule than the exception."j 
 

The FAA acknowledges that supplemental noise analyses may be appropriate to 
"characterize specific noise effects . . . [and that] supplemental noise analyses are most often 
used to describe aircraft noise impacts for specific noise sensitive locations or situations and to 
assist in the public's understanding of noise impact." (FAA Part 1050 App. A- 63, 14.5).  That 
the current circumstances constitute just such a situation is clear in the light of the FAA’s 
response to draft EIS (DEIS) comment 4100 (Page 5, Comment Number 12), in which the 
agency notes that "New Jersey seems to be particularly sensitive to noise." 
 

Community reaction to the Expanded East Coast Plan (a predecessor to the current 
Airspace Redesign effort) proved to be far more vigorous and sustained than FAA expected from 
predictions made on the basis of FICON’s dosage-effect relationship.  Rather than conclude that 
its DNL-based predictive method is unreliable, however, FAA did not even consider 
supplementing its inappropriate predictions of community response in the current EIS with more 
modern, source-specific methods.  The agency thus knowingly under-predicts aircraft noise 
impacts in the FEIS. 

  
FAA's reliance on an outmoded method for predicting community response to aircraft 

noise ignores a fundamental NEPA requirement that agencies must "insure the professional 
integrity, including the scientific integrity, of the discussions and analyses in environmental 
impact statements." (CEQ regulations at 1520.24).  FAA's technically unjustifiable practice also 
defies the provisions of the Data Quality Act, which require that federal agencies "maximize the 
quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of information (including statistical information) 
disseminated by Federal Agencies." (P.L. 106-554).  In order to meet this rigorous standard, the 
agency must apply the most accurate peer-reviewed methods for assessing community response 
to aircraft noise, and not rely on the outdated policy recommendations of the FICON report.  
 
 The FEIS is also deficient in failing to include a sensitivity analysis of the consequences 
of not adopting a more modern and well-documented dosage-effect relationship than that 
identified by FICON to transform estimated DNL values into numbers of persons highly 
annoyed by airspace redesign alternatives.  
 
                                                 
j Fidell, S. (2003) “The Schultz curve 25 years later: a research perspective”,  J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 114(6), pp. 

3007-3015. 
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No technical rationale supports use of DNL to predict noise impacts in outdoor recreational 
settings 
 
 FAA lacks any widely-accepted technical rationale for extending its preference for 
expressing aircraft noise exposure in units of DNL to assessment of noise impacts in non-
residential settings, such as outdoor recreation.  Although the FEIS acknowledges that land areas 
underlying the study area for the airspace redesign contain “numerous city, county, state, and 
national parks, wildlife refuges, and historic sites", several of which are located in Rockland 
County, NY (FEIS, page 3-36), FAA does not disclose or assess aircraft noise impacts on parks 
that are associated with the proposed action in units other than DNL.  Nearly a third of the land 
area of Rockland County is reserved for outdoor recreation and related uses in public parks. 
 
 In the two decades since passage of Public Law 100-91 (the National Park Overflights 
Act of 1987), FAA has been extensively involved with the U.S. Department of Interior National 
Park Service and the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service in evaluating aircraft noise 
impacts in park and wilderness settings.  FAA is well aware of the inappropriateness of DNL as a 
predictor of aircraft noise impacts in such non-residential circumstances.  The FAA NEPA 
procedures even state that "The FAA will consider use of appropriate supplemental noise 
analysis in consultation with officials having jurisdiction for national parks, national wildlife 
refuges and historic sites including traditional cultural properties where a quiet setting is a 
generally recognized purpose . . . ."  Part 1050 at A- 65 (sec. 14. 8).   
 

Indeed, the FAA has issued special federal aviation regulations for aircraft operations in 
airspace overlying parks that have been based on evaluations of noise impacts in terms of noise 
metrics such as the percent of time aircraft noise is audible to park visitors; has modified its 
primary noise modeling software (INM) to conduct audibility calculations; and has routinely 
assessed noise impacts other than residential annoyance (e.g., speech interference), and identified 
alternative units, including Peak Sound Exposure Level (SEL), Time Above (A), Maximum A-
Weighted Sound Level (Lmax) in its Section 4(f) Evaluations (cf. FAA’s “Section 4(f) Evaluation 
for Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, May, 1998.)  Here, the FAA has refused to heed 
its own policies and procedures where its preferred alternative would very likely have a 
significant impact on such resources.  
 
The FEIS arbitrarily excludes consideration of potential noise impact mitigation measures  
 
 Appendix P of the FEIS indicates that “the FAA considered [noise mitigation] measures 
in all areas, not just those areas that experienced a significant impact or a slight to moderate 
threshold-based noise change as reported in the DEIS.”  It further asserts that “Consideration was 
given to measures that would affect areas of noise increase that did not receive a significant or 
slight to moderate noise increase.”  
 
 Nonetheless, it is readily apparent that the initial screening and evaluation methods used 
to identify potential mitigation measures were narrowly focused on heading and altitude changes 
for approaches and departures in proximity to individual runway ends at various airports.  The 
text of Appendix P even states that “the effects of individual mitigation procedures are largely 
localized and related to specific airports.”  Appendix P contains scant evidence that an evaluation 
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was even attempted of the overall efficacy of region-wide combinations of potential measures to 
reduce noise exposure in areas remote from runway ends.  Table 1 of Appendix P, for example, 
reveals no evidence that any measures were considered to mitigate overflight noise in parks in 
Rockland County, NY. 
 
 The text of the Appendix also indicates that some potential mitigation measures were 
rejected following operational evaluations described in Appendix O.  The evaluations of 
Appendix O were conditioned on piecemeal, one constraint-at-a-time analyses.  These analyses 
ignored the possibility of optimizing overall airspace capacity by insisting on preserving all 
aspects of the current operating environments at existing airports.   
 
 Thus, the FAA rejected potential mitigation options for air traffic flows during busy time 
periods at certain airports as infeasible on the grounds of localized interference with routine 
operations at other airports.  A truly systems-based approach was never attempted, in which, for 
example, busy period flow constraints on operations at a small airport might enable adoption of 
procedures that could mitigate noise impacts of heavy air traffic flows on large populations in an 
area remote from a small airport.  Such measures are familiar and widely accepted practice in 
highway traffic control, where timing cycles of traffic lights at intersections of large and small 
roads are adjusted to maximize area-wide traffic flows, and access from local entrance ramps to 
arterial highways are routinely metered in order to accommodate higher flow rates on larger 
roads. 
 
 For example, it is noted on page 5 of Appendix O that “the most important constraining 
factor on the JFK flow from the Northeast is the position of Long Island MacArthur Airport 
(ISP) which, for safety reasons, requires aircraft flows to other airports to remain outside of a 
circle at least three miles in radius.”  JFK is a major portal for heavy flows of air traffic on 
international and transcontinental routes.  ISP is a small airport serving relatively small numbers 
of short haul flights.  Failure to consider short-term constraints on operations at ISP in order to 
permit mitigation of noise impacts created by air traffic flow approaching JFK from the northeast 
is an unreasonable basis for selecting noise mitigation measures for further evaluation.  Such 
failures to consider system-wide consequences of modifying combinations of local air traffic 
control practices also call into question how thoroughly the purpose and need of the proposed 
action were served by FAA’s one-constraint-at-a-time approach to optimizing region-wide 
airspace redesign.  
  
The FEIS over-interprets results of its noise modeling  
 
 All of the aircraft noise exposure estimates in the FEIS that have been computed by NIRS 
are the product of prospective modeling, based on estimate and assumption.  Early in the 
airspace redesign effort, FAA and its contractors made very detailed predictions about numbers 
of various types of aircraft that would be flying on thousands of flight paths under IFR 
conditions at various times of day to and from the many runways of nearly two dozen airports, 
large and small, throughout the study area, five and ten years hence. FAA then carried out 
computations of expected noise exposure to the nearest millionth of a decibel, when the 
underlying precision of its assumptions and available information about community noise 
impacts does not support meaningful predictions to a precision greater than plus or minus several 
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decibels.k 
 
 Although there are no facts about the future, the gestation period of the EIS has been so 
protracted that the future has come and gone for one of the predicted time periods (2006).  The 
FEIS errs not only by treating noise exposure estimates that are the results of assumption piled 
upon assumption as the product of precise engineering calculations, but also by failing to 
compare projections based on assumptions made long ago with actual flight path use statistics for 
2006.   
 
 Further, certain of the noise modeling assumptions made years ago have been overtaken 
by events.  The announcement by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, the new 
operator of Stewart International Airport, for example, that it intends to encourage development 
and use of its airport for increased commercial operations, raises legitimate concerns about 
cumulative increases in noise impacts in nearby airspace in Rockland County, NY.  Section 1.4.1 
of Appendix Q of the FEIS seeks to dismiss such concerns, on the grounds that Stewart Airport 
is 50 air miles from LGA, and hence isolated “from the biggest changes to the airspace in the 
Preferred Alternative.”  This observation, which focuses on the effects of future development at 
Stewart on the adequacy of FAA’s airspace redesign efforts, has nothing to do with FAA’s duty 
to disclose and evaluate noise impacts in Rockland County of growth in air traffic due to 
circumstances that were not anticipated when the original noise modeling assumptions were 
made. 
 
 Even if the details of the outdated noise modeling assumptions of the FEIS were to be 
accepted at face value, the FEIS still errs in failing to inform readers of the unreliability of DNL-
based noise impact predictions at low exposure levels.  According to FICON, "For a variety of 
reasons, noise predictions and interpretations are frequently less reliable below DNL 65 dB.  
DNL prediction models tend to degrade in accuracy at large distances from the airport."  Some 
prominent reasons for this inaccuracy include the inability of FAA to make precise predictions of 
flight paths of aircraft other than in the immediate vicinity of airports, as well as uncertainties 
about power settings, aircraft configurations, and pilot technique at times when aircraft are in 
flight regimes other than take-off and landing.   
 
 FICON concludes that "Therefore, predictions of noise exposure and impacts below DNL 
65 dB should take the possibility of such inaccuracy into account."  Most of the DNL values due 
to aircraft noise that the FEIS predicts for Rockland County are at least two orders of magnitude 
lower than 65 dB.  The FEIS fails to inform readers of the inherent imprecision of its noise 
exposure predictions in Rockland County and elsewhere. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 In short, the FEIS is defective (1) in its reliance on outdated noise impact prediction 
methods; (2) in its failures to supplement FICON’s DNL-based noise impact prediction methods 
(known from the agency’s prior experience to have under-estimated community response in the 
                                                 
k Fidell, S., and Schomer, P. (2007).  “Uncertainties in measuring aircraft noise exposure and predicting community 

response to it”, Noise Control Eng. J. Vol. 55(1). 
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study area), and to disclose, consider and evaluate non-residential noise impacts; (3) in its failure 
to adopt a top-down, system-wide approach to screening noise mitigation measures (resulting in 
the arbitrary exclusion from detailed consideration of potentially useful combinations of air 
traffic control and noise mitigation measures at multiple airports); (4) in its failure to update 
noise modeling assumptions that had been overtaken by events during the lengthy course of the 
airspace redesign effort; and (5) in failing to inform readers of the unreliability of noise exposure 
estimates at low exposure levels. 
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IMPACT OF AIRCRAFT NOISE OVER ROCKLAND COUNTY, NEW YORK 
 
 

Introduction 

My name is Dr. Theodore Lane, and I have a PhD in economics.  I am a Principal in 
Thomas/Lane & Associates (TLA), economic & public policy consultants.  During the past 
20 years assignments I have had include studying the socio-economic impact of aircraft noise 
on communities surrounding SeaTac International Airport, analyzing the feasibility of 
developing commercial/industrial parks at general aviation airports in Washington State, 
identifying the socio-economic consequences of expanding Logan International Airport in 
Boston, MA, studying the economic feasibility of commercial tilt rotor aircraft in the 
Chicago region and the Caribbean region, analyzing the potential for developing multi-modal 
facilities at Montana’s commercial airports, and being an expert witness for a consortium of 
commercial airlines challenging their taxation under the real personal property laws of the 
states of Washington and Oregon.   Clients have included the FAA, the aviation divisions of 
state transportation agencies, local governments, economic development authorities and port 
districts.  A one page resume is attached at the end of this report.  A full resume and a 
statement of TLA qualifications are available on request. 

Background 

Rockland County is located 12 miles north-northwest of New York City.   It is part of the 
New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island-, NY-NJ-PA Metropolitan Area.  

The U.S. Census estimated Rockland County’s 2006 population as 294,965 persons – an 
increase of 2.9 percent since the 2000 Decennial Censusi.  Its population in 2005 was 80.2 
percent white, of which 69.2 percent were white not Hispanic.  Black persons made up 11.9 
percent of the 2005 population. 

The home ownership rate reported in 2000 by the U.S. Census was 71.2 percent, and the 
percentage of persons five years old and older who lived in the same house in 1995 and 2000 
was 64.5 percentii.  The median value of owner-occupied housing in 2000 reported in the 
Census was $242,500, compared with $148,700 for the entire State of New York. 

Rockland County’s population is well educated: 85.3 percent were high school graduates and 
37.5 percent had a bachelor’s degree or higher in 2000.   

According to the 2000 Census, among persons 16 years of age or older living in Rockland 
County, 65.5 percent were in the labor force and 63.0 percent were employed (the 
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unemployment rate was 2.4 percent).  The Census reported 44.2 percent of employed 
persons were in management, professional and related occupations, while 39.2 percent were 
attached to professional, scientific, management, administrative, educational, health or social 
service industries. 

Median household income in 2000 was $75,306 and median family income was $78,806.  
There were 36.2 percent of families with annual incomes in excess of $100,000. 

Overall, Rockland County is an upper income, upper educated, single family residential area 
whose residents appear to be primarily employed in professional, technical and scientific 
activities in the New York Metropolitan region. 

NY/NJ/PHL Metropolitan Area Airspace Redesign 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has issued a Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (FEIS) for a proposed airspace redesign for the New York/New 
Jersey/Philadelphia Metropolitan region.  The purpose of the redesign is to improve the 
efficiency of air traffic control in the region, thereby curbing some of delays now being 
experience by travelers using regional airports.   As a result of the redesign, 300 to 400 
additional flights arriving at Newark Liberty International Airport are expected to travel over 
Rockland County.  These flights would enter the County’s airspace from the north at 8,000 
to 10,000 feet, descend to a level of 5,000 to 6,000 feet and exit the County to the south.   

The FAA identified an area in the south central part of Rockland County where aircraft 
heading for Newark Liberty International will pass over at low elevations causing noise 
increases of 5.0 DNL or more.iii  The Noise Exposure Tables contained in the FEIS identify 
152 Census Blocks in seven Census Tracts containing 16,138 persons where aircraft noise 
levels will increase on average by 7.0 DNLiv.  The absolute aircraft noise levels in these 
Census Tracts and Blocks will remain modest – in the range of 40 to 45 DNL.  However, it 
is generally accepted that an increase in noise of 7.0-10.0 DNL is perceived by impacted 
persons as a doubling of the noise level.  The noise generated by aircraft passing over the 
communities in south central Rockland County will be perceived therefore as being twice as 
high as it would be without the proposed airspace redesign. 

Noise Impacts of the NY/NJ/PHL Metropolitan Area Airspace Redesign 

Noise impacts are usually considered the primary impact generated by air transportation.  
This is not because noise is the only impact generated by air transportation activity but rather 
because noise is a marker for a range of socio-economic impacts.  Higher noise levels are 
associated with a downward shift in land values which then cause changes in land use 
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patterns.  These in turn produce adverse changes in both local economic activity and the 
characteristic of the impacted resident population.  The fiscal consequence of these changes 
is that community service requirements rise at the same time as the revenues of local 
governments are depressed below what they otherwise would be. 

In Rockland County, the significantly impacted Census Blocks and Tracts will still 
experience absolutely moderate aircraft noise levels but local residents will perceive that 
aircraft noise has doubled over what it otherwise would have been.  This will lead to a 
decline in relative property values.  In the short run most analysts expect housing market 
values in the NY/NJ/PHA Metropolitan area will be stable or decline somewhat.  In this 
type of downward market properties falling under the “noise shadow” of the new approach 
routes to Newark Liberty International airport will be more difficult to sell, remain on the 
market longer and be particularly vulnerable to downward market pressures.  In the long 
run, absolute property values will likely rise but at a rate of increase measurably less than 
properties not adversely impacted by the airspace redesign.  That is, they will suffer 
significant relative losses of value even though their absolute values continue to rise. 

A concern with such relative changes in areas with moderate absolute noise levels has been 
experience elsewhere.  The City of Mercer Island, Washington, is a case in point.  Mercer 
Island has most of the economic, social and demographic characteristics that exist in 
Rockland County: it is an upper income, upper educated, single family residential area whose 
residents are primarily employed in professional, technical and scientific activities in a 
surrounding metropolitan region.  The air traffic control pattern of Seattle Tacoma 
International Airport (SeaTac) routed aircraft over Mercer Island at altitudes of about 5,000 
feet.  Mercer Island residents felt the relative noise impacts they experienced compared to 
adjacent upper income, upper educated, single family residential communities were so 
serious that they petitioned the FAA to change the air traffic control patterns to route 
aircraft away from their City.  The FAA recognized Mercer Island’s concerns and several 
years ago changed SeaTac’s air traffic control patterns to give Mercer Island relief.  Yet, in 
the case of Rockland County, these types of concerns with relative noise impacts were 
completely ignored in the FEIS. 

Ignoring relative noise impacts is particularly egregious in the case of Rockland County 
because of the likelihood that the aircraft activity forecast contained in the NY/NJ/PHA 
Airspace Redesign FEIS underestimates the actual impacts that will occur for two reasons. 
First, air transportation corridors are like other transportation corridor – they tend 
experience feedback, i.e., when additional capacity is added, additional traffic is attracted.  
Obviously this doesn’t happen everywhere and adding capacity to a low used air corridor will 
not attract additional aircraft any more than adding additional freeway lanes will cause more 
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automobile traffic in a low population/employment density, low vehicle usage rural area.  
But in a crowded, high density, high usage area such as the NY/NJ/PHA Metropolitan area, 
additional capacity will almost certainly produce feedback effects and cause corridor use 
patterns to increase.  The way in which air traffic will increase as a result of the additional air 
corridor capacity created by the Airspace Redesign is unknown and hence its impact on 
noise levels in Rockland County’s impacted areas cannot be gauged from the data available 
in the FEIS.  It could involve changes in the fleet mix and well as changes in the frequency 
of aircraft over flights.  But there will be changes, there will be feedback, and there is no 
recognition of such changes in the FEIS. 

The second problem with the aircraft activity forecast contained in the FEIS is that it gives 
no recognition to the potential development of additional major regional airports once 
additional airspace capacity has been added to the region.  Several airports in the region 
(most notably Stewart and Teterboro) could originate/expand scheduled commercial air 
service with the addition of regional airspace capacity.  Airport expansion plans since the 
initiation of the EIS process over five years ago appear not to have been included in the 
FEIS.  At a minimum, such expansion plans should be identified and analyzed for their nise 
impact implications. 

Other Impacts of the NY/NJ/PHL Metropolitan Area Airspace Redesign 

It is widely recognized that airport approach and departure corridors generate a range of 
socio-economic impacts.v  These include, but are not limited to: 

• Blighting of residential sites which leads to conversion from home ownership 
properties to rental properties and decreases in per square foot land values. 

• Downscaling of the socio-economic characteristics of both businesses and 
population in the impacted areas. 

• Increases in the cost of delivering community services such as public safety, schools, 
nuisance abatement, parks and community centers necessary to maintain a constant 
quality of life in the impacted areas. 

In addition, several studies have found evidence supporting the significant adverse impact of 
airplane noise on the ability of school children to learn.  A study conducted by the Highline 
School District at a junior high school located under SeaTac International Airport’s 
approach/departure flight path compared the math test scores of students in classrooms that 
were and were not insulated to attenuate aircraft noise.  Test scores on average were 25 
percent lower in the non-insulated classrooms.vi   A study published this year by the Federal 
Interagency Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN) found that there was some interesting, 
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but not conclusive, evidence that learning by school children might be impaired by noise 
levels as low as 40-45 DNL. 

The Beth Rochel school for girls is located in Census Block 2012, Census Tract 121.04, 
which is one of the noise impact areas in Rockland County the FAA identified.  Yet the 
NY/NJ/PHA Airspace Redesign FEIS contains no analysis (or even reference) to potential 
school impacts in Rockland County. 

Finally, if residents living in the impacted areas perceive a doubling of the noise generated by 
aircraft approaching Newark International Airport they will experience a disruption of 
normal family functioning.  Parents and children will find themselves reluctant to participate 
in normal outdoor activities such as playing games or sports, enjoying park lands or having 
outdoor barbecues.  Although there is no straight forward way to quantify the adverse 
psychological impacts such as stress that result from the disruption of normal family 
functioning, it is probable that they will occur and they warrant acknowledgement, at a 
minimum, within the structure of the FEIS. 

Conclusion 

Airport approach and departure corridors generate a range of socio-economic impacts that 
are induced by aircraft noise.  In the case of Rockland County, NY, an estimated 16,138 
persons living in the south central part of the County will experience an increase in aircraft 
noise of about 7 DNL and will perceive that aircraft noise over their homes has roughly 
doubled.  

Although absolute aircraft noise levels will be moderate, relative aircraft noise levels will 
increase significantly.  The fact that relative noise levels are important is evidenced by the 
FAA’s willingness to alter approach/departure flight tracks associated with SeaTac 
International Airport to reduce them in the City of Mercer Island – a community with most 
of the same noise, socio-economic and demographic characteristics found in Rockland 
County.   

Further, there is reason to believe that the NY/NJ/PHA Airspace Redesign FEIS 
underestimates the actual noise impacts that will occur for two reasons: 

• in a crowded, high density, high usage area such as the NY/NJ/PHA Metropolitan 
area, additional capacity will almost certainly produce feedback effects and cause 
corridor use patterns to increase, and  
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• the aircraft activity forecast contained in the FEIS is that it gives no recognition to 
the potential development of additional major regional airports once additional 
airspace capacity has been added to the region. 

In addition to direct noise impacts, such noise-induced impacts as the blighting of residential 
areas, the downscaling of the socio-economic characteristics of impacted businesses and 
population, increasing the cost of delivering community services necessary to maintain a 
constant quality of life in the impacted areas, and protecting the ability of school children to 
learn are all omitted in the FEIS.  This is particularly egregious since FAA Advisory Circulars 
specifically direct airport authorities to address such issues. 
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Noise Exposure Table 

State County Census 
Tract ID 

Census 
Block ID 

Population 
(2000) 

Integrated 
Variation 
with ICC 

with 
Mitigation  
LDN level 

Integrated 
Variation 
with ICC 

with 
Mitigation  

LDN 
change  
2006-
2011 

New York Rockland 101.01 2001 26 31.8 6.8
New York Rockland 101.01 2002 163 31.8 6.7
New York Rockland 101.01 2003 19 31.5 7.2
New York Rockland 101.01 2004 11 31.6 7.4
New York Rockland 101.01 2006 12 31.7 7.1
New York Rockland 101.01 2007 72 31.9 6.8
New York Rockland 101.01 2034 4 31.6 6.9
New York Rockland 116.02 3009 7 39.8 6.6
New York Rockland 116.02 3010 131 40.0 6.8
New York Rockland 116.02 3011 8 39.9 6.7
New York Rockland 116.02 3015 37 39.6 6.5
New York Rockland 116.02 3016 57 39.6 6.5
New York Rockland 116.02 3017 24 39.8 6.7
New York Rockland 121.01 1018 54 40.7 6.5
New York Rockland 121.01 2000 90 40.6 6.6
New York Rockland 121.01 2001 295 40.7 6.6
New York Rockland 121.01 2002 80 40.6 6.7
New York Rockland 121.01 2003 55 40.7 6.8
New York Rockland 121.01 2004 44 40.6 6.8
New York Rockland 121.01 2005 13 40.6 6.7
New York Rockland 121.01 2006 32 40.5 6.5
New York Rockland 121.01 2007 50 40.4 6.6
New York Rockland 121.01 2008 116 40.6 6.8
New York Rockland 121.01 2009 80 40.6 6.8
New York Rockland 121.01 2010 32 40.6 6.8
New York Rockland 121.01 2011 139 40.6 6.9
New York Rockland 121.01 2012 194 40.5 6.8
New York Rockland 121.01 2013 86 40.4 6.8
New York Rockland 121.01 2014 228 40.5 7.0
New York Rockland 121.01 2015 227 40.3 6.9
New York Rockland 121.01 2016 162 40.0 6.7
New York Rockland 121.03 1006 46 40.6 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 1007 43 40.6 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 1008 103 40.5 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 1009 418 40.3 6.5
New York Rockland 121.03 1010 286 40.4 6.5
New York Rockland 121.03 1016 45 40.2 6.4
New York Rockland 121.03 1017 72 40.3 6.5
New York Rockland 121.03 1018 164 40.3 6.5
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State County Census 
Tract ID 

Census 
Block ID 

Population 
(2000) 

Integrated 
Variation 
with ICC 

with 
Mitigation  
LDN level 

Integrated 
Variation 
with ICC 

with 
Mitigation  

LDN 
change  
2006-
2011 

New York Rockland 121.03 1019 299 40.6 6.8
New York Rockland 121.03 1021 62 40.5 6.7
New York Rockland 121.03 1022 132 40.5 6.7
New York Rockland 121.03 1023 129 40.5 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 1024 107 40.6 6.8
New York Rockland 121.03 1025 129 40.5 6.7
New York Rockland 121.03 1026 160 40.4 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 1027 21 40.4 6.5
New York Rockland 121.03 1028 37 40.4 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 1029 47 40.5 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 2000 108 40.5 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 2002 126 40.5 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 2003 294 40.6 6.8
New York Rockland 121.03 2005 72 40.4 6.5
New York Rockland 121.03 2006 103 40.5 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 2007 123 40.5 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 2008 519 40.6 6.9
New York Rockland 121.03 2009 103 40.6 6.9
New York Rockland 121.03 2010 171 40.7 7.0
New York Rockland 121.03 2011 169 40.6 6.7
New York Rockland 121.03 2012 2 40.7 6.8
New York Rockland 121.03 2013 31 40.7 6.7
New York Rockland 121.03 2014 19 40.6 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 2015 89 40.6 6.6
New York Rockland 121.03 2016 84 40.5 6.5
New York Rockland 121.03 2017 13 40.6 6.5
New York Rockland 121.03 2019 42 40.6 6.9
New York Rockland 121.04 2006 36 39.6 6.6
New York Rockland 121.04 2007 21 39.7 6.7
New York Rockland 121.04 2008 112 40.0 6.8
New York Rockland 121.04 2012 630 40.5 6.5
New York Rockland 121.04 2013 60 40.6 6.6
New York Rockland 121.04 2014 241 40.5 6.6
New York Rockland 121.04 2015 149 40.6 6.8
New York Rockland 121.04 2017 87 40.7 6.7
New York Rockland 121.04 2018 141 40.7 6.7
New York Rockland 121.04 2019 289 40.7 7.0
New York Rockland 121.04 2021 61 40.6 7.0
New York Rockland 121.04 2022 97 40.6 7.1
New York Rockland 121.04 2023 51 40.4 7.0
New York Rockland 124 3003 141 39.7 6.6
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State County Census 
Tract ID 

Census 
Block ID 

Population 
(2000) 

Integrated 
Variation 
with ICC 

with 
Mitigation  
LDN level 

Integrated 
Variation 
with ICC 

with 
Mitigation  

LDN 
change  
2006-
2011 

New York Rockland 124 3004 185 40.2 6.7
New York Rockland 125.01 1000 11 40.0 6.8
New York Rockland 125.01 1001 182 40.1 6.7
New York Rockland 125.01 1013 3 40.0 6.6
New York Rockland 125.01 2006 125 40.0 6.8
New York Rockland 125.01 2007 21 39.8 6.7
New York Rockland 125.01 2008 46 40.3 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 2009 286 40.2 6.9
New York Rockland 125.01 2010 37 40.5 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 2011 91 40.4 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 2012 92 40.6 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 2013 263 40.7 6.9
New York Rockland 125.01 2014 91 40.7 6.9
New York Rockland 125.01 2015 232 40.8 7.2
New York Rockland 125.01 2016 246 40.7 7.1
New York Rockland 125.01 2017 24 40.6 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 2018 47 40.5 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 2019 262 40.3 6.9
New York Rockland 125.01 2020 88 40.3 6.8
New York Rockland 125.01 2021 52 40.5 7.1
New York Rockland 125.01 2022 22 40.4 7.1
New York Rockland 125.01 3000 177 40.7 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 3001 3 40.7 6.8
New York Rockland 125.01 3002 25 40.7 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 3003 203 40.8 7.3
New York Rockland 125.01 3004 76 40.7 7.3
New York Rockland 125.01 3005 58 40.8 7.4
New York Rockland 125.01 3006 94 40.7 7.5
New York Rockland 125.01 3007 630 40.8 7.9
New York Rockland 125.01 3008 83 40.5 7.3
New York Rockland 125.01 3009 82 40.8 7.8
New York Rockland 125.01 3010 28 40.5 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 4000 74 40.9 7.8
New York Rockland 125.01 4002 39 40.8 7.8
New York Rockland 125.01 4003 27 40.8 7.8
New York Rockland 125.01 4004 55 40.7 7.7
New York Rockland 125.01 4005 110 40.3 7.1
New York Rockland 125.01 4006 61 40.2 6.9
New York Rockland 125.01 4007 85 40.3 7.0
New York Rockland 125.01 4008 32 40.6 7.4
New York Rockland 125.01 4009 27 40.8 7.7
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State County Census 
Tract ID 

Census 
Block ID 

Population 
(2000) 

Integrated 
Variation 
with ICC 

with 
Mitigation  
LDN level 

Integrated 
Variation 
with ICC 

with 
Mitigation  

LDN 
change  
2006-
2011 

New York Rockland 125.01 4010 112 40.8 7.6
New York Rockland 125.01 4011 10 40.7 7.5
New York Rockland 125.01 4012 22 40.8 7.6
New York Rockland 125.01 4013 31 40.9 7.7
New York Rockland 125.02 1006 561 40.4 7.3
New York Rockland 125.02 1007 66 40.5 7.5
New York Rockland 125.02 1008 175 40.6 7.5
New York Rockland 125.02 1009 50 40.7 7.7
New York Rockland 125.02 1010 67 40.6 7.6
New York Rockland 125.02 1011 75 40.1 6.9
New York Rockland 125.02 1013 30 40.1 6.6
New York Rockland 125.02 1014 27 40.3 6.9
New York Rockland 125.02 3000 225 40.8 7.5
New York Rockland 125.02 3001 101 41.0 7.7
New York Rockland 125.02 3002 147 41.1 7.6
New York Rockland 125.02 3003 34 41.1 7.7
New York Rockland 125.02 3004 24 41.2 7.8
New York Rockland 125.02 3005 50 41.1 7.7
New York Rockland 125.02 3006 44 41.0 7.7
New York Rockland 125.02 3007 177 41.1 7.7
New York Rockland 125.02 3008 32 41.1 7.6
New York Rockland 125.02 3009 40 41.1 7.6
New York Rockland 125.02 3010 20 41.0 7.4
New York Rockland 125.02 3011 107 40.8 7.1
New York Rockland 125.02 4006 135 40.5 6.7
New York Rockland 125.02 4007 63 40.5 6.8
New York Rockland 125.02 4008 99 40.7 6.9
New York Rockland 125.02 4009 2 41.1 7.5
New York Rockland 126 4009 50 40.9 7.1
New York Rockland 126 4010 117 40.6 6.7
New York Rockland 126 4011 38 40.4 6.5
       

   Total
 

16,138 Average 7.0

Source: “Noise Exposure Tables, ”2011 Integrated Airspace Alternative Variation with ICC Change in 
Noise Exposure: Figure ES .5, NY/NJ/PHA Metropolitan Airspace redesign, FEIS.  Changes 
in noise levels calculated by TLA 
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END NOTES 
                                                 

i U.S. Bureau of the Census, State & County Quick Facts 
ii U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census 2000 
iii FAA, “2011 Integrated Airspace Alternative Variation with ICC Change in Noise 

Exposure: Figure ES .5, NY/NJ/PHA Metropolitan Airspace redesign, FEIS 
iv Noise level estimates contained in “Noise Exposure Tables,” 2011 Integrated Airspace 

Alternative Variation with ICC Change in Noise Exposure: Figure ES .5, NY/NJ/PHA 
Metropolitan Airspace redesign, FEIS.  Changes in noise levels calculated by TLA 

v FAA Advisory Circular AC 150/5020-1, Noise Control & Compatibility Planning for 
Airports states “many [environmental assessments] contain analyses of airport noise, 
compatible land use, social impacts and induced socioeconomic impacts” (pg 6).  
Section 6, Analysis of Costs and Benefits and Selection of an Alternative, states 
“Evaluation of the social costs and benefits of alternatives is of equal importance with 
those of economics and the environment” (pg 42). 

vi Highline Public School District, Aircraft Noise Study: Remedial Construction/Schools. 
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THEODORE LANE, Ph.D. 

 
 
Employment History 

Principal, Thomas/Lane & Associates, San Juan, Puerto Rico and Seattle, Washington, l986 to present 

Consultant to Director, Office of Economic Research, The Economic Development Administration of 
Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico, 1984-1985 

Professor, Economics, University of Alaska, Institute of Social and Economic Research, Anchorage, 
Alaska, 1981-1984 

Partner, Lane/Langley & Associates, Economic Consultants, Seattle, Washington, 1979-1981 

Senior Economist/Policy Analyst, The White House Conference on Balanced National Growth and 
Economic Development, Washington, DC, 1978 

President, Human Resources Planning Institute, Inc. Seattle, Washington, 1969-1977 

Vice-President, Consulting Services Corporation, Seattle, Washington, 1967-1968 

Assistant Professor, Economics, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1967-1968 
 
Education 

Ph.D., Economics, University of Washington 
MA, Economics, University of Illinois 
BA, Economics, Temple University 

 
Awards and Honors 

Board of Directors, Western Regional Science Association 
President, Western Regional Science Association 
Trustee, Pacific Regional Science Coordinating Organization 
Who's Who in America: Finance & Industry 

 
Professional Affiliations 

The American Economic Association 
Pacific Regional Science Coordinating Organization 
Western Regional Science Association 

 
Representative Assignments 

♦ Project Director for a two-year assignment from the Puerto Rico Economic Development 
Company/Economic Development Administration, funded by the FAA, to determine the economic 
and commercial feasibility of civil Tiltrotor aircraft for moving passengers and cargo between 
Puerto Rico and the island nations of the Caribbean. 

♦ Directed creation of a vector auto-regressive econometric model to simulate 20 years of operations 
and enplanments at San Juan International Airport and Mayaguez International Airport, and use of 
the model to forecast future activity levels.  Assignment from the San Juan Ports Authority, as part 
of the airport’s Master Plan Update. 

♦ Worked with an advisory committee of stakeholders, city/county staff and city/county elected 
officials to create an economic development action plan for the Winlock-Toledo Airport in SW 
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Lewis County, Washington; including the facilitation of open, public meetings every two weeks 
over a six months period, providing the stakeholder committee with technical and research 
support, and producing an airport economic development action plan. 

♦ Directed 22 economic inventories/benefit studies of airports in Washington State for the 
AD/WSDOT.  These studies included an assessment of local market conditions and the 
identification of activities at and around each airport, including services/products provided and 
jobs created.   

♦ Under assignment with AD/WSDOT, Dr. Lane assisted in the creation of strategic economic 
development plans for airports in Westport, Port Townsend, Ellensburg, Chelan and Ephrata.  This 
work included assessing local market conditions, identifying opportunities and potentials, and 
recommending action plans for commercial/industrial activity and future airport developments.   

♦ Managed a two-year EDA funded analysis of how FAA sponsored airport planning and EDA 
sponsored economic development planning can be integrated to use rural general aviation airports 
as the locus of local community based economic development.  Upon completion of this 
assignment, wrote an Washington State’s Economic Development-Airport Planning Manual. 

♦ Directed studies of airport economic benefits at Kittitas County Airport (Bowers Field) and 
Arlington Municipal Airport as part of Washington State’s Continuous Aviation System Plan.  

♦ Consultant to the five cities to assess the socio-economic impacts of the proposed third runway at 
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport and recommend warranted mitigation policies.  Assignment 
assumed airport benefits were greater than costs and investigated equity disparities in the 
distribution of beneficial impacts over the entire region compared with adverse impact localized in 
communities surrounding the airport. 
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 Real estate values are affected by a host of factors. The appraisal literature 

recognizes many locational attributes that influence value. The locational attributes of 

real estate are highly significant, since, by definition real estate is immobile so that to a 

large extent it is unable to be insulated from that which happens in its surrounding 

environment.1 

 
 We have been asked to estimate whether a change in certain flight patterns with 

respect to take-off and more particularly landing at Newark Airport can be reasonably 

expected to affect the value of real property, both vacant and improved, by reason of their 

general location within the flight path of two runways at Newark Airport, as more fully 

described at the “NY-NJ-PHL Metropolitan Area Airspace Redesign” Rockland County 

Town Hall meeting on July 30, 3007; “NY-NJ-PHL Metropolitan Area Airspace 

Redesign” dated July 2007; and other underlying documents and studies made by the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Several variations with respect to the flight 

patterns have been provided which have been described by the FAA as “Preferred 

Alternative” “Prior to Mitigation” and “After Mitigation”. It is our understanding that 

under both scenarios the number and direction of flight patterns will remain the same 

insofar as they affect Rockland County.  However, we understand that “after mitigation” 

flight patterns will be at a higher altitude in order to ameliorate the degree of noise 

exposure at ground level.  

 
 

                                                 
1 The Appraisal of Real Estate, 12th Edition, Pgs. 42 – 47; 168-177 
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 The appraisal literature is replete with studies both employing hedonic models 

and surveys of market participants wherein it has uniformly been concluded that airplane 

noise level negatively impacts the value of real property, particularly residential real 

property.2 Most of these studies deal with noise impact on real estate values of properties 

that are generally in the immediate vicinity of an airport and thereby suffer huge impacts 

from high volumes of noise, typically in a range greater than 65 DNL.  We understand 

that a report by Dr. Sanford Fidell to be submitted at the same time as this report 

criticizes the use of DNL methodology employed by the FAA.  However, we will not 

discuss that critique as it is beyond our area of expertise as real estate appraisers, 

consultants and real property tax consultants. Rather, our analysis uses the FAA's DNL 

data from the FEIS. 

 
 We shall first address prospective impacts with respect to the preferred alternative 

prior to mitigation. The tables provided in the FAA study indicate that there is an area in 

southern Rockland County, particularly centered about the Village of Chestnut Ridge 

within the Town of Ramapo that is expected to incur an increase in the DNL of 5.0 or 

greater, generally an increase in the magnitude of 7 DNL. Although this decibel noise 

level is anticipated by certain computer models (but not on the ground noise readings) 

with a noise level of 45 – 60 DNL, we are informed that such an increase in DNL can be 

described as approximately doubling the experienced noise level in this area which the 

FAA considers a significant change to those experiencing the noise on the ground. This 

area of Rockland County consists of a bedroom community to suburban New York City 

and is the home of many who previously lived and often worked in New York City who 

seek a retreat from the noise and congestion associated with urban life. We have not had 

sufficient time to undertake studies of areas who experience such a dramatic increase of 

noise level that do not reach the 65 DNL point.  However, according to the report of Dr. 

                                                 
2 Articles:  

Adjusting House Prices for Intra-Neighborhood Traffic Differences, William T. Hughs, Jr. and C.F. 
Sirmans, SRPA, PhD, The Appraisal Journal, October 1993; 
 Aircraft Noise and Residential Property Values: Results of a Survey Study, Marvin Frankel, The 
Appraisal Journal, January 1991;  
Noise, We Have Heard it Before, William F. Cantrell, Eddie D. Crook and Lewis S. Pipkin The Real 
Estate Appraiser and Analyst, Fall 1983;  
The Impact of Airport Operations on Land Values, A Case Study of Seattle Tacoma International 
Airport , prepared by Theodore Lane, PhD of Thomas / Lane &Associates, May 1998 
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Theodore Lane of Thomas Lane and Associates, a national expert in the impact of aircraft 

noise and property values, the preferred alternative with mitigation will result in an 

average DNL increase of 7.03. As appraisers and participants in the Rockland County 

marketplace we consider that these changes of flight pattern with a resulting increase in 

noise level will make properties so affected less desirable than similar competing 

properties not subject to this externally imposed adverse condition. Residents in our area 

tend to place a premium on enjoying a quiet suburban lifestyle.  

 
 Our review of the literature and our consultation with Dr. Lane support the 

proposition that properties affected by this externality will become less competitive in the 

marketplace, particularly under current market conditions which have resulted from the 

downturn in the general real estate market further compounded by the “crisis” in the 

mortgage financing. Accordingly, in order to illustrate the adverse economic impact on 

real property values, we consider it fair and reasonable in this effected area to 

hypothesize that properties will be affected so that their values will decrease between 3% 

and 7% without mitigation and 1% to 3% with mitigation.  Our estimates though are not 

made to show the individual impact on individual property owners, but to show the 

results of the overall devaluation of these properties on the real property tax structure in 

the community. 

 
 A brief description of the real property tax structure in Rockland County, typical 

of all New York counties, will put the real property tax impact in perspective. The 

County of Rockland has a County Real Property Tax. Additionally, the Town of Ramapo, 

one of five towns within the county, as typical of all towns in New York State, also has a 

Real Property Tax. Within the Town of Ramapo there are two school districts: the East 

Ramapo CSD and the Ramapo CSD, which serve the Town of Ramapo and small 

portions of other areas. Each of these entities levy a sum to be raised by its real property 

tax. Real property tax is determined by the taxing entity estimating all their expenses and 

thereafter deducting all sources of income other than the real property tax. These sources 

                                                 
3 Noice Level estimates contained in "Noise Exposure Tables," 2011 Integrated Airspace Alternative 
Variation with ICC Change in Noise Exposure:  Figures ES .5, NY/NJ/PHA Metropolitan Airspace 
redesign, FEIS.  Changes in noise levels calculated by TLA. 
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of income can be state aid, federal aid, revenues from municipal properties and the like. 

All of these anticipated revenues are deducted from the anticipated expenses and after 

such deductions there is always a shortfall in revenue. This shortfall is made up by the 

real property tax and results in the real property tax levy. The amount of the levy is 

divided by the assessed values of the real property within the boundaries of the taxing 

district which result in the calculation of the tax rate. 

 

 The tax assessment of each property is a function of its market value and each 

property within each taxing entity is assessed at a uniform percentage of value. All things 

being equal, when assessments go up as a result of values increasing the tax rate goes 

down, while if values and assessments decrease the tax rate will increase. However, the 

amount of taxes that must be collected does not change when there is a change in the 

values/assessments, since the amount of the levy is a function of income and expenses 

extraneous to the assessment and property value function. Further, if one were to assume 

that all property value influences were to remain the same in the Town, County and 

School District, except that in one portion thereof there is a reduction in property values 

and thereby property assessments, not only would there be an increase in the general tax 

rate, but there would be a shift in the taxes that are collected from the unaffected 

properties, since although their tax rate might have increased, their values and thereby 

their assessments would remain unaffected while the values and assessments of the 

affected areas would decrease. 

 
 We have employed geographic information system technology in order to identify 

the affected parcels on a tax lot by tax lot basis. In Figure 1 we depict on an overlay of 

the Rockland County Map the entire flight path over Rockland County and outline in 

purple that area of Rockland County wherein the computerized program anticipates a 

substantial increase of 5.0 DNL or greater over current levels.  
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FIGURE 1 
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 In Figure 2 we provide the general census tract overlay of the entire county and in 

Figure 3 we overlay in blue the flight path, and in yellow, the anticipated change in noise 

level area.  

FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
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 In Figure 4 we overlay the flight path (outlined in blue) and the increased noise 

level area (outlined in yellow) over a parcel by parcel tax map.  

FIGURE 4 
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 Figure 5 overlays the increased noise level area on the parcel tax map, while 

Figure 6 combines both the tax parcel map and the census tract areas in the noise affected 

area.  

FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 6 
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 We then linked the tax parcel maps both for the noise affected area within the 

flight path, and those areas not projected to be affected by increased noise, with the 

underlying tax assessment information for each parcel. 

 
 Having established the assessment data for our areas of interest, we then sought to 

estimate first the value/assessment changes that are anticipated to affect those parcels 

situated within the increased noise level areas as well as those parcels that are within the 

flight plan that will be subject to increased flight traffic only. We first present the detailed 

calculation of Real Property County and Town tax currently applicable to each of the 

affected municipalities, as currently provided and published by the municipalities in 

Schedules A and B, annexed. Thereafter, we isolate the assessment of those properties 

that are anticipated to have a significant increase in the ground noise level and assume for 

purposes of our calculations a value and thereby concomitant reduction in the assessment 

of these properties at 3%, 5% and 7%.  We have also considered separately, but not 

cumulatively, those parcels that were affected only by the change in flight patterns (but 

not subject to increased noise) reducing their assessments at a rate of 1, 2 and 3%. 

 

 We next reduce the existing assessments affected by the FAA Flight Pattern 

Redesign Project and revise the apportionment of the county tax levy to each of the five 

towns within Rockland County to estimate the resultant tax rate for each of the town 

municipalities. A similar analysis is undertaken with respect to the Town of Ramapo, 

although we have only considered the change in the primary components of the town tax 

level, General & Highway Expenses and Police Expenses, and reduce their applicable 

assessment bases by the above percentages. Within the time constraints of our retention 

we were unable to calculate the tax shift of all the special taxing districts within the Town 

of Ramapo. By reason of the multiplicity of sub-benefit districts within the town that 

affect various geographic and sub-political units within the town it is not practical, 

meaningful or illustrative of the total tax rate change in the town. However, each of the 

two main components General & Highway, and Police had rate increases associated with 

the assessment decreases as set forth in Figure 7 below. Accordingly, with certainty there 
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will be an intra-town shift and a “change in flight pattern tax” to all those properties that 

are outside the flight pattern and/or the increased noise area.  

 

FIGURE 7 

 

 

 
 

TOWN OF RAMAPO
Comparison of Original Data w/ Flight Path Reductions

TAX LEVY TAX FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE
FUNDS ASSESSED VALUE (BUDGET) RATE/THOU 1.0% PER THOU 2.0% PER THOU 3.0% PER THOU
Gen & Hwy 1,655,877,014$       14,281,760$ 8.6249$        8.6673$    0.0424$    8.7101$   0.0852$    8.7534$   0.1285$      
Police 1,346,237,433$       25,088,762$ 18.6362$       18.7491$  0.1129$    18.8633$ 0.2271$    18.9789$ 0.3427$      

TOWN OF RAMAPO
Comparison of Original Data w/ IncNoise Area Reductions

ORIGINAL DATA TAX LEVY TAX IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE
FUNDS ASSESSED VALUE (BUDGET) RATE/THOU 3.0% PER THOU 5.0% PER THOU 7.0% PER THOU
Gen & Hwy 1,655,877,014$       14,281,760$ 8.6249$        8.6763$    0.0514$    8.7109$   0.0860$    8.7458$   0.1209$      
Police 355,575,487$          25,088,762$ 70.5582$       18.7730$  (51.7852)$ 18.8653$ (51.6929)$ 18.9585$ (51.5997)$   

REVISED DATA
TOWN TAX RATE / THOU

REVISED DATA
TOWN TAX RATE / THOU

ORIGINAL DATA

ORIGINAL DATA

COUNTY OF ROCKLAND
Comparison of Original Data w/ Flight Path Reductions

ASSESSED VALUE COUNTY COUNTY TAX FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE
Town USED FOR APPORTIONMENT TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 1.0% PER THOU 2.0% PER THOU 3.0% PER THOU

Clarkstown 4,275,133,811$                           15,912,861$  3.9214$          3.9274$            0.0059$    3.9274$ 0.0059$     3.9274$ 0.0059$    
Haverstraw 4,921,283,657$                           4,280,977$    0.9207$          0.9221$            0.0014$    0.9222$ 0.0014$     0.9222$ 0.0014$    

Orangetown 4,139,379,869$                           9,554,408$    2.4088$          2.4125$            0.0037$    2.4126$ 0.0038$     2.4126$ 0.0039$    
Ramapo 1,781,530,877$                           13,530,567$  8.1408$          8.1558$            0.0150$    8.1585$ 0.0177$     8.1612$ 0.0204$    

Stony Point 359,065,070$                              2,974,187$   8.5359$         8.5488$            0.0129$    8.5488$ 0.0129$     8.5488$ 0.0129$    
Total 15,476,393,284$                         46,253,000$  3.1498$          3.1525$             0.0027$     3.1504$ 0.0006$     3.1483$ (0.0015)$    

COUNTY OF ROCKLAND
Summary AV of properties within Increased Noise Area

ASSESSED VALUE COUNTY COUNTY TAX IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE
Town USED FOR APPORTIONMENT TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 3.0% PER THOU 5.0% PER THOU 7.0% PER THOU

Clarkstown 4,275,133,811$                           15,912,861$  3.9214$          3.9281$            0.0066$    3.9281$ 0.0066$     3.9281$ 0.0066$    
Haverstraw 4,921,283,657$                           4,280,977$    0.9207$          0.9223$            0.0016$    0.9223$ 0.0016$     0.9223$ 0.0016$    

Orangetown 4,139,379,869$                           9,554,408$    2.4088$          2.4129$            0.0041$    2.4129$ 0.0041$     2.4129$ 0.0042$    
Ramapo 1,781,530,877$                           13,530,567$  8.1408$          8.1578$            0.0170$    8.1600$ 0.0192$     8.1622$ 0.0214$    

Stony Point 359,065,070$                              2,974,187$   8.5359$         8.5503$            0.0144$    8.5503$ 0.0144$     8.5503$ 0.0144$    
Total 15,476,393,284$                         46,253,000$  3.1498$          3.1522$             0.0024$     3.1503$ 0.0005$     3.1484$ (0.0014)$    

REVISED DATA
COUNTY TAX RATE / THOU

REVISED DATA
COUNTY TAX RATE / THOU

ORIGINAL DATA

ORIGINAL DATA
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 The East Ramapo Central School District (ERCSD), predominantly serves the 

Town of Ramapo and several portions of the towns of Clarkstown and Haverstraw which 

for school tax purposes are unaffected by the change in flight patterns (a small portion of 

the Town of Haverstraw is subject to the change in flight patterns and is reflected in the 

reduced assessment value when calculating the revised county tax rate). Further, the 

school tax scheme apportions the taxes substantially based on the pro-rata full value of 

the assessments within each of the respective towns. Approximately 15,000 parcels 

within the Town of Ramapo are anticipated to be affected by the FAA Flight Pattern 

Redesign Project; the majority of these parcels, approximately 13,100 are situated within 

the East Ramapo CSD, see annexed municipality assessment summary and parcel count 

of affected parcels. School census data indicates that this district generally serves a 

minority and disadvantaged community, reportedly 60% African-Americans, and 18% 

Hispanic.  

 

 For purposes of illustration we reduced the assessments of those parcels in the 

Town of Ramapo that were affected by the change in flight patterns at a rate of 1, 2 and 

3% and separately, but not cumulatively, those parcels within the increased noise area by 

3, 5, & 7% reductions and reallocated the taxes attributable to each of the town school 

district segments based upon their new pro-rata shares of value and recalculated the 

applicable tax rates. The results are summarized in the annexed Schedule C for both the 

school district and the school district library, Finklestein Memorial Library, also a 

separate taxing entity. The upshot is that the tax rate for all taxpayers in the school 

district and the school district library increased, while the amount of tax collected within 

that portion of the school district and library district within the Town of Ramapo 

decreased and the share of taxes paid by the unaffected parcels increased. This tax shift 

can be directly attributable to the new flight patterns and amounts to a “change in flight 

pattern real property tax”.  

 
 The Ramapo Central School District (Ramapo CSD), predominantly serves the 

Town of Ramapo and several portions of the towns of Haverstraw and Tuxedo. Similar to 

the ERCSD analysis above, we have reduced the assessments of those parcels affected by 
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the change in flight patterns and those parcels within the increased noise area using the 

same percentages. The results are summarized in the annexed Schedule D for both the 

school district and the school district library, Suffern Free Library, also a separate taxing 

entity. 

 A summary of the resultant changes within each of the two school districts, East 

Ramapo CSD and Ramapo CSD is provided in Figures 8 and 9, below. 

 

FIGURE 8 

 

EAST RAMAPO CSD
Comparison of Original Data w/ Flight Path Reductions

SCHOOL SCHOOL TAX FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE
ASSESSED VALUE TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 1.0% PER THOU 2.0% PER THOU 3.0% PER THOU

RAMAPO 1,043,308,693$         99,188,687$      95.0713$        95.5544$            0.4832$          96.0425$     0.9712$        96.5356$     1.4643$       
CLARKSTOWN 314,821,265$            14,389,867$      45.7081$        45.9403$            0.2323$          46.1750$     0.4669$        46.4121$     0.7040$       
HAVERSTRAW 631,776,639$            7,488,318$        11.8528$       11.9130$            0.0602$          11.9739$     0.1211$        12.0354$     0.1826$       

TOTAL 1,989,906,597$         121,066,872$    60.8405$        61.0380$             0.1975$           61.2368$      0.3963$        61.4369$      0.5964$        

EAST RAMAPO CSD
Comparison of Original Data w/ Flight Path Reductions

LIBRARY LIBRARY TAX FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE
ASSESSED VALUE TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 1.0% PER THOU 2.0% PER THOU 3.0% PER THOU

RAMAPO 1,043,308,693$         4,983,043$        4.7762$          4.8005$              0.0243$          4.8250$       0.0488$        4.8498$       0.0736$       
CLARKSTOWN 314,821,265$            722,918$           2.2963$          2.3080$              0.0117$          2.3197$       0.0235$        2.3317$       0.0354$       
HAVERSTRAW 631,776,639$            376,198$           0.5955$         0.5985$              0.0030$          0.6015$       0.0061$        0.6046$       0.0092$       

TOTAL 1,989,906,597$         6,082,160$        3.0565$          3.0646$               0.0081$           3.0727$        0.0162$        3.0808$        0.0243$        

EAST RAMAPO CSD
Comparison of Original Data w/ IncNoise Area Reductions

SCHOOL SCHOOL TAX IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE
ASSESSED VALUE TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 3.0% PER THOU 5.0% PER THOU 7.0% PER THOU

RAMAPO 1,043,308,693$         99,188,687$      95.0713$        95.6989$            0.6276$          96.1219$     1.0507$        96.5487$     1.4775$       
CLARKSTOWN 314,821,265$            14,389,867$      45.7081$        46.0098$            0.3017$          46.2132$     0.5051$        46.4184$     0.7103$       
HAVERSTRAW 631,776,639$            7,488,318$        11.8528$       11.9310$            0.0782$          11.9838$     0.1310$        12.0370$     0.1842$       

TOTAL 1,989,906,597$         121,066,872$    60.8405$        61.0969$             0.2564$           61.2691$      0.4286$        61.4422$      0.6017$        

EAST RAMAPO CSD
Comparison of Original Data w/ IncNoise Area Reductions

LIBRARY LIBRARY TAX IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE
ASSESSED VALUE TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 3.0% PER THOU 5.0% PER THOU 7.0% PER THOU

RAMAPO 1,043,308,693$         4,983,043$        4.7762$          4.8077$              0.0315$          4.8290$       0.0528$        4.8504$       0.0742$       
CLARKSTOWN 314,821,265$            722,918$           2.2963$          2.3114$              0.0152$          2.3217$       0.0254$        2.3320$       0.0357$       
HAVERSTRAW 631,776,639$            376,198$           0.5955$         0.5994$              0.0039$          0.6020$       0.0066$        0.6047$       0.0093$       

TOTAL 1,989,906,597$         6,082,160$        3.0565$          3.0670$               0.0105$           3.0740$        0.0175$        3.0810$        0.0245$        

ORIGINAL DATA

ORIGINAL DATA

ORIGINAL DATA

ORIGINAL DATA

REVISED DATA

REVISED DATA
LIBRARY TAX RATE / THOU

SCHOOL TAX RATE / THOU

REVISED DATA
SCHOOL TAX RATE / THOU

REVISED DATA
LIBRARY TAX RATE / THOU
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FIGURE 9 

 

 

RAMAPO CSD
Comparison of Original Data w/ Flight Path Reductions

SCHOOL SCHOOL TAX FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE
ASSESSED VALUE TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 1.0% PER THOU 2.0% PER THOU 3.0% PER THOU

RAMAPO 615,755,663$            84,112,916$    136.6011$      136.9542$        0.3531$      137.3092$ 0.7081$       137.6660$ 1.0649$      
HAVERSTRAW 178,880,590$            3,046,414$      17.0304$        17.0745$          0.0440$      17.1187$  0.0883$       17.1632$  0.1328$      
TUXEDO 7,921,269$                1,024,930$      129.3896$     129.7241$        0.3345$      130.0603$ 0.6707$       130.3982$ 1.0086$      

TOTAL 802,557,522$            88,184,260$    109.8791$      110.1074$         0.2284$       110.3367$ 0.4577$       110.5670$ 0.6879$       

RAMAPO CSD
Comparison of Original Data w/ Flight Path Reductions

LIBRARY LIBRARY TAX FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE FP $ CHANGE
ASSESSED VALUE TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 1.0% PER THOU 2.0% PER THOU 3.0% PER THOU

RAMAPO 615,755,663$            2,683,229$      4.3576$          4.3689$            0.0113$      4.3802$    0.0226$       4.3916$    0.0340$      
HAVERSTRAW 178,880,590$            97,182$           0.5433$          0.5447$            0.0014$      0.5461$    0.0028$       0.5475$    0.0042$      
TUXEDO 7,921,269$                32,696$           4.1276$         4.1382$            0.0107$      4.1490$    0.0214$       4.1597$    0.0322$      

TOTAL 802,557,522$            2,813,106$      3.5052$          3.5121$             0.0070$       3.5191$     0.0140$       3.5262$     0.0210$       

RAMAPO CSD
Comparison of Original Data w/ IncNoise Area Reductions

SCHOOL SCHOOL TAX IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE
ASSESSED VALUE TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 3.0% PER THOU 5.0% PER THOU 7.0% PER THOU

RAMAPO 615,755,663$            84,112,916$    136.6011$      136.9100$        0.3089$      137.1167$ 0.5156$       137.3240$ 0.7229$      
HAVERSTRAW 178,880,590$            3,046,414$      17.0304$        17.0689$          0.0385$      17.0947$  0.0643$       17.1206$  0.0901$      
TUXEDO 7,921,269$                1,024,930$      129.3896$     129.6822$        0.2926$      129.8779$ 0.4883$       130.0743$ 0.6847$      

TOTAL 802,557,522$            88,184,260$    109.8791$      110.0788$         0.1998$       110.2124$ 0.3333$       110.3463$ 0.4672$       

RAMAPO CSD
Comparison of Original Data w/ IncNoise Area Reductions

LIBRARY LIBRARY TAX IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE IncNoise $ CHANGE
ASSESSED VALUE TAX LEVY RATE/THOU 3.0% PER THOU 5.0% PER THOU 7.0% PER THOU

RAMAPO 615,755,663$            2,683,229$      4.3576$          4.3675$            0.0099$      4.3741$    0.0164$       4.3807$    0.0231$      
HAVERSTRAW 178,880,590$            97,182$           0.5433$          0.5445$            0.0012$      0.5453$    0.0021$       0.5462$    0.0029$      
TUXEDO 7,921,269$                32,696$           4.1276$         4.1369$            0.0093$      4.1431$    0.0156$       4.1494$    0.0218$      

TOTAL 802,557,522$            2,813,106$      3.5052$          3.5113$             0.0061$       3.5154$     0.0102$       3.5194$     0.0143$       

ORIGINAL DATA

ORIGINAL DATA

LIBRARY TAX RATE / THOU
ORIGINAL DATA

ORIGINAL DATA

REVISED DATA
SCHOOL TAX RATE / THOU

REVISED DATA
LIBRARY TAX RATE / THOU

REVISED DATA
SCHOOL TAX RATE / THOU

REVISED DATA
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CONCLUSION 
 

 We have made minimally reasonable assumptions as to the effect of the change in 

the flight paths both under the unmitigated and thereafter mitigated area. In the 

unmitigated scenario, where there will be a significant change in noise level in the so 

called affected area, we have employed reasonable assumptions to bracket the 

consequences of the increased noise level. The results will be a devaluation of the 

properties within the noise zone of 3% to 7%. The consequence results in the devaluation 

in the property and thereafter results in a decrease in their tax assessment. Where a 

significant area of Rockland County has a reduction in value assessments, the resultant 

consequence will be a shift in Real Property Taxes throughout the entire town, school 

district(s) and county, increasing the tax rates and increasing the absolute amounts of real 

property taxes paid by those properties that are not so affected. Thus there is a double-

edged effect, a reduction in value of the assessed properties and increased taxes to the 

unaffected properties. 

 
 We have similarly made reasonable assumptions as to the devaluation of those 

properties with mitigation in the range of 1 to 3%. Although the absolute noise impacts 

are lower, the impact is more extensive since they cover a greater land area. They 

likewise result in a devaluation of properties in the shadow of the flight path and cause a 

shift in taxes to those municipalities that do not experience the likely devaluation of their 

properties.  

 
 We are very cautious in our estimate as we understand that they do not take into 

account the vast reported air traffic so that, we hypothecate, that the number of flights 

and perhaps their elevation above ground may be changed to reflect this increased 

demand. Overall, the consequences in the future are likely to be greater than those that 

we considered and analyzed.  
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WILLIAM R. BECKMANN, MAI, CRE 
Resident and native of Rockland County, New York 

bill@beckmannappraisals.com 
 

 
 
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATIONS 
 IAO  1989  Member, Institute of Assessing Officers 
 MAI  1990 Member, Appraisal Institute 
 CRE  2000 Member, Counselors of Real Estate 
 
LICENSED 
 Certified General Real Estate Appraiser,  New York State 
 Certified General Real Estate Appraiser,  New Jersey 
 Approved Real Estate Appraiser Instructor, New York State 
 Approved Real Estate Instructor, New York State 
 Real Estate Broker, New York State 
 Real Estate Broker, New Jersey 
 Notary Public, New York State 
 
NEW YORK STATE ASSESSOR   (Office of Real Property Tax Services) 
 State Certified Assessor (7-17-89) 
 State Certified Assessor (Advanced) (9-15-89) 
 State Certified Assessor (Professional) (9-15-89) 
 State Certified Assessor (National) (3-28-90) 
 
EMPLOYMENT  
 1996 to Present Beckmann Appraisals, Inc., Tappan, New York 
 1982 to 2001  Assessor - Village of Spring Valley, New York 
 1979 to 1995  Beckmann Realty, Inc., Tappan, New York  
 1976 to 1979  Real Estate Salesman, Pearl River, New York 
 
AREAS OF EXPERTISE 

• Real Property Assessments and Taxation 
  

• Approved Fee Appraiser, New York State Department of Transportation 
 

• All aspects of General Appraising including: 
  Right-of-way   Condemnation               Estate 
  Commercial and Industrial      Residential             Mortgage 
  Hotels and Motels  Certiorari             Feasibility 
  

• Geographic Information Systems 
  Developed GIS system for: 
    Suffolk County:        Half Hollows Central School District 
     Middle Country Central School District 
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(Geographic Information Systems, cont.) 
 

  Rockland County:      Town of Clarkstown 
                  South Orangetown Central School District 
                Town of Orangetown 
                Town of Orangetown Highway Department 
                                        Rockland County Solid Waste Management Authority 
                Rockland County Sewer District No. 1   
 

EDUCATION                                                           
• Pace University, BBA Finance, 1980 

 

• Appraisal Institute (American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers): 
   Standards of Professional Practice 
   Real Estate Appraisal Principles 
   Basic Valuation 
   Residential Valuation 
   Capitalization, Theory & Techniques 
   Case Studies in Real Estate Valuation 
   Valuation Analysis & Report Writing 
   Rates, Ratios & Relationships 
   Hotels/Motels Appraisals 
   Regression Analysis in Appraisal Practice 
   Appraisal Issues…in the Millennium 
   What’s it Worth? Valuation of Real Property in Litigation 
   Case Studies in Commercial Highest & Best Use 
   Advanced Applications 
   Attacking & Defending an Appraisal Litigation 
   HUD Rent Comparability Studies 
   Case Studies in Ltd. Partnership & Common Tenancy Valuation 

Appraisal Consulting: A solutions Approach for Professionals 
Subdivision Valuation: A Comprehensive Guide to Valuing Improved Subdivisions 
Analyzing Commercial Lease Clauses – Implications for 

Property Value and Marketability 
Supporting Capitalization Rates 

 

• New York State Department of Equalization and Assessment: 
   Assessor's Basic Phase I 
   Assessor's Basic Phase II 
   Forestry Appraisal 
   Fundamentals of Equalization 
   Income Approach I 
   Income Approach II 
   Industrial Valuation 
   Mass Appraisal 
 

• Other:  Business, Faith & Ethics, CRE 
   Electric Asset Valuation, CBI 
   Taxation in the Deregulated Electric Industry, CBI 
   Annual Legal Seminar, IAAO 
   Advanced Income Approach, NYS Assessor’s Association 
   FIRREA Overview and Practical Application 
   Passport I & II, Orange County Association of Realtors 
   Northeast Arc Users Group Conference, NEARC 
   NYS Geographic Information Systems Conference SUNY College of ESF 
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TEACHING 
 
 Taxes and Assessments    Construction Home Inspection 
 Ethics and Standards (E & S)  Appraisal Report Writing (R3) 
 Appraisal Methods (G1)   Income Capitalization (G2) 
 Appraisal Applications (G3)  Appraisal Basics (R1) 
 Taxes and Assessments   Single Family Appraisal (R2) 
 Real Property Taxes and Assessments 
 Real Estate Appraisal, Cornell University, Dominican College 
 Rockland County Board of Realtors, Rockland Community College 
 Real Estate Fundamentals, Principals and Practices of Real Estate 
 Income Approach to Valuation, New York State Association of Towns 
 Elementary Income and Capitalization Methods & Techniques (R4) 
 Valuation of Cell Towers & Sites 
 
EXPERT TESTIMONY  
 
 United States District Court for Southern District of New York 
 Supreme Court State of New York: 

Counties of Orange, Rockland, Westchester, Dutchess, Putnam, Schoharie, 
Columbia, Putnam, Sullivan, and Ulster 

 
 County Legislature: 
  County of Rockland 
  
 Authorities: 
  Metropolitan Transit Authority 
  Metro North Transit 
  Rockland County Solid Waste Management Authority 
  
 United States Bankruptcy Court: 
   Eastern District of New York 
   Southern District of New York 
  
 Zoning Board of Appeals: 
  Towns of Clarkstown, Orangetown, Ramapo 
  Villages of Nyack, Piermont, South Nyack, Spring Valley, Upper Nyack 
  
 Planning Boards: 
  Towns of Clarkstown, Orangetown, Ramapo 
  Villages of Piermont, South Nyack, Spring Valley, Upper Nyack 
  Airmont, Montebello 
  
 Town Boards: 
    Towns of Clarkstown, Orangetown, Ramapo, Stony Point 
  
 Village Boards:  
  Villages of Nyack, Piermont, South Nyack, Spring Valley 
   Airmont, Montebello 
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BROKERAGE AND APPRAISAL 
 
 State of New York: 
   Albany County  Columbia County 
   Dutchess County  Delaware County 
   Erie County  Herkimer County 
   Madison County  Orange County 
   Putnam County  Rockland County 
   Saratoga County  Schoharie County 
   Schenectady County  Suffolk County 
   Sullivan County  Ulster County 
   Westchester County  Nassau County 
   New York City, all 5 Boroughs Greene County 
   
 State of New Jersey:  State of Connecticut: 
   Bergen County   Fairfield County 
   Ocean County  
   Passaic County 
   Hudson County 
MEMBERSHIPS  
 
 International Association of Assessing Officers 
 The Appraisal Institute 
 The Counselors of Real Estate 
 National Association of Realtors 
 New York State Association of Realtors 
 New York State Assessors Association 
 Rockland County Multiple Listing System 
 United Real Estate Brokers of Rockland 
 Rockland County Society of Real Estate Appraisers, Inc. 
 Rockland County Assessors Association - past President 
 Rockland County Board of Realtors - past President 
 Greater Hudson Valley MLS 
 
SAMPLE REFERENCE SUBSCRIPTIONS 
  
 Valuation Insights and Perspectives  Assessment Journal 

Westchester County Business Journal  Fairfield County Business Journal 
Hudson Valley Business Source   National Economic Trends 
Monetary Trends    The Appraiser News 

 Bureau of Labor Statistics   The Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
 The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis  Marshall Valuation Service 
 Real Property Tax Administration Reporter Korpacz Real Estate Investor Survey 
 PKF Consulting Trends in the Hotel Industry BOMA Experience Exchange Report 
 The ULI Dollars & Cents of Shopping Centers US Census  
 Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 
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MUNICIPALITY ASSESSMENT SUMMARY OF PARCELS 

WITHIN THE FAA FLIGHT PLAN REDESIGN PROJECT 
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SCHEDULE A 
County of Rockland – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 1 
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SCHEDULE A 
County of Rockland – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 2 
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SCHEDULE A 
County of Rockland – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 3 
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SCHEDULE A 
County of Rockland – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 1 
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SCHEDULE A 
County of Rockland – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 2 
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SCHEDULE A 
County of Rockland – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 3 
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SCHEDULE B 
Town of Ramapo – Calculation of Real Property Tax 
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SCHEDULE B 
Town of Ramapo –  Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 1 
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SCHEDULE B 
Town of Ramapo –Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 2 
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SCHEDULE B 
Town of Ramapo  – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 3 
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SCHEDULE B 
Town of Ramapo  – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 1 
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SCHEDULE B 
Town of Ramapo – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 2 
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SCHEDULE B 
Town of Ramapo  – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 3 
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SCHEDULE C 
East Ramapo CSD – Calculation of Real Property Tax 
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SCHEDULE C 
East Ramapo CSD –  Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 1 
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SCHEDULE C 
East Ramapo CSD –Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 2 
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SCHEDULE C 
East Ramapo CSD  – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Flight Path Area - Page 3 
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SCHEDULE C 
East Ramapo CSD  – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 1 
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SCHEDULE C 
East Ramapo CSD – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 2 
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SCHEDULE C 
East Ramapo CSD  – Calculation of Real Property Tax 

and 
Revised Calculation of Real Property Tax 

Increased Noise Area - Page 3 
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